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" Here the needle plies its busy task."

— Coiupcr.

"Where )'ou rest, there decorate,''

—Ru-ikin.
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WHEN the publication ol^ the Metropoli- are applicable to articles of household use

tan An Series was beyun, our aim and tlecoralion have Ijeen gi\en generous

was to meet the demand of our patrons for space in " Needle and Brush," while those

books containing illustrations and descrip- who have expressed their satisfaction with the

tions of -such varieties of fancy-work as come contents of "Needle-craft" and requested

within the reach of those whose best efforts additional designs for artistic and practical

are dedicated to the task of making home articles that depend niainh' on skilful

beautiful. That we have succeeded in fulfill- needle-work for their good effect, receive ecjual

ing the demand is pro\-en by the unprecedented consideration. Accepting as a fair augury

sales of the initial volume, which is published the interest manifested in e\'en the most

under the title of " Needle-craft," and empha- elaborate designs contained ni the first \-ob

sized by the iec|uests that followed its pub- ume, we ha\-e introduced into " Needle and

lication for another volume, which should be Brush " many novelties which are by many

complete in itself as well as supplementary to mistakenly supposed to in\-olve large expense,

the first in its exposition of such \'arielies of and to be procurable only at the shops de-

decorati\'e work as are dependent botli on voted to the manufacture of specialties in

needle and brush for their perfect develop- certain lines. Nothing has, however, been

ment. The principle which has ahva\-s actu- attempted that is be\-ond the possibilitv of

aled us in all our undertakings has been the execution in the home, and e\er\- design is

recognition of the expressed wants of our accompanied by accurate instructions. The

patrons in various sections, and we have not ]iresent volume is therefore offered to the

deviated from it in the prejjaralion of these public with the belief that it will win for itself

volumes. Those who ha\'e asked for instruc- the same degree of gratif\ing approval as has

tions regarding such \-arielies of painting as been accorded its predecessor.

XBEE BXJXTSaiCK: 3PXJBX.IS3BEIITa COMBPAIT-Y, <Limited>.
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CHAPTER I.

SQRRERTQ EMBRS'IDERY.
^,->^

L^^^'jl;,OTB[ needle and brush are em-

6^

ployed in the execution of the

fascinating variety of decorative

work known as Sorrento em-

broidery. Linen sateen is the

material oftenest chosen for a

background, and the purposes to which

such work is best adapted are those which

permit of developing bold effects. The sofa

cushion chosen as an exposition of the

work in the present instance is made of

dark green plush and linen sateen of a

slightly creamy shade. The plush forms the

under side, and the linen, upon which the em-

broidery is developed, forms the other. Be-

fore the cushion is made up, the linen is

prepared by being stamped with a design

showing oak leaves and acorns in combination

with an effective arrangement of conventional

curves and angles. One-fourlh of this de-

sign is comprised in Diagrams A and B, which

are illustrated on succeeding pages, and are

of the full size required. By placing the cor-

responding edges of these two diagrams to-

gether with the corresponding dotted lines

marked A. and B together, one-fourth of the

entire design will result, and by quadrupling

the portion lluis achieved the entire pattern

will be reproducetl. The remaining dotted

lines show where the corresponding sections

come together, and by comparing the dia-

grams with the cushion illustrated the process

of enlargement will be fully comprehended.

When the design has been traced, it is gone

over with liquid dye in a dark green shade,

the application being made with a brush that

IS not soft enough to take up much at a time.

The liquid is applied with quick, even strokes,

and extreme care is exercised lest it go be-

yond the outlines, as the beauty Df the effect

depends on the regularity with \\hich the

work is done and the strength of the contrast

between the design and its background.

When the design has been tinted in the

requisite color and given plentv of lime to

dry, all its outlines are bordered with a

button-hole stitching done with heavy rope-

silk of the exact shade of the dye, and upon

the background a network of outline stitching,

broken here and there by a loop stitch, is

made. The leaves are then veined with silk

somewhat finer, but of the same shade, and

the co\'er is ready for making up. The effect

suggests rich applique work, and the process

as thus described is illustrated at Figure No.

2 on another page. Sometimes it is the back-
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ground which ib uiuec! as pictured at Figure their experience yet to undergo, the maxim of

No. 3, while the design is left in the color of " make haste slo\\'ly " may be repeated with

the linen ; Figure No. 3 also Ulustrales the emphasis, ^^'e have spoken of the linen

butlon-hole stitching \'er)' plainly, while sateen so much favored for this class ol work.

Figure No. 2 clearly exemplifies the process It is sometimes called ''art linen " and is very

of veining. ^^'hen the design is geometric or firmly and smoothly woven ; it is obtainable

architectural, or in any se\'erely conventional in cream and pure white shades, and, when

FiouKE No. I.—SoF.\ Cushion Decor \ri-a) wrrn Sorrento JiMiiRoiDERV.

style, the tinted background is effecti\'e ; but enriched in the manner described, is counted

foliage appears best when it is itself tinted, suitable for association with the richest fab-

Almost evervbody who has experimented rics employed for cushions, portieres and

much with the brush will exercise personal other decorative articles. Any other material

preference regarding the liquid dyes which \vo\en so that the dyes v.-ill not spread too

are used for this class of ^york, and to such cpiickl\- may be used instead. Art linen or

onlv the hint to ]5rofit b\' experience need be linen sateen resembles what is more famil-

(Ti\-en. To such, howe\-er, as have most of iarl)- or generally known as linen drilling.
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Those who attempt Sorrento eiiil)ri)ider\- with- certain effects, wliicli to eciinljine, and how

out [irevious experimental knowledge, usually lULich thev uia\ be diliiled. 1 1, houxwer, the

hntl Grenies' dvcs the easiest to woik with, Ije- worker desires but one tint and is certain of

cause with them they may procure a medium obtaining that in perfection at tlie shops where

FiGUKK No. 2.

—

Showini; the Effect of a Tinted Design.

for mixing with them, which imparts body such articles are kept, she nia\- proceed even

enough to hold them within e\eii the most cir- more fearlessk,', but in no instance slioiild she

cumscribed s|iace, and because they are so few appl\- it to the ailicle to be embroidered with-

in number that a few trials will convince her out first testing it upon a scrap of the same tex-

which are the ]iroper ones to use to produce tin-e. Tlie fabric should be laid o\'er a sheet
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of blotting paper in order to arrest the super- previous warning, that practice alone can teach

fluous moisture, and tlie first strokes should the piocess thoroughly. Beginners will do

be made toward the edges of the design, in well to limit their first efforts to producing

order to guard against overrunning. In gen- uniformly tinted designs, but when they have

FlOUKE X(i. 3.— .SlluWI.N'i; TUE Kl-]-ELT oK A 'I'lNTED B,\CKGROUND.

eral, it may l)e said that any dyes and any progressed a little in this direction they will

materials ada|.)led to tapestr}- painting may be understand the possibility of developing shaded

ustd f(M- Sorrento work. l!iit it must be tints and of uniting different hues in the same

urged, e\-en with the danger of repeating our design.

-®®@@C®@@@©332 Kj©::
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CHAPTER ir.

RQMiin EMBRQ'IDERY

HIS is one of the most set of toilette articles comprising a cushion,

beautiful varieties of perfume bottle and bureau scarf.

fanc)'-\vork in \'ogue, Figures Nos. i and 2 show tlie style of tlie

and one that, owing to its cushion and bottle. The latter is round in

adaptability to articles of shape, and easil}' procurable for a small sum.

use and adornment, may The cushion is oblong in shape and is sim|)l\-

be truly classed among the most practical a bag filled very solidly with whatever mate-

Fl(;uREs Nos. 1 AM) 2.

—

Cushion' .and llorrrE.

with which a lady maj' employ herself. We rial is preferred and pro\ided with an outer

have selected to illustrate its development a covering of satin, whicli is d:awn on \-ery
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sniootlil\'. L^pon the top is laid a cover of inner edge of the engraving show wliere to be-

Roman embroidery, wrought upon linen sateen gin to increase the size. The dark background

and bordered \\ ith a fringe of rings and shows where the linen is to be cut awa)\ and

FiCI-RE X( -Dksiiin 1' ('ijshimn-Cover.

tassels. The design of the cover is illustrated the finish of the edges, wliich is buttondiole

at Figure No. ^, which is one half of the actual stitching done with flax thread, is clearly

size, the design being duplicated to joroduce illustrated at Figure No. 7. Considerable

the requisite dimensions The letters along the care is required to insure regularity in cutting
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awa)' tliis background, and it is a question of often called linen di-illinL; and b}' that name

pei-sonal slviU wliethet the button-hole stitch- is easily obtained at almost any shop wheie

iiig- be done before or after the backgroiuid is such articles are kept ior sale,

cut away. For one who is not an expeit with The ring fringe, which is such a hand-

the needle it would be easier to do the button- some hnish for the cover, is made of silk

holing first, and this plan is followed by many crochetted over metal rings, the process be-

who do not lack experience, because, they ing very accurately described and illustrated

claim, the fraying or stretching of the edges in 'Needle-craft," and a ling partially cov-

KlGO'KE .\o. 4.— I)ESI^;.\ KDk iliJirLK-CuVEK.

is thus avoided. The network or cobweb ered with the tassel attached being shown at

stitches are likewise done at wdiichever stage Figtire Xo. 5 of this chapter,

tlie worker finds most convenient. Such work Flax-thread, rope-silk or any material

progresses rapidlv in deft hands and is done adapted to the making of fringes may be

on silk and bolting cloth, on duck and warious emplo}'ed for the ]iurpose. In attaching the

other fabrics as well as on the linen sateen rings to form the fringe, iheir adjoining sides

used in the present instance. The latter is are connected b\- invisible stitches and the
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fringe when completed is caught to the cover cover is shown at Figure No. 4. The pat-

in the same way. Much of the good effect of tern is duplicated as many times as is nec-

Roman embroideiy depends on bringing out essary to produce the requisite length, and

Figure No. 5.

—

\<]>n; anu 'I'.xsskl

Figure Xu. 0.

—

Uurkai; .Scarf.

the patievn hv la_\ing it over a color present- the lower edge of the cover, which extends

ing a decided contrast. almost to the bottom of the bottle and has a

The design which enriches the bottle- row of liutton-hole stitching along the margin,
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Fii;i;ke Xh. 7.

—

i.'dkM'.r Skiii.in cik I)i:s|(,n idi; llrKKAi Scari-
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is finished with ;i row nf rin^s. Cfi\ei\'il wilh The buieau scarf shown at I'ig'iii-e No. C

silk. Rings r/.lapled to this purpose nia\' be is a charming exponent of Roman eniliroider)".

Fic.rRF Xo. S.

—

Cknter SEf-ridX di V.yu ,tv [iksion for ]-!uRK\n Scari

purchased read\' for use at an}- fanc\'-goods and its practical value, jniiied in iis Iseauiiful

shop. A riljhon Ijowetl about the neck of the effect, well repavs the time and expense of

bottle compli'ies the r.rnamentation. making it. The enibroider\- designs shown
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at Fia;nres Nns. 7, S and 9 arc in Ihe full i-oli.i-. lirown with t'o'ii and red with cicam,

size of the sections the\' represent. Two are elfeciive combinations. When the em-

corner sections hke Fitjnre No. 7 and broidery is dev'eloped npon any article wliich

one like logure No. S comi)rise tlie withh \\ill retpiire hinndering' it is of course best to

of the embroider\- at eacii entl, and the hmit the choice to fadeless colors, but when

Fiiu'RF, N(i. 0.— Si'iriox (II- IiKsicx i-oit SinKs of Bureau Scarf.

requisite length for each side is obtained by done on silk very delicate and effective con-

duplicating the design shown at Figure Nf). 9. trasts ma\- be developed. Very delicate text-

The network may be made as simple or as ures are sometimes rendered less liable to

elaborate as personal taste desires and the fray if they are sized with diluted white glue,

needle-work may all be done in tiie same white of egg, gum-arabic or some similar

shade as the material or in a contrasting mi.vtuie before the background is cut awaw

tESX X X X X X X X X X KS^
•jaO20-0 <><><> OO^iOu

'Xi$? L-?!*'^ iXiX i5^^;
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How to do this so as to produce a graceful

effect without involving a large outlay; or,

even if the expense be a minor consideration,

without producing too heavy and elaborate an

effect is often a puzzling question. A simple

but artistic arrangement is developed as fol-

lows. A scarf of India silk, a little longer

than the distance round the shelf, is bnrderrd

at the ends and at one of its sides with

thumb fringe or little ornamenis sewed on to

form a fringe, and is run through a brass ring

which is concealed by being button-holed or

crochetted all over with cable silk, 'i'he ring

is adjusted at the center or to one side of it,

and the scarf is disposed with its iniirimnied

side on the shelf and its extremities falling

gracefull\' at the ends. The edges which rest

upon the shelf uiav be held in position by

extending theui beneath the heaviest nrna-

menls or pieces of bric-a-brac and the fulness

mav be drawn into innumerable graceful folds

as it escapes from the ring.

This arrangement is one upon which a

great manv variations mav be rung. An ex-

quisite effect is produced by using in con-

junction with the silk scarf as described

above a piece of Irish point lace long enough

to pass about the shelf. This may be ar-

ranged plainly with its depth hanging below

the edge, and the scarf, run through a ring,

disposed to overhang it slightly. A bow of

ribbon matching the scarf in hue might be

fastened where the draping is made with the

ring. Mantel draperies thus arranged are

easih' taken down, sliaken and readjusted,

and this fact alone is much in their favor,

es|5ecially where open fires are used.

.Vmong the most beautiful of inexpensive

material for draperies is a Japanese cotton

crape, delicately figured in gold. Pongee,

sateen, chintz, and all materials adapted to

the ])urpose ma\' be arrangerl in the manner

described. Sometimes two shorter scarfs are

passed tlirough a large ring, and one end of

each is carried to its respective end of the

shelf ; the remaining ends then disposed in

an\- prettv fashion at the center, a favorite

disposal being a fan-shaped arrangement

\vhicli displa\s id good ach'antage whatever

decoration is upon tliem.
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fabric is dark-red cloth, and [he border is strip is pointed, the outer ends being ex-

made of rows of black velvet-ribbon applied tended some two or three inches beyond the

Fir.rRK Xc ::.

—

Part of liiiKiiKR I)ESii;x.

as illustrated with fanc\- stitches done with edge of the co\er and tipped with a fancy-

silk floss in bri'-^ht c,"old. Each end of each ornament of gold and red: thus forming a



KjGUKK .\(i. ;,.— I'AKT nF lioKlil.K l)Ks|i,N.
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handsome and rich looking fringe. Tassels

may be loosened from old fringes and used

with good effect, or any style of ornament

may be selected. Long stitches are crossed

upon the fringed ends of the ribbon, to ren-

der them lighter and more elaborate in effect.

A \arietv of colors may be introduced in the

application of the ribbon, and the cover fabric

ma\' be of any color and of any preferred

material.

Border Design for a Piano-Cover.

FicuRKS Nos. 2 ANi> 3.—These two engrav-

ings illustrate a geometrical mosaic arranged

as a border to a piano-cover. The best way

to proceed in duplicating the design is to

trace it on parchment paper, uniting the two

sections on one piece of paper according to

the capital letters, and then duplicate the

size as often as may be necessary to obtain

the requisiie dimensions, making subsequent

duplications so as to complete the shapes by

bringing the small letters together. The un-

broken lines indicate complete outlines, and

the dotted lines show where parts of the de-

sign are separated owing to the size of the

pages. No difficulty in perfecting the outlines,

need be feared, however, if the design be

traced and matched according to the instruc-

tions given. Such borders are worked with

metallic cord sewed down invisiblv with cot-

ton, with fine silk cord purled with button-

hole stitches, and with embroidery silk which

follows the design in chain or herring-bone

stitch. A handsome piano-cover, which ma\-

be made at small cost is of felt in old-red.

with a border of oli\e veh-eteen, upon which

this design is stamped and then reproduced

with bronze and copper-colored metal cords.
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CHAPTER IV.

GHA1R DEG0RAT'10NS ARD GcISHlQNS.

usiii<r olcl-f

5i)yI^RY often the furnish- and this cliapter contains several illustra-

ings of a room which tions of chairs, l^oth modern and antique,

seem quite lu,\urious From them man)- ideas mav be gleaned which

are the result of in- may be applied to possessions in hand,

genious feminine fin-

gers and taste, the Decorated Chair.

iment of artistic needle- Figi're No. i.—An\" chair of like shape

eing not always completed may be decorated in this way, and it may be

tiie driving of tacks. gilded or colored, the gilding being e.xceed-

fnst now there is a fancv for ingly effective. A square, flat pillow or

ashioned chair frames and brighten- cushion is made of brocaded silk to fit

Fiia-Ri': Nil. i,— I )e<'oi: \ rnn Cuaik.

ing them up with pretty cushions ami co\'ers, the back as pictured, and llie filling iua\' be
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balsam, fir. cottcm, down. etc. An edge of and then carefully cut out, leaving a design in

cord is added, and \>o\\s at the upper corners low relief. A fancy stitch in yellow silk floss

appear to secure it to the chair. A scarf of fastens the edge of the pongee strip to the

the silk is laid across the seat and is edged side of the scarf. The ends are then deco-

all round witli cord and decorated at the ends rated with a heavy silk fringe and fall well

with a row of ball fringe. The cushion and over the seat and back. The covers for the

scarf may be of any preferred material or arms are made in the same way, only they

color and decorated to please the taste. are, of course, much smaller. If preferred,

Fnu' No -CUAIR-L 0\ JiKS.

Plain fabrics will be decorated with embroi- tighll)- twisted silk fringe, with acorn pen-

derv done in outline stitch, or with applique' dants, could be used, or brass crescents might

cnibroiderv or ribbons. be employed if liked.

Chair-Covers. Decorated Chair.

FiouRE Xo. 2.—Dark brown velvet consti- Fic.fKK No. 3.—A wooden chair of any

tutes the background of these covers, and shape may be decorated in this manner, and

upon it is laid pongee silk in its natural hue. niav be gilded or painted in any preferred

The silk is stamped in foliage pattern —which color. The scarf of \-elvet or plush is long

is outlined with .>ilk braid >ipon the \el\-et— enough to throw o\'er the cross-bar below the
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top aiul is c.iught in at tlie back of the seat tlic Ijack. and also Ijelow the seat, it is em-

with wide ribbon that is bowed pvetlily ; it bellislietl witli applique liower sprays, which

Figure Isu. 3.

—

Uh.LORATEU Chair.

Fkjure Nu. 4.

—

Decokatf.I) Kcicivrav.

falls nearly to the floor in frcMil and has a row are selections from Kursheedl's Standard flo-

of plush ball ornaments along this end. At ral appliques, if iireferred, this part of the
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decoration iiia_\' be hand-painted or embroi-

dered, but the applique decoration is effective

and easier of accomplishment.

Decorated Rocker.

frame at the meeting of the back and seat,

and hold the scarf permanently in place,

though other means of fastening may be used,

if these and the weight of the fringe and

tassels be not sufificient. Fancy and plain

Fiouki: No. 4.—In this engraving is illus- ribbons and silks may be used instead of vel-

trated a handsomely decorated rocker having vet, with pretty effect
; and the colors may be

an upholstered seat and back. A handsome those most pleasing to the taste. Sucli scarfs

scarf, made of oblong sections of velvet in are usually prettily lined and are as suitable

FiGUKK Nil. 5.

—

Decciratku Rocking-Chair.

rwo shades arranged as pictured, and deco- for arm and easy chairs as for rockers. A
rated with long stitches done with gold floss willow chair with a pretty cushion fastened in

in imitation of sun rays, is arranged upon it to the seat will be rendered very elegant by the

fall over the back and below the seat, all the addition of sucha scarf.

edges being bordered wdth thick cord. The

ends are trimmed with bullion fringe, and Decorated Rocking-Chair.

bullion tassels are fastened to the corners. Figure No. 5.—The covers on the back,

Wide ribbons fastened to the scarf at the seat and arms of this handsome chair are

lower part of the back are tied above the made of scraps of silk, plush, satin, velvet.
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ril)bon, elc, put logether in the famous crazy

or mosaic fasliiou. All varieties of fancy

stitches m.i)' be used with pleasing variety in

such work, and, of course, all sorts of colors

ma\- be introduced in them. A narrow band

of velvet borders the covers, and the back

cover is made long enough to fall over

for a short distance at the back, where it

is bordered with a row of handsome fringe.

A row of similar fringe falls from the band

crossing the front of the chair, and also from

cotton with either material. Fancy matting is

also used for chair covers, all its edges being

tacked to place under gimp with brass headed

tacks.

Fancy Chair.

FifJURE No. 6.—This chair was made of

inexpensive wood, tinted and varnished to

imitate ebony and touched along some of the

edges with gold paint. The seat is slightly

padded and co\'ered with figured silk. A

P'iGURE No. 6.—F.\xcv Chair. KlGUKE No. 7.—1)EC0R.\TED ChaIR.

the outer long edges of the arm covers.

Around the lower front part of the arm is

passed a wide ribbon that is tied in a large

bow. An old chair, varnished or painted,

will look like new when decorated in this way,

and will result in a rich and elegant piece of

furniture. Canvas and bindaps in e'ciii and the

yellow sharles are used for covering chairs in-

tended for balcony use or for the upper rooms

of houses. A combination that is very effec-

tive is developed by associating Turkey red

sachet in crescent shape covered with silk is

lied to the top of the back with ribbon

bunched in long loops and ends, the ends

being pointed and ti|3ped with small pom|ions.

A fringe formed of stri]M of ribbon similarly

iinished depends from the seat of the chair,

and also from the lower edge of the sachet.

The silk employed in the present instance has

a gold-colored ground showing black figures,

and the ribbon and pompons being gold the

effect is gorgeous and handsome.
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F"h,i KF. \o, S.

—

K^tllKlUIl^;KY Dksii.n tor Cimir.
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Decorated Chair.

Figure No. 7.—Any fancifully shaped

.small chair may be decoraled in this wa\-.

The wood may he of any handsome variely,

or inexpensive wood may be beautified bv

paint and \'ariiisl]. The cushion is made of

fancy striped, loosel)' woven canvas or crash

eml)roidered in oriental colors, according to

the design pictured and described at Figure

No. 8. To ihe top of the chair is fastened a

sachet in two parts, one part falling backward

and the other forward, and the two being lied

entire pattern and is done in short button-

hole stitch, the stitches being taken up at

compara(i\-ely long intervals. The filling

stitch is Kensington and the colors are indi-

cated by letters in the engra\'ing, which, being

inter|3reted, mean : A, cream ;
1!. blue ;

(',

red; D, orange; 1'^, light-oli\'e ; F", pink; G,

heliotrope ; H, dark-olive ; f, reddish-orange.

The stems are embroidered with gold tinsel

thread, and the straight lines in the figures

and the little cross designs are done witli fiat

silver tinsel.

FiGURK Nil. 9.

—

Ch.\ir, wrnr
EMHRIliriF.RED CusniiiNs.

-'L>-

yir.CRK Nil. 10-

Dksi

-i:mi

to the chair with ribbons. The outer covering

of the sachet is embroidered to correspond

with the cushion and it is lined with the plain

color.

Embroidery Design for Chair.

Fi(;URE N(j. 8.—This design is used in

embroidering the chair-cushion and sachet

illustrated at Figure No. 7. Its colors are

dark-cream, old-pink, old-blue, old-red, reddish-

orange, dark and light olive-green, heliotrope

and black. The black is used to outline the

Chair, with Embroidered Cushions.

FiGURii Nil. 9.—The frame of this chair is

of a shape that may be purchased at any shop

dealing in such articles, and the cushions are

of velvet ornamented with outline designs

done in silk. Such a chair in wood having a

white enamelled finish, with blue satin cush-

ions wrought in pale gold would be very

ornamental in a drawing-room or boudoir.

An ebony frame with yellow cushions would

be equally effective.
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Embroidery Designs. embroidery, and the stems may be increased

Figures Nos. io axd ii.—These two fig- in length and blossoms added in prrporlion

ures illustrate the designs emplo\-ed in em- to the size of the seat and back of tlie chair.

Figure No. ii.—Embroidery Desi(;n.

broidering the chair pictured at Figure No. 9, IE solid embroidery be preferred to outline

on tlie preceding page. Either satin or out- work ihe floral designs may be done in satin

line stitcli may be employed in doing the stitch. They are equally pretty when painted.

'm^sm^
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CHAPTER V.

TABLES AND TABL-E-G0¥ERS.

r

'iw^j HE fancy recentl}- displa\'ed

'-fr^Mt^-^^^ lor nuttincf ornamental covers

\Ii,M y<f
upon our tables has resulted

WM \ery happily; fo-r the designer, in

showing of what he is capable, also

shows people how to work artistic-

ally themselves. Provided with a

good design the worker need only " go

ahead," for she is right. Fine felt, flan-

nel, cloth, Canton-flannel and Turkish tow-

elling are all called into service for the

cover proper, while all these materials, with

silk, plush, fancy stitches, /'7(Wi'//t' and crewels,

add to the ornamental part. A^ery simple

tables of pine wood, with ebonized legs, be-

come works of art, and dainty rattan ones

gain new beauties. There are few houses

without unsightly tables that are absolute

necessities, and these a mantle of beauty

should cover, so that use and beauty may

form the proper partnership.

Table, with Fancy Cover.

Fkjure No, I.—The table illustrated is

of rattan, the size being such that it commends

itself to people who ha\'e all sorts of little

things seeking for a resting place. The cloth

is of the proper size to hang over the edges

gracefuUv. It is of dark red felt, with its

edges cut out in large points that round

slightly, each one being ornamented with an

applique design and tipped with an oli\'e

tassel of silk. At each corner, near the lower

shelf, the slender legs are ornamented with

a bow of satin ribbon. The applique pieces

are securely button-holed to the cloth with

bright yellowy^Vcj-c//!'. They are of fine felt,

which is found the best material tor such

purposes, as it does not fray. E\ en when the

cloth is of the other materials suggested, the

pieces are usually of fell. P'ollowing are

descriptions of the pieces, which are pleasingly

varied in design.

AppUqu^ Design.

Figure N(j. 2.— .\. dark shade of blue is

used for this fan, while the embroidery is

wrought out in bright \'ellow and dull brown.

On one side the effect is Chinese and cabal-

istic enough to deliglit the soul of her who

is most eager for all that comes from Celestial

lands.

Applique Design.

Figure No. 3.—This broadly shaped fan

is of light oli\-e felt, witli the enibroiderv upon
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it clone in liglu and dark cardinal ploscllc. are all familiar ones, being tiie outline stitches

FlOIRE No. I.

—

'I'Ain.E, \1TII1 Ka'n'CV L'dN'EK.

/: .

/>'

^\/
'Vli'

V f

I III

FiGIJRK No. J.— .-\l'li,|iM K Prsir.N'.

The stitches employed in performing the work

Fir.uRK X(i. 3.

—

AriM.Hjuii 1)ksion.

•-encrall\' known as the Soutli-lvensingtoii.
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Applique Design. brown, cream and very liglit blue. In cut-

FiGURE No. 4.—This slender fan design is ting out these appliques, it would be well

of the light red shade so often >een on to renieniber that \'erv sharp scissors sliould

Figure Xu. 5.

—

Aitlimte l)hsh;\.

Figure Nh, 6.

—

Ai'I'LIQue De.sign'. FiiaiKE Ni>. 7.

—

.Vi'i'LKiuE Dksicn.

Turkish embroidery and to which it owes its be used, so that the edges will be perfectly

present popularity. The work is done in smooth.
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Applique Design.

Figure No. 5.—A fan of cream-white,

embroidered in dark brown, forms a de-

cided and pleasant contrast when compared

witli tlie others illustrated. The favorite

cat-tail is blooming, while with several strokes

of the needle a beaming Sol is represented,

shining down upon it.

Appliqu6 Design.

Figure No. 6.—A shape that will be

decidedly suggestive to the good and bad

housekeeper alike, and which to one brings a

smile and the other a frown, is of pale blue,

Applique Design.

Figure No. 8.—The seeker after Oriental-

ism will be delighted with the crescent, which

is of dull yellow and has dark and bright blue

stars worked upon it, fully embodying the

Eastern idea of the star and the crescent. Al-

though this design is not visible upon the

table cover it may be used for tlie embellish-

ment of such an article with good effect.

Appliqu6 Design.

Figure No. 9.—The palm leaf fan is more

exactly shown by having its miniature handle

wrapped to look like the wood itself. Dull

plum color is chosen, and the somewhat

FiouRK Xo 8.

—

.-Vi'ri.iQi-^ r)f:siGN. FiCUKK Xo. 9.—AlTI.IQui IJKSIGN.

scarlet and light yellow, giving to it more

ornamentation than is accorded the article

it so well represents, though it is, after all, a

queer shaped Indian fan and not the more

homeh' broom for which it might well be

taken.

Appliqu^ Design.

Figure No. 7.—A folding fan. opened to

its extreme dimensions, is of c'cj-ii in its

deepest shade, properly embroidered with

bright cardinal and pale cream. The tiny

flower at the top of each point tends to gi\'e

the fan a wonderfully realistic effect, but

does not pre\'ent it from being fashionably

a:-sthetic.

elaborate work on it is in blue and pale pink.

If an entirely realistic effect should be desired,

pale straw-colored felt may be used instead of

the darker shade. In such a case, the silk

would correspond in tone, the result being

verv pretty. >

Embroidered Table-Cover.

Figure No. to.—This engraving portrays

a table-cover that is novel in shape and verv

beautifull)' decorated with an embroidered

border and a fringe of pompons. The cover

is of plush, and is intended for an oblong

or square table. It is cut in a large scollop

at each side, the scollops falling at the sides

in simulation of drop leaves. The scollops
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nia_\- be lined with the material or with satin, course, any other design preferred by the

Surah, silk, etc.
;
and any kind of fringe or worker may be embroiLJered instead, or the

ornaments may be added lo the edges. The decoration ma)' be <7/ apfiiiijiic.

Figure No. io.—Emhroiueked Table-Co vjiK.

Figures Nos. ii and 12.

—

Designs for Fmiiroidek\ on 'I'arle-Con i'r.

correct sizes of the flowers and leaves forming Designs for Embroidery on Table-Cover.

the embroidery design used in this instance Fi(n;RKs Nus. n and 12.—The flower

are given at Figures Nos. 11 and \z\ Init, of and leaf designs decorating the table-cover
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pictuiecl at Figure Xo. lo arc here shown in plain slilch, as ilhistrated, for the petals, and

full size. The leaf inav be worked in Ken- tin- knot stitch for the center. The lea\-es

Kii;u;<r. Xu. 13.

—

(Jo\'er kdk l)iNi.\c-KuiiM 'I'milk.

I1l\r-.RA>[S .\. P> ANII <,'. SF.CIIUNi ii'K llKiUlX o\ 'I'a I; I,K-('| >VF,R.

sintrton or other einbroiderv stitch, but the may be cut from veh'et, plush or cloth and

flowers are done willi a lonp; loop and short applied, if preferred to embroider)-. The
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stitches refen-ed to are \-ery clcarl\- illustrated Cover for Duiing-Room Table.

ill the [iresent rtower desi:;n, and are easv to I'IGI"RI-: Xi i. 13.—This handsome co-\'er is

accomplish. for the table when the dishes atid other rem-

Appliques do not reciiiire extreme care in iiants of a lepast hnve been remo\"ed. It is

Iheir attachment, and it is not so difficult to made of billiard cloth, and its border deco-

-»,^ 'Y'' ^\''' ^ "M' '^ V
tf'\ eh is e\ is. e\ ih

Ficau^E No. J V

Fiiu;re No. 16.

aurs NoN. 15 and 16.

—

Fancy .Stiiches.

l-'io(U(K Nil. 14.

—

'1'ai!|.k-Co\i.:u.

achieve a good result with them as with ration is produced b)' a \'ine-like airangement

embroidery ; consef|nent!v the novice who is of branches laden widi pears and leafages all

doubtful of success with tlie more elaborate cii appli<jii':. Tlie branches and stems are

varieties of needle-work will do -well to begin done in Kensington stitch, and the pears and

her efforts bv learning how to applv them. lea\'es are cut from \-eh-et or plush and
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applied in a gracefully natural manner. The

shape and size of the pears and the leaves

required are shown by diagrams A, B and

C. The veining of the leaves may be done

with filoselle, crewels or silk. If desired, the

leaves ma\- be embroidered. The simplest

wav to produce a graceful effect is to outline

the pattern on the cloth and then baste on

the leaves and fruit. Some of the pears may

be green and some golden-yellow, or any

combination of colors natural to the pear may

be achieved. Felt-cloth, momie clath or any

preferred materials may be used for the cover.

The edges ma)' be pinked, fringe-trimmed or

left plain, as preferred.

Sections for Design on Table-Cover.

DiAr.RAMS A, B AND C.—The correct size

and shape of the pears and leaves for decorat-

ing the table-cover shown at Figure No. 13 are

furnished by these diagrams, and the lines for

veining are also shown. Tissue or tracing

paper ma)' be used to duplicate their outlines,

and these designs will be found quite as

valuable as guides in doing all varieties of

outline work as for the purpose illustrated,

and very much more novel than stereotyped

patterns.

Table-Cover.

Figure No. r4.—For a square or oblong

table this is a handsome and elaborate-look-

ing cover. The material is cloth of dimen-

sions to hang gracefully deep at all sides of

the table. A wide band of velvet is arranged

a little above the edges and fastened down at

its edges with fancy stitches done with con-

trasting silks. It is also richly embroidered

near the top and bottom with simple stitches,

which onlv require care in producing a ^'ery

elaborate and pretty effect. The stitches

used are illustrated at Figtires Nos. 15

and 16. The cloth may be of any pre-

ferred color, and the band may be in very

striking contrast and of ribbon, plush, \el\'et

or any preferred material. Sometimes a

contrasting shade in the same material will

be used, with \ery pretty effect. The stitches

may be done wuh one or many colors.

Fancy Stitches.

Figures Nos. 15 and 16.—These engrav-

ings illustrate the stitches used in decorating

the table-cover shown at Figure No. 14.

Thev can be very easily copied and may also

be classed among the stitches used for crazy

work.

Table, with Cover.

Figure No. 17.—A small table, with elabo-

rately car\-ed ebony legs will be found much

more decorati\-e when its cover is also orna-

mental. The one illustrated is formed of

alternate pieces of cardinal plush and pale-

blue satin, embroidered and trimmed with

chenille fringe, tassels and cord. The

arrangement of the pieces may be perfectly

seen in the engraving, the fitting-in and

finishing of each one being perfectly percei>

tible. A lining of Silesia is used to mount

them upon, and each one has a chenille cord

between it and the next. Applique designs

may be used with as good a result as if the

sections were hand-embroidered.

Section of Cover.

Figure No. iS.—This section is of the

plush, embroidered in yellow silk to simulate

miniature sunflowers. It is the shape of that

portion of the cloth that fits in each corner,

four being cut after this shape.

Section of Cover.

Figure No. 19.—This section is part of

the lambrequin-like portion of the co\'er, it

being the one tliat falls immediately over tlie

front. Similar sections are at each side and
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in tlie back, k is of the satin, and is worked iiere illustrated. The material is satin, and

in yellow silk to simulate young leaves. the design a glowing red liliaceous plant, with

^4.

iJE^i

Figure Nu. i8.

FiGURi, No. 17.

—

Tahle, with Cover.

Section of Cover. ifs attendant leaves. Any preferred selection

Figure No. 20.—The center section is of colors for the embroidery may be made.
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Section of Cover.

Figure No, 21.—One of the square sec-

tions is here shown, being of tlie plush em-

broidered in purple grapes and green lea\-es.

^[uch taste may be shown in shading the fruit.

Section of Cover.

FicuRE No. 22.—This pointed section is

of the plush wrought in dark green and scar-

let, the work bringing forth bright berries and

leaves. P'our such sections are used, and

they constitute the side pieces of the drooping

portion of the cover.

silk with felt or plush, mav be combined in a

table cover of this kind, and the center por-

tion may be embellished with hand-painting,

embroidery or appliques, if a very elaborate

effect be desired. Knot stitches done with

tinsel thread may be substituted for the

spangles.

Grecian Border,

Figure No. 24.—This engraving represents

a Greek key pattern, traced h\ two lines of

gilt braid. The pattern is either traced on

tissue paper, which is basted over the portions

I-',c.ri;i'. \ii. 21. FinuRK No. 22.

Fi(;uKKs Xos. iS, jg, 20, 2r A.\n 22,

—

.Sectio.xs of ('o\kr .Shown \t Fi(;fRK Xu. 17.

Table-Cover.

Fkjure No, 23.—Two shades of felt-cloth

are combined in this handsome table-cover,

the center portion being cut with undulating

edges and decorated with small gilt spangles

arranged in groups of three. vStrips of velvet

ribbon of varied lengths are ap):)lied and deco-

rated with fanCN' stitches done with tinsel

thread. Spangles are sewed below the long

stitches applying the strips at the ends and

the nearest two strijjs at each side. The

edges of the cover are finished plain. Two

shades of ]3lush, felt and plush, or satin or

to be adorned, or it is stamped on the goods.

The braid is then carefully stitched bv ma-

chine or hand to the article, the strictest preci-

sion being observed in turning the corners.

The paper, if used, is now torn awa\-, and gilt

beads or spangles are sewed between the

lines of braid with sewing silk, so coarse that a

single stitch will suffice to iiold them to place.

After fastening one bead, pass the needle to

the place where the ne.xt one is to be sewn,

long needlefuls of silk being preferable for the

pur|iose. as the less frequently a new thread is

started the smoother will appear the surface.
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This pattern is easily and very rapidly done, used for elegant coverings of this style
;
and

and is adapted to table and piano covers or the fringe may be of worsted chenille tip|jed

scarfs. with acorns, or of ball, tassel, H)', finger

or any other variet)" preferred. A very

elegant cover of this stvle is of olive felt-cloth
Table-Cover.

Fkix're No. -This beautiful cover is with a deep border of water-lilies and cat-tails

made of olive-green cloth and is oblong in embroidered in their natural colors with

shape. It is edged all around with a row of crewels, and a row of pretty worsted-chenille

KicuRE Xo. 23.
—

t'Ai:i.F.-Co\'Ei

handsome ball fringe, and has an appliqueed

border consisting of daisies, cat-tails and

bitter-sweet berries arranged in artistic order

and in their natural colors. For square or

oval tables, the cover is very handsome ; the

former style of table requiring a perfect square

of cloth. Plush, Turkish towelling, niomie-

cloth, felt-clot|i, satin, velvet and silk are all

fringe tipped with golden acorns. The lilies

and cat-tails may be appliqueed, if preferred
;

or they may be formed of bead-embroiderv.

A great many illustrations of designs adapted

to the decoration of such covers are gi\'en in

this book and personal taste may be made

umpire in deciding which is best adapted to

the color and purpose of any S];ecial cover.
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The Grecian border illustrated is adapted cord upon veh'et or plush, and it possesses

to the decoration of an}- variety of table-cover the advantage of being rapidly executed.

Figure No. 24.

—

Gkectan Border.

FiGUFK No. 25.—Table-Cover.

lar^e enough to form a background for it. When done with outline-stitching between two

It is verv effective when developed in metallic rows of metal cord, it is quite unique.
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CHAPTER VI.

FflnCY LAMBREQDinS.

^N r>3f^--\j,/ HPjRE is scarcely a table or

?^=i^ Jife^?^f^ shelf so uncompromisiiis" iu

n 1/?^/ ^ conslruction that it cannot be

PMI made attractive by being taste-

fully draped, and the engravings

UpSw '" this department olfer many sug-

gestions which tasteful ladies will

value. Among the pretty things in the way of

decorations are peacock-feathers in their

beautiful timings, and the}' are used to em-

bellish everything. Door-panels, lambrequins,

table-scarfs, etc., are rendered beautiful and

cjuaint by them, and the}' may either be

painted or embroidered, or the real feathers

may be applied, with very artistic results.

Lambrequin for a Fancy Table.

Figure No. i.—A beauliful lambreciuin for

a (able to hold statuary or bric-k-brac is here

illustrated. It is of felt-cloth of a hunter's-

green shade, and is made wide enough to

cover the top of the table. The lower edge is

cut in large scollops, which are verv narrowly

bordered with peacock-blue cloth, prettily

pinked, and the lambrequin is elaborately

embroidered in an artistic design of peacock-

feathers in natural tintings. Between the

scollops are fastened pendent cones of pea-

cock-blue silk. Veh'et, plush, silk, satin or

any fabric preferred may be employed for the

lambrequin, and, if desired, the edge ma\' be

plain, with fringe the shade of tlie co\'er as

a bordering. The method of embroiderino-

the peacock-feathers is described at Figure

No. 2 of this chapter.

Embroidered Peacock-Feather.

Figure No. 2.—The proper colorings for

this design may be obtained from the natural

feadier. The flues, eye and stem are all done

in the Kensington stitch. A'try effectn'e and

artistic groupings of these feathers in embroid-

ery may be secured.

Lambrequin for Table.

Figure No. 3.—This prettv lambrequin,

especially suitable for either brackets, small

shelves or tables, is made of alternate pieces

of dark-blue velvet and pale rose-colored satin.

On the velvet sections are applied flowers and

leaves of pale-blue, while on the satin ones are

geometrical designs wrouglit out in pearl

beads. Gilt rings are |X'ndent from each

point, and from them fall full silk tassels of

the blue shade. Gilt crescents may be used

instead of the rings, and an equally good

effect will be obtained with them. Silk-fin-
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ished Silesia will be found the most desirable of this illustration before folding. The)' are

lining for such a lambrequin. then folded as shown, and a narrow seam is

FiCURE No. I.—LAMliKEnriN l-()R A FANCY TaBLK.

Section of Satin Flower. taken, holding them together at the top and

FiGURK N... 4.—To form the satin flower on slightly at the sides, after which they are

the lambrequin, pieces are cut the shape turned inside out.
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J^'IGURE \o. 2.— EllliKtJUJliia.D I 'ii.VJOCK-FliAlHER.
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Section of Satin Flower. A little deftness in turning it is required, so

Figure No. 5.—This illustration shows the that, when completed, it may display the

Figure No. 3.

—

Lambrequin for Table.

Figure Xo. 4.—Section uf .Satin Flower. Figure No. 5.—Section of Satin Flower.

Figure No. 6.— Satin Fluuer i-'jr Lambrequin.

petal after it is turned, and a few stitches, curled leaf effect noticeable in the petals of

drawin- it slightly, are taken at the bottom. natural roses.
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Satin Flower, for Lambrequin. stitch and with pale-green silk, while the

Figure No. 6.—The flower is here shtown leaves are cut out of the satin and then

with its petals joined together and a natural- applied.

Figure Nu. 7.

—

Fancy LA.MiiKEguiN.

FiGUKE i\ij. 8. \'EL\Er AXU I'l.lsll J,A.MI:KEn

looking center formed b}' several stitches taken Fancy Lambrequin.

in knot fashion with pale-yellow silk. The Fiourk No. 7.—A handsome lambrequin of

stems are done with embroidery silk in stem plush and satin is here illustrated. The plush
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sections are embroidered witli floss, the al-

ternate sections sliowing different designs.

Golden-rod or suniacli and fern leaves make

one efteclive combination, and daisies and

grasses the other. The satin sections are

featlier-stitched about their edges, and all the

sections are joined together b}' over-aud-over

stitches made on the wrong side. A Hning of

silk, Silesia, Surah or any preferred fabric is

added after the parts have been joined, the

result being very neat and pretty. A hand-

some tassel tips each lambrequin point and

may be of the color of the plush or satin, as

preferred. Any two colors or fabrics pleasing

to the taste may be made up into such lam-

brequins ;
felt-cloth and satin or plush, velvet

and satin, or two shades of velvet, plush, satin

or cloth combining handsomely in such articles.

Such a lambrequin may be used for draping

mantels, brackets, shelves, tables, flower-

stands, etc., with very beautiful results.

Velvet and Plush Lambrequin.

Figure No. 8.—While suited to tables or

cabinet shelves, this lambrequin is especially

adapted to mantels, ft is composed of alter-

nate sections of pale-gray ^-eh-et and deep-

crimson plush. The pieces are lined with

Silesia, so that no hem is necessary ; the velvet

ones having the points tipped with dark-crim-

son tassels, while the plush ones are finished

with a full feathery fringe the same shade.

On the velvet sections are embroidered in

South-Kensington stitch elaborate designs of

flowers and buds, humming-birds and butter-

flies, that add much to the beauty of the

drapery. A similar lambrequin, less expen-

sive, might be made of felt in contrasting

colors ; or one showing velvet and satin would

be in good taste. If light materials are used,

it will be found best to put some weight in the

lower edge to keep the lambrecjuin from

swa\'in2; to and fro.

mt^'
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CHAPTER Vri.

S'IDEB0ARD KUd SHELF DRAPERY.

IE of the most desirable req-

uisites of any decoration

arranged upon a sideboard

is that of laundering well,

and this requisite is quite

possible in both simple and

expensive scarfs because

cotton and linen and also silk for embroider-

ino' are now obtainable in fast colors, at a

moderate price. Purleite applied with either

silk or linen thread forms an effective decora-

tion for any variety of linen scarf. Drawn-

work and netted fringe, which may be devel-

oped without adding anj'thing to the cost of

the work, are also very effective.

Sideboard and Scarf.

as they not only protect the wood, but are

also very decorative. Linen ma\- be used,

but, for its creamy hue and capability in the

way of being fringed, preference is often

s;i\'en to the more accommodating scrim.

Embroidery Design for Scarf on Sideboard.

Figure No. 2.—This pretty design will not

only be in good taste for the scrim scarf, but

it will also be found available for chair-scarfs,

serviettes, tray-covers and, indeed, any of the

articles that seem to need a border or a line

of embroidery. It is usually worked in scar-

lets and greens, but t!ie berries could be

made a reddish brown, with a very good

result.

Figure No. i.—A sideboard of cherry,

upon which is placed some of the pretty

plates and bits prized by the mistress of the

house, is here shown. The scarf laid across

the top is of scrim, heavily fringed at each

end and embroidered in scarlet and green

crewels, the pattern being that of holly berries

and lea\'es. Such scarfs are much in vogue, but securely tacked to the surface of the shelf

Shelf-Drapery.

Ftoure No. 3.—The shelf, as represented,

will be found a decoratix-e adjunct that will

tend much toward furnishing. The material

used is cardinal cloth, which is first smoothly
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or tabic. The lanibreqnin-like drapery is cut securing it, suggests the more secure fasten-

out, and has appliqueed upon it sunflowers ing which it really hides. Cloth, felt, velvet

FiGL'RK No. I.

—

Sideboard .vnd Scarf.

and fern-leaves in their natural colors. A or plush may be utilized in niaking such

narrow band of velvet, with gilt-headed trails covers. The felt flowers and leaves may be
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procured at any fanc\' slore and are easily dainty cover upon a sliclf dicssed li]<e (hi.s,

applied, and for such purposes are more one cannot but appreciate liou- nuich actual

Figure No. 2.—liMHRoiDKRV Demon for Scare on Sideroakii

Figure No. 3.—SnELF-DRArERY.

effective than fine embroidery. The edges beauty may be produced at very slight ex-

are bound with velvet, but, if desired, they pense and with little trouble to willing and

ma\' be pinked. As the book lies open in its deft hands.
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This new and beautiful method of deco-

rating Armenian pottery, vases, bottles, um-

brella-stands, picture-frames, etc., is done in

the following manner: The lava comes in

cans ; the top of the can is made of thin tin

and over this is a loose cover of thick tin.

Remove the outside cover and cut the thin

tin close to the side all round. When not in

use place the loose cover tightly over the can.

See that the surface of the vase or bottle to

be decorated is thoroughly clean and dry, and

cover it lightly with gum shellac ; then apply

the lava with a palette-knife, spreading on a

coating about an eighth of an inch thick.

The next step is to produce a network of

raised figures or designs in the lawi. This is

done by marking or scoring the surface with a

sharpened pencil, the point being held firmly

in the \'ase and moved about in a series of

irregular curves ; a series of ridges is pro-

duced by tangled scroll-work o\er the entire

surface. \Mien the marking is completed

the article should be set aside to harden,

which will lake Iwentv-four hours,

\\'hen perfectly dry, a]iply a coat of lacquer

e\enly over the entire surface: this will dry

in two hours, 'khe lacquer comes in three-

ounce bottles, and costs twenty-fi\-e cents.

'I'he work is now ready for the last coat,

which may be an\- color of gold or bronze

paint or ;iny luster shade.
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CHAPTER VIII.

SACHETS.

REFINED preference for

faint aromas rather than for

strong scents makes novel

shapes in sachet cases for

holding the delicate powder

eagerly sought for, and

ladies who have many of

these pretty trifles always

desire more. This chapter illustrates and

explains a number of prettv sachets.

Sachet.

Figure No. i.—Three varieties of prettv

cornered, and applied points of ribbon deco-

rate one side, while the bottom is decorated

with ribbons gathered to the lower corners

and tied together near the left corner. Scraps

of fancy silks, velvets or ribbons may be thus

utilized, and frequently the three will be seen

in one sachet. Of course, the customary fill-

ing of cotton, well-sprinkled with sachet-pow-

der, is requisite, but it should not be too

compact.

Japanese Sachet.

Figure No. 2.—This engraving illustrates

Figure No. i.

—

Sachet.

ribbon are joined to form this beautiful a double sachet, which is made of a Japanese

sachet, and fancy stitching in colored silk is napkin showing an artistic design in prettv

made along the seams. The shape is three- colors. The napkin is folded double, joined
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at the sides and ends, and lighLl)- tilled with is pushed toward either end, the ribbon divid-

cotton well-sprinkled with the favorite sachet- ing the sachet into two parts. The napkins

*v**

Figure No. z.—Japanese Sachet.

Figure No. 3.—RiijuuN S.\ Figure No. 4.

—

Fancy .Sachet.

powder. A ribbon is tied tightly in a bow may be procured in great variety of sizes and

about the center of the napkin, and the filling designs, and they cost very little. Such
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sachets may be used like a chair scarf, or they

nia\' be fastened \vliere\'er they will be effec-

tive. The ribbon may be of any preferred

color, violet and heliotrope being used with

sachets of those perfumes.

Ribbon Sachet.

Figure No. 3.—Two shades of ribbon are

united to form this sachet, which is in bag

shape, the ribbon being joined by fine over-

and-over stitches and the joinings decorated

with fancy stitching done with different col-

ored silk. The ends of the ribbon are rav-

elled to form a deep fringe, which falls over

in a cascade on either side. The bas is filled

bag is faced with silk, and far enough below

the top to form a full, pretty frill ; it is closed

by a wide feather-edged ribbon that is grace-

fully tied in an immense bow, the words

" Birthday Greeting ' embroidered in bullion

decorating the loops. Any preferred colors

may be selected for the sachet, three shades

of heliotrope, green, blue or )'ellow being

especially effecti\'e. The ribbons may be of

different colors.

Sachet.

P'iGURE No. 5.—A plain India silk hand-

kerchief or a square of India silk hemmed at

the edges may be used for this exhaler of

Figure Nu. 5.

—

Sachet.

with cotton well-sprinkled with the fa\'orite

perfume powder, and is tied in with narrow

ribbon of the two shades, the libbon being

tied in many long loops and ends. Any pre-

ferred colors may be chosen, and the ribbon

may be of one or two varieties, the width

depending upon the size of the sachet.

Fancy Sachet.

FiniTRE No. 4.—Three shades of grosgrain

ribbon are used in this sachet. The ribbons

are frayed to iovm a deep fringe at the bottom

and are joined to form a bag which is filled

v/illr cotton, well-sprinkled with the favorite

perfume powder. Fancy stitching is made on

either side of all the seams ; the top of the

delightful odors. The sachet is filled with

cotton well-sprinkled with perfume powder,

and tied together as pictured, the ends being

spread out and each decorated with a different

design done in Kensington outline or satin

stitch in suitable colors. The correct sizes

for the designs are given at Figures Nos. 6, 7,

8 and g. The handkerchief or silk may be of

any preferred color.

Embroidery Designs for Sachet.

Figures Nos. 6, 7, S and 9.—These

designs are the proper size for the sachet

pictured at Figure No. 4, and may be done in

satin stitch, solid Kensington or outline stitch,

or they may be painted, as preferred. The
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designs are also handsome for decorating closely, and tied together at the top with

other articles, such as moiiclwir and glove ribbon in two or three contrasting colors,

cases, scarfs, tidies, etc. Each bag may be of a different color, or all

FlClRK No. 8. FuiURE Xo.

Sachet Card-Receiver. may be of one color, as desired. The bags

FiouRE No. lo. This unique card-receiver are filled with cotton, thickly sprinkled with

is composed of three satin bags drawn in sachet powder, and at the bottom of each
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bag are formed two compartments for cards. effect is produced by leaving the compart-

Tire bags may be elaborated with floral or ments plain. Satin, silk, velvet, plush, etc.,

other embroidery designs, or the cards in the will be handsome for accessories of this kind,

compartments may be specified in prettily and any preferred combination of colors may

embroidered or painted letters on each bag. be realized.

FiGiRii Xm. 10.

—

Sachet Cakd-Recei\'hk, Figure No. ii.—H,\.\dkerchief-

C.-\SE, Closed.

Figure Ni -Uandkerchief-Case, Open.

One or all of the compartments may be deco- Handkerchief Case.

rated with embroidery or hand-painting, but Fic.ures Nos. ii .\np 12.—This is a very

if the bags are elaborately decorated the best pretty and popular receptacle for one's hand-
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kerchiefs. It is made of coi'ded silk and the case was selected from Kursheedt's Stand-

lined with quilted satin of a delicate color. ard floral appliquees. A strap of ribbon, the

At Figure No. ii the case is shown closed, color of the quilted satin, confines the ends of

while at Figure No. 12 it is seen open, with three strips of ribbon, on either side of the

Figure No. 13.

—

Completed Gr.a.pe.

Figure Xo. 14.—Showing the Ex,\ct Size of

Each Grape Section, and Illustrating the

JFethud of Making the Grape.

Figure No. 15.

—

Grape-Sachet.

the handkerchiefs properlv placed. A quille folding of the case, the ribbons extending to

of ril-)bon borders the case on both sides, the the corners and the center of the front edges,

colors matching the materials. The spray where they are gathered under the quille.

of flowers appHqueed on the upper side of Plush, velvet. Surah, etc., may be used and
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the lining may be of plain Surah or satin, and are shown by Figure No. 14, which also

amply wadded. C)f course, it is understood plainl\- illustrates how each seciiou should be

that it is always well sprinkled with the favor- "run " all around near the edge for gatherinr^

ite sachet-powder of the possessor. it. The gathering thread is drawn up as

'''i''''*'','''' 111' .pt • ''''l^^i^ '' '•'' i'--' ' '"'^''
' '"''I ' "'' 'ill. '':'!. 1"'" M.I
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full}- clustered on a rubber stem taken from

an artificial flower-spray, as pictured at Figure

No. 15. The grapes should hang in abun-

dance from the stem, and the leaf may be an

artificial grape-leaf or may be cut from plush,

vel\-et, felt cloth, etc., and have veins embroi-

dered with silk or floss. Deep-prune, dark-

clarc-t, wine, black and dark-blue are suitable

colors for such cases, and the material may be

silk, satin or Surah, as preferred. ^^'hen

projier colors are selected, the case looks like

a realistic bunch of this very delicious

fruit.

Sachet.

Figure No. 16.—For the bottom of the

bureau drawers this pretty sachet is intended.

It is cut the size of the floor of the drawer

and mav be of silk, satin, Silesia, cambric,

cretonne, etc., and edged all round with cord.

Layers of cotton sprinkled with perfume

powder are added, and the upper side is

decorated with tufts of embroidery silk.

Ribbon Sachet.

Fi<;uRE No. 17.—-A very dainty perfume-

holder is here illustrated. Two jjieces of

wide ribbon, baby-blue in color and each

about five-eighths of a yard in length, are

sewed together to within about five inches of

the ends, the seams being drawn slightly so

as to produce a httle fulness. The parts are

also joined between the ends of these seams,

the bag thus formed being filled with cotton

thoroughly sprinkled with the favorite sachet

powder. The ends are cnrefullv frayed out

and fall in the full, fluff)- cascades pictured in

the engraving. Upon one or upon each side

of the sachet in the lower right-hand corner,

is embroidered a pretty spray of daisies,

o-olden-rocl, etc.. and at the top, d'-'cctlv at

the center of the seam, is fastened a very

large, full-looped bow of Bordeau.x satin

ribbon ; the bright yellow of the golden-rod,

the gold and white of the daisies, the deep

greens of the foliage and the deep rich red

of the ribbon contrasting very beautifully

with the delicate blue of the article itself. Of

course, any combination of colors may be

selected, and the design may be hand-painted

instead of embroidered, or any other design

may be adopted. The exact size of the spray

and the method of embroidering it are

illustrated antl described at Figure No. iS.

Spray of Wild .Flowers.

Fnu'RE No. 18,—This handsome spra\' is

used in embroidering the ribbon sachet illus-

trated at Figure No. 17. It n-iav, however,

be selected to decorate table-scarfs, lambre-

quins, book-covers, etc., and is given in about

tlie correct size of the flowers. The petals of

the daisies may be formed of white ribbon or

of solid embroiderv, and the centers of golden

floss in knot stitch. The golden-rod should

be done in chenille stitch to look natural, and

the stems, leaves, and bud in South-Kensing-

ton stitch. Only the outline of the design

is given, so that the entire effect need onl\- be

outlined. Pale blue ribbon is used for corn-

flowers.

Ribbon Sachet.

Figure No. 19.—This dainty perfume-

holder is made of two shades of ribbon woven

in basket fashion. The foundation of the

article may be a piece of cardboard, the

ordinary blotting-paper co\-ered, bag-like,

witl-i canton flannel or sheet wadding thicklv

sprinkled with whate\-er kind of sachet-]:)ow-

der is preferred. Fancy stitches are done

with embroiderv silks of dift'erent colors at

the corners of the squares, but usualh- these

sachets are finished without the stitches and

are equallv pretty when the\- are omitted.

Bows of ribbon are fastened to three corners

of the sachet, and a ribbon for suspension is
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fastened at the remaining corner. The addi- features of the affair. Two contrasting

Figure No. iS.—Stray ui- Wii.n Flowers.

t-ion of the bows is one of the most ornamental colors are most cffecti\-e in articles of this
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kind, though sometimes only one color is above the fringe, with two shades of very

used. Orange and wliite, pink and blue, narrow picot ribbon bunched in many loops,

olive with gold or crimson or blue, purple A row of beads qonceals the joining seams,

with lavender, green with crimson or gold, and the filling of cotton is well sprinkled with

and blue with gold, pink or canary, are all the favorite powder. Any two colors or

effective. The width of ribbon selected is shades may be combined in sachets of this kind.

No. Such sachets are often com|.)leted personal taste being the arbiter in such matters.

Figure Nu. 19.- -Ribbon Sachet.

without the fancy stitching, and to some

tastes the less elaborate effect is the more

refined.

Sachet.

Figure No. 20.—Four strips of wide

ribbon in two contrasting shades are joined

Violet Sachet.

Figure No. 21.—This dainty sachet is

made of two strips of violet ribbon joined at

the long edges and carefully fringed at the

ends, the fringe being visible beyond a ruffle

of deep lace, which turns toward it over the

seaming. The filling ma\- be done with

to form this pretty sachet. They are deeply cotton sprinkled with violet orris root, or dried

frin--ed at their ends and tied in tightly, just violets may be used and a bunch of artificial
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violets be fastened near one corner at the also may be painted. Any colors of ribbon

top. The words "Sweet Violets" are erabroi- may be used, though the violet shades are

Figure No 20.

—

Sachet

.'t\i

I

Figure Xo. 21.

—

Violet Sachet.

^S.

Figure X(j. 22.—Word Decoratio.n for a Violet Sachet.

dered in silver thread and are shown in a more suggestive of the fragrant perfume of

graceful lettering at Figure No. 22. They which the sachet is redolent, and are, there-

may be painted if preferred, and the flowers fore, more in harmony with the ciiSL-mbh'.
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Sachet Bags. together as illustiated, and their opposite

Figure No. 23.—A very unique arrange- corners tacked securely to each other. The

ment for holding sachet powder is illustrated floral design is of course painted on each

by these two bags which are filled with section of material before it is made up into

'^^mm

Figure No. 23.

—

Sachet B.^gs.

Figure No. 24.

—

S.^chet K.-m;

FiuuRK N'-'- -5-

—

.Sachet anh I'i.n-cushio.n.

cotton that has been sprinkled with violet bag shape, as is also the Greek kev design on

powder, and then tied in miller's fashion at the darker one. The ornamentation may be

iheir tops. One b.ig is of light silk and the embroidered instead of painted, and any other

other of dark satin, and the two are laid design admired may be selected.
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Sachet Bag.

Figure No. 24.—The bag is made of a

square of muslin, Silesia, sateen or cambric

folded triangularly, sewed up and filled with

cotton well sprinkled with the favorite per-

fume. The cover is a larger square of silk

fringed out at two edges, just enough to leave

the unfringed portion the same size as the

square forming the bag. The silk section is

then similarly folded, with the fringe to fall

beyond the edges; and the corners are tacked

under pretty bows of ribbon. Watered, plain,

striped or figured silk or satin or wide fancy

ribbon may be used, and may be of dainty or

bright colors to please the fancy. The

sachet may be large or small, as preferred,

and may be decorated with hand-painting or

embroidery.

Sachet and Pincushion.

Figure No. 25.—This pretty cushion is

made of scarlet satin and finished around the

edges with a box-plaiting of Languedoc lace.

Just above this, on the upper side, is flatly

applied a bordering of lace, looking well on

the rich background. In the upper left-hand

corner the satin is turned back, showing a

corner of yellow satin on which is painted a

spray of flowers. Ladies not understanding

the use of the brush can carefully, and with

as good a result, transfer one of the decalcoma-

nie or French Art pictures to the place where

it is needed. In order to make this pincushion

and sachet-case, it will be necessary to put a

layer of cotton, on which some favorite powder

has been thickly spread, next to the top.

Heliotrope, violet, stephanotis and other

faint odors are all desirable in sachet-

powders. If preferred, darned lace or any

variety preferred may be used instead of the

Languedoc.

>,ST^'/" < X( uX' X iX X X K X > M l^Tja,
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71 JEmEL OB 71 BOX.

Perhaps it would be better to call it a

flower of a box, as it is partially concealed by

blossoms, but we will explain how it is made

and then whoever duplicates it can decide

upon a name for it. An ordinary white paste-

lioard box forms the foundation, the size being

best described by saying that it held a pound

of confectionery. A scrap of blue satin

covers the under side and another overlies the

bottom, inside ; its edges being tacked beneath

a piece of thin cardboard, which e,\'actly fits

into the box. Satin ribbon of the same shade

and the narrow ribbosine used in fancy work

are employed for covering the sides, the ribbon

on the inside being laid in smoothly and

tacked at the angles with a needle threaded

with ribbosine, the ends of the latter being

daintilv bowed. Around the outside a ribbon

is drawn smoothly, its ends being joined at

one corner. That portion of the cover which

slips over the box is now removed and the

remaining flat portion is covered on both sides

with satin, two liny bits of the ribbosine

being sewed beneath the lining at one edge.

The ctuTCsponding edges of the ribbon inside

and outside the sides of the box are now

neatlv seu'ed together with an o\"er-and-over

stitch, except where the remaining ends of

these short pieces of ribbosine are to be

inserted—this being, however, left almost till

the last. The cover is now overlaid with

forget-me-not blossoms and their fine foliage,

the leaves and flowers being detached from

their stems wherever needful to permit of sew-

ing them almost flatly. It is not difficult to

do this but it takes care and patience to

achieve the desired result. Having arranged

the floral portion the loose ends of ribbo-

sine are slipped into their places between the

back of the box and its lining and securely

fastened to form hinges. To the cover at the

center of its front edge is fastened a piece of

narrow ribbon, and to the edge of the box

another. These two are tied together to close

the cover, and upon each front corner of the

box is fastened a pretty bow. What to do

with it ? Well, the one we have described

constitutes a most attractive ornament for a

dressing case where it serves to hold some

trifle of use or ornament, and even if it an-

swered no practical purpose it is its own suffi-

cient excuse for being. The one who devised

it laughingly claims as her greatest talent the

ability of being able to make pretty things

out of scraps. That it is a pleasant one, no-

body will deny.

^^^£^E?^^^
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CHAPTER IX.

ArtisliG Besigns for PalcFiwork Qailts and Sefa-Pillow.

HE making of patch-

work quilts, without

losing its commend-

able attributes of

economy and utilit}',

has gained in artis-

tic possibilities, and effective

designs are much appreciated.

Those illustrated in this chapter

are sure to be admired, as thev

Herring-bone Patchwork Quilt, and Diagram for

Shaping Sections.

Figure No. i, and Diagram A.—The

patchwork quilt illustrated at this figure is

made of black and orange calico and lined

with light-blue. These colors are well calcu-

lated to secure the gorgeous appearance

admired in quilts of this kind, but any others

preferred may be substituted for them. The

shape of the sections is pictured at diagram

KlACKAM A.

Fku-rf. No. I AND Diagram A.

—

Mekkinc-

fioNE Patchwork Qun/r, and Diagram for

Shaping Sections.

F|(;i.ii;e .\o. i.

ire very pretty and not too elaborate. A, which also shows the correct siz
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allowance being made for seams. The strips

are joined as follows : Two pieces are placed

at right angles with each other, the end of

one being joined to one long side of the other

near its end. After a number of parts have

been connected in this way, they are joined

together so that the angles fit in smoothly.

The utmost care must be taken to have all

the parts uniform. Figured goods in two

colors may be used instead of plain, with

good effect. Sometimes the pieces are basted

over stiff paper and then top-sewed together

ments of the sections pictured are shown at

diagram F. For each oblong, ten sections

like diagram A, two sections like diagram B,

nine sections like diagram C, four sections

like diagram D, and four sections like dia-

gram E, will be required. The inner lines

show where seams are to be made. The

parts are to be arranged as shown at

diagram F, and when properly placed will

look as in diagram G. When the sec-

tions are all joined, the rays are put in

with lines of floss, which may be of

Figure Nu. 2.

—

Sun-Burst Patchwukk.

to insure uniformity, the paper being removed

when the parts are joined.

Sun-Burst Patchwork, and Diagrams for Shap-

ing and Arranging the Sections.

Figure No. 2, axd Diagrams A, B, C, D,

K, F AND G.—At Figure No. 2 the quilt is

pictured made of black \-elvet and orange silk

—a specially suitable combination. The cor-

rect sizes and shapes of the sections are

given at diagrams A, B, C, D and E, and half

the size of the oblong and the proper arrange-

contrasting color as shown at diagram G.

When enough oblongs for the quilt are com-

pleted thev are joined together. Sometimes

several colors will be introduced in an oblong,

and the arrangement of colors and materials

will be different in several sets of oblongs.

Sofa-Pillow.

Figure No. 3.—This handsome sofa-pillow

is made of velvet and plush, applied in uni-

formly shajjed sections to a square of satin

with a variet\- of pretty stitches in numerous
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shatles of silk Hoss. The edges of the pillow the square forming one side of Lhe pillow, and

bordered with heavy cord. The effect of also the diagram for obtaining the exact siz
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and shape of the sections are illustrated at illustrates the Japanese effect in the jieculiar

Figures Nos. 4 and 5. management of its uniformly shaped pieces,

DiAGRA.M F.

DiACjRAlI G.

Diagrams A, l!, C, D, E, F and G.—Shapes ani> Arrangement of Sections for

SuN-BcRsT Patchwork.

Square of Patchwork for Top of Sofa-Pillow. and the mosaic or crazy effect in the brill-

FiGURE No. 5.—This square of patchwork iancy of its coloring and the ^'ariety of its
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stitches. The scclions are all shaped exactly or silk, so that the points fit perfectl)' in the

like the diagram shown at Figure No. 4, which angles, and the contrasting background is

Ficl'KE No. 4.—DlAl'.RAM FCJK SllAl'INr. Sf.CTIONS OF

Patchwukk for S(jfa-Pillu\v.

is of the correct size. They are then visil.ile in triangles between the sections,

arranged upon a square section of bright satin Every variety of known fancy stitch is used in
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applying and embellishing the sections, and ting velvet or plush, it is best to cover the

also in decorating the triangular spaces. back with a thin la_ver of mucilage, shellac,

Velvet and plush for the sections, and satin white of egg, or some other "ummy sub-

FiGUHii iSu. 5.

—

Square of 1'atcii\V(jkk kjk 'I'ui' ut

SOFA-1'ILLOW.

for the background, make a handsome combi- stance, and allow it to dry well. This pre-

nation. Velvet, plush or silk in contrasting vents tlie material from fraying and keeps the

shades also results beautifully. Before cut- sections in proper shape.

A?:? :^0-^XX XX X x^v g %
X:^-i<X;_X.,i^,V^ pf^W -' '^
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CHAPTER X.

TENNIS-RAGKET G0¥ER.

iMit-v'^/
^^' construction and decoration sliaped ; tliat found, neatness of execution in

of tennis-racket covers sup- putting the parts togetfier and in the decora-

plies pi-etty and interesting tion is all that is needed to achieve perfect

occupation to ladies who play, or success,

whose friends enjoy the game. That Linen, felt, cloth, flannel, pongee, plush,

these covers may be made things of crash, etc., are used for the covers, and the

beauty as well as use is undebatable, but the initials of ihe owner are painted or solidly

r^^,t^

FiGUKK No. i.— TKN.Nrs-KACKKr Cover.

first and all important requirement is a suit- worked, or outlined in Kensington stitch on

able pattern by which they may be perfectly the front, while a large floral or otlier decor.a-
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tion elaborates the back. This design may

be painted, embroidered or en applique. In-

stead of flowers the insignia o£ the club or

some original design may be used, it: pre-

ferred ; and the initials or monogram may be

in metal. Dark colors are favored, but any

preferred color may be used; and original

effects may be achieved in color and decora-

tion. The cover pictured shows only one of

the many beautiful results that may be

achieved, and for those wishing to produce the

across the edge of the lap, and the initial let-

ters are worked in solid embroidery. The out-

lines for the letters are shown at Figure No.

2. The handsome spray decorating the back

is also done in solid embroidery in colors im-

itating Nature and is very realistic-looking.

The correct size of the spray is given at figure

No. 3 on the following page.

Initial Letters for Racket-Cover.

Figure No. 2.—These letters are the proper

Figure No. -iNrriAL Letters for Rackei-Cover.

same effect the correct sizes of the initial

letters used and the floral decoration are re-

presented.

Tennis-Racket Cover.

Figure No, i.—Cloth in one of the new

green shades was used in making this racket-

cover, which is shaped by pattern No. 1510,

price 5d. or 10 cents. It is perfect in shape

and is closed at the center of its lap with rib-

bon ties. A row of fancy stitching is made

size for the racket-cover, and may be outlined

or worked solidly, as preferred. They may

also be used to decorate other articles.

Spray for Decorating Racket-Cover.

Figure No. 3.—This beautiful spray of

daisies may be done with outline stitch or in

solid embroidery, as preferred ; but to be

effective the natural colors should be chosen.
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Figure No. 3.— Spray F(jr Decorating Racket-Cc
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Embroidery Designs. Bargarran cotton or with crewels, linen or

Figures Nus. 4. and 5.—The balls and silk. The exact outlines are readily repro-

rackets illustrated :n these engravings are sim- duced by any one who has a correct eye, and

Figure No. 4. [''icrni'; X(i. 5,

pie but effective garnitures for a racket-co^er. the)' may be traced by those who do not care

They nia)- be done in outline stitch with to rely upon keeping them in niintl.

ml XX
XL??

w
-Ik

XX
XX
X5*

w
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CHAPTER XI.

j^ FaiiGY BGQk-Go¥er, and Gases foi' Books and Engravings.

T

XQUISITE bindings soon become ual taste may govern the materials emplu\ed

ruins if tliey are not protected or tire designs wrouglit upon them, so that a

from the rays of the sun and fine field offers for the woman with ideas,

from the dust. Not all the care

in the world will preserve a book ^ible, with Cover.

exposed to these e\'ils, unless it is Figure No. i,—This illustration shows the

coveied; and as the owner is bible in its cover, carefully closed and pre-

loath to hide the beauty under a served. The outside is of ro\-al purple vel-

muslin or paper cover, so artistic vet, the monogram in old-gold and scarlet.

taste comes to iter help and de\'ises and the ribbons of Ottoman, which is soft and

Fn;ruK No. i.— IjIiu.e, wiih CtjNEK.

JList what is needed. The family bible, ties easily. Silk, satin or cloth may be used

the photograph album or, indeed, any book for such a cover, and myrtle, bronze, cardinal

of value, may be enclosed in a cover like and dark Ijlue would be suitable tints for

the one represented, and with a little care other books. Purple, however, seems the

a fine effect may be produced. Individ- most proper to use for any book of a religious
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character, as it is so essentially an ecclesiasti-

cal color.

Book-Cover Opened.

Figure No. 2.—As will be seen by this

engraving, the cover is very easily made. It

is cut the size desired in one piece, lined with

quilted satin of the same shade, and has rib-

bon ends which are only employed when the

book is closed and the cover fastened. The

quilting is done in the familiar " diamond "

design and a single sheet of wadding is added

Monogram, in Full Size.

Figure No. 3.—The sacred monogram

I. H. S., signifying _/^j-//j- Hoiniiuim Salvator—
i. e., Jesus, Saviour of Mankind—is here rep-

resented as suitable for a bible cover. It is

worked in the satin stitch, with silk floss of

bright gold and cardinal shades, which con-

trast well with the royal purple background.

On other books, or even on a bible, mono-

grams of the owner or giver are in good taste.

If the workwoman understands how to handle

Figure No. 2.

—

Book-Cover, Opened.

as lining, which tends to keep the book from

being scratched. Any more elaborate quilt-

ing pattern is admissible ; but, as this style

may be bought already quilted at the shops, it

is oftenest seen. The lining and outside por-

tion are bound together with satin ribbon,

which is of the old-gold shade noticeable in

the monogram. Care should be taken that a

sufficiently wide seam is allowed, or the edges

will soon obtrude and present a very ugly

appearance : there being no decorative result

coining from poor work.

brush and pigment, she may paint instead of

embroidering the monogram desired, though it

is well to remember that one may take out a

mistake that is embroidered, while one that is

painted is irreparable.

Embroidered Inscription.

Figure No. 4.—The inscription illustrated

will doubtless be preferred by some to the

monogram, even though it represents a

greater amount of labor. For a purple back-

ground, it is done in the deep shades of crini-
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son and the light ones of j'ellow, artistically and will have no trouble in following them,

combined. Silk floss or even arrasene may The outlines are embroidered in satin stitch,

be used for this purpose, and a rich effect will the close dark spaces in the well-known darn-

FlGURE No. -MoNoc.RAM, IN Fill, I. Size.

be produced. As the letters are shown in ing stitch, and the other spaces by crossed

their full size, any one who embroiders even threads of floss or silk held at the crossings

just a little, can very easily see the details by knots or beads.
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Fi(;iiRK Nu. 4.

—

Emuroidereij.
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Table Book-Case.

Figure Nu. 5.—Tliis iisulul bookholder

may be easil)' made at home, 'i'iie frame is

of wood, and may be piiroliased ready for

decoration, if tlesired. It is covered on one

Book Satchel and Diagram for Same.

FiGLTRES Nos. 6 AND 7.—Tliese two en-

gra\ings present a neat satchel for a scliool-

girl, and a diagram showing its shape when

open. Canvas, an interlining of pasteboard,

side with silk antl on the other with velvet, the a lining of stout muslin, and a pair of handles

bottom or floor portion being usually covered are necessary in constructing it, with libbon

Figure No. 5 —TAjnji IJuoK-CASii.

Figures Nos. 6 and 7.—BuoK Satchee, a.\d Diat.ram eor Same.

alike on both sides. The balls ma)' be of as a finish. The word " Books " may be em-

gilt, silver or wood, and are sold ready for broidered on one side, and the name, initials

use. The velvet on the upright portions is or monogram of the owner on the opposite

decorated with a beautiful embroidery design, side. The lining, interlining and outside are

for which applique or painting may be substi- bound together with ribbon, and a handle is

tuted, if preferred. fastened at each end at the perforations
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under ribbon bows. Ties of ribbon are also shape the sections are to be cut may be ob-

fastened to each side to hold the books in tained by referring to Figure No. 9, which

place
; but an end-piece may be used in place shows the case open, with its overlapping side

of the ties, if preferred. Any other material edges tied in place by ribbons. The sewing

may be used for the outside, from gingham to should be neatly done and the edges accu-

kid ; the selection depending on circum- rately cut. At Figure No. 8 a view of the

stances. case as it appears when closed may be seen,

Figure No. 8.

—

Case for Engravings, Closed.

Case for Engravings.

Figures Nos. 8 .4nd 9.—These two en-

gravings present views of an article that is as

useful as it is decorative, and is a neces-

sity wherever cultivated tastes indulge in the

collection of engravings or photogravures.

Plush, kid, velvet, satin, leather or any fabric

adapted to such uses may be chosen for the

outside, and the lining may be quilted silk or

satin, chamois or sateen. .\ good idea of the

the word " Engravings " being worked on one

side. Upon a case of ecni linen this word

might be etched with pen and ink, upon

leather, satin or plush, it might be painted

and the ornamental effect might be en-

hanced by entwining it with roses or

foliage. Personal taste is sole arbiter in

this matter and often suggests ornamen-

tation in harmony with the collector's special

preferences in the way of jiictures. She who
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admires natural scenery will find an apt quo- presentments of great musicians often in-

tation to inscribe upon tlie case wliich pro- scribes upon tlie case a few bars from some

Figure No. 9.

—

Case for Engravings, Opened.

tects her favorite views, while the musician famous composer's work, or perhaps transfers

who delights to gather about her counterfeit thereto her impression of some queen of song.
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Sl]ii|g» tl^at are Tln'owi] ^Iway.

Amonij them are a \-arlety of baskets \'ar\'-

ino- in size and sliape from the dumpy, under-

sized strawberry-l3asl<et to the more generous

one capable of iiolding two or three dozens of

eggs. Thev are all rather frail in construc-

tion (that is, those which the markelman

leaves his goods in), but lhe\- are quite strong

enough to answer a variety of purposes. A

strawberrv-basket held under running water

and scrubbed lightly wiih a brush may be

freed from fruit stains, if il ha\'e any, but very

often a basket free from stain is obtained

when the early fruit is purchased. Having

received whatever freshening it requires,

paint the outside with blue, white or pink

enamel or with any of the metallic paints,

applying the latter with their own special

medium or with French glue or thin white

mucilage. Line it with Silesia, sateen, India

silk or any similar material and its manifold

uses will at once suggest themseh'es. If it is

at all une\-en or ragged about the top sew on

a puffing of the lining material. Should a

handle be essential to its usefulness fasten a

splint upright to each side and through the

tops of these uprights run a libbon matching

the lining, tying ils ends in a bow.

A little forethought will enable anyone who

takes pleasure in adding dainty and useful

articles to their surroundings to use ad\-an-

tageously many trifles which to the imthinking

ha\-e no value. Enamel may be bought in

pound cans and applied by anybody who can

handle a brush.

-'::eS.,^P.*-^'-'CK
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CHAPTER XII.

SEGSRATEB EASEL

IGURE Nu. I.—Such

easels ma)' be purchased

at any furniture ware-

house. The one liere

pictured is of gilt and

ebony. The lambrequin

can be easily made, and

lo\'ing fingers are always ready for work that

beautifies the home. This lambrequin is of

olive cloth and is very elaborately garnitured

with artistically arranged sprays of luscious-

looking grapes and full, short tassels. The

lower edge is cut in alternating deep and

short points, from each of wdiich depends a

tassel. In each short point is applied an

arrow-head of garnet velvet, and the rest of

the rich garniture consists of the grape-sprays

mentioned. The method of making the

sprays is illustrated and described at Figures

Nos. 2 and 3. Plush, velvet or any lambre-

quin fabric may be selected, and ma)' be of

any preferred color ; and the tassels may be

as handsome as desired.

Spray of Grapes, and Method of Making
the Grapes.

Figures Nos. 2 and 3.—The bunch of

luscious fruit shown at Figure No. 3, witli its

knotty branch and handsome leaf, is effect-

ively used in decorating the lambrecpiin on

the easel pictured at Figure No. i. The leaf

and branch are embroidered with arrasene in

South-Ivensington stitch, but the fruit itself

is made as sliown by Figure No. 2. Take a

piece of silk, satin or .Surah, cut out the

shape of an English shilling or an American

twenly-fi\-e-cent piece, and o"^'er-stitch the

circular portion along the edges as shown by

Figure No. 2. Ijraw the thread together

tightly, stuffing the bag thus formed loosely

with cotton. This forms a grape. In apply-

ing the grapes, they are pressed slightly flat

and slip-stitched on. They should be bunched

as nearly as possible like the natural bunches,

and may represent any \'ariety of grape.

The leaf and stem should, of course, be of

natural tints, and it is not impossible to have

the similitude extend to the fruit if care be ex-

ercised in the choice of colors. Such sprays

may be grouped or arranged in vine or other

designs, with handsome effect, on all kinds of

lambrequins, table scarfs and covers, etc.

Hand painting or embroidery niay, if pre-

ferred, take the place of the decoration de-

scribed.
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Easels of this, or any other shape pre- driven in to develop some artistic arrange-

ferred, made of unfinished wood, may be ment and ihe effect is especially attractive,

purchased and covered with plush or velours, The brass-nail work is easily done by femi-

FlOUKE NlJ. I. I'^ASEI, Dk<-OKATEII.

the covering being held in place with short, nine hands and is very fascinating. The

fancv brass-headed nails. .Similar nails are tacks or nails may be purchased by the
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dozen, ounce or gross for a moderate sum and judge how much force is necessary to send

the shape of the article to be ornamented each nail into the wood with one blow.

Fl(,lirxl \u 2. FlOURE No. 3.

FicrREs Nus. 2 ANiJ 3.—Si'RAV OF Crapes, an'i> MiirnoD of Making the Okapes.

usually suggests appropriate designs. A Repeated hammering is apt to decapitate

little practice will enable a novice to them.

-UUITLTU
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]{ Couple of Carriage I(obes.

One is of dust-colored linen, and its border of the robe slashes are made in the opposite

decoration is a scroll design worked in button- direction and through these are run ribbons,

hole stitch with Bargarren cotton over a fine the ends of which are fastened to the robe

purlelte cord. The button-holing is in red underneath. Tiie effect is especially pretty

and.the cord is a shade lighter than the linen. and the cost is a mere trifle, while the short

The one whose pretty phaeton claims the robe time consumed in making such a robe is cer-

has her interlinked initials worked in the cen- tain to win favor for it with busy women,

ter in the same manner. The finish is a If the saving of time be a matter of lesser

fringe of Bargarren cotton in the three shades. importance, a felt robe may be elaborated in

Such a fringe may be knotted in or purchased the following manner with very pleasing

ready for sewing on ; its purchase being com- results. After the edge has been scolloped, a

mended to those whose leisure time is limited. pietty design is traced or stamped inside the

The other robe is cjuite as simple, but so margin and then cut out with sharp, short-

dainty that it is at once recognized as belong- bladed scissors. Contrasting material is then

iiig to the carriage of His Majesty

—

the Baby. applied to the under side so as to show-

It is an oblong section of delicate mode through the open spaces, and the edges of the

colored felt, and its edges are cut in large design are button-holed with silk or flax

pinked scollops and underlaid with a border thread.

of similar scollops cut from sky-blue felt. A very pretty robe elaborated in this style

Inside the inner scollops of each side cross- is of fawn-colored billiard-cloth, with the same

wise slashes about an inch and a half wide material in a darker shade underlying the

are made at intervals of an inch apart. design, which is in clover-leaf pattern. The

Through these slashes are run blue ribbons edges are couched with brown and gold

matching the outer scollops, their ends being filosdle. The exact process is accurately de-

frayed out to form a fringed finish and falling scribed and clearly illustrated in Chapter

even with the ends. At the top and bottom XLIII. of our book entitled " Needle-Craft."

no
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CHAPTER XIII.

I J.") I. , jf=
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WflLli BEG0RfiT10NS, GALERSIRS ANB SGREERS.

HE woman of fine taste does

not permit the walls of her

house to seem bare and out

of harmon\' simply because

she cannot afford expensi\e

pictures to hang upon them,

because she knows that in-

genuity and good lasle some-

times produce more eflecti\e results than a

large outlay of nionew Prett)' banners and

panels which may be hung where they \\ill

illuminate a sombre tone or refine a too bril-

liant effect in coloring; screens and number-

less other fancy articles may be fashioned by

any lady who embroiders or paints, sews

neatly and once in a while dri\'es a few tacks,

and several very attractive specimens are

illustrated in this chapter.

The plain calendar of some time ago has

grown into a beautiful bit of decorative art

and ma\' be made to accord wiih the most

elegant surroundings. All sorts (jI: odd con-

ceils are seen in it, and the more unic|ue

the more are thev valued. Indi\'idual fancy

may be fully indulged in the selection of

colors and materials for them. Fancy libbons

verv often cover the foundations, and if

these ribbons show a decided pattern it mav

be followed with tinsel thread, which achieves

a gorgeous effect. Cord or narrow ribbons

may be bunched in profusion upon them, but

the disposition should be artistic. As a gift

lo a friend of either se.x the calendar is much

favored.

Calendar Panel.

Figure No. i.—This beautiful pane! is cut

out of thick cardboaid and smoothlv covered

with corded silk. .Spra\-s of blooms and their

foliage are painted on it in oils or water

colors, and just above the spra3's a small cal-

endar is invisibly fastened. Near the upper

corners bunches of loops and ends of ribbon

are tacked, and from them extend two rililxjns

that are used to suspend the panel. The

colors of the ribbon and silk may be chosen

to please the fancv, and the two may be alike

or different, as prefei-red. The sprays luay be

embroidered, painted rir applied, with good

effect. Sometimes plush, velvet or satin will

be used to cover the panel.

Banner-Screen.

FrcuRE Nu. 2.—Tliis beautiful screen is

made of a handsome piece of Ottoman silk
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on wliich are applied with gilt thread the

golden buttercup in satin and its prettv green

leaves in velvet. The veining is done with

green silk. A row of gold cord borders the

edges of the banner and is arranged in a trio

of short loops at the upper corners and in

long loops and ends at the lower corners, the

ends being tipped with gold-colored pompons.

with silk on the other, and edged all round

with silk cord of the same or a contrasting

shade. Through one corner is drawn a loop

of cord that serves to suspend the square, and

the opposite corner is rolled o\-er so as to

deeply reverse the lower part of the square,

making a compartment for the reception of

pencils, pens, etc. At either side of the roll

Figure No. i.—Calendar Panel.

Such screens may be developed in any colors,

and the decoration may be flowers and leaves

of an\' variety cut from velvet, silk or satin.

If preferred, the design may be done in Ken-

sington embroidery.

Ornamental Calendar.

Figure No. 3.—A unique style of calendar

is here illustrated. A square of cardboard

forms the foundation, which is co\-ered

smoothlv with plush or velvet on one side and

is fastened a silk cord which is carried for-

ward diagonallv and tied in a bunch of loops

and two ends some distance below, the ends

being tipped with tassels. A bunch of loops

and two ends of cord are also fastened where

each cord starts from, the ends also being

tipped with tassels. Above the roll a grace-

ful rose-sprav is hand-painted, embroidered or

appliciueed. The calendar is fastened under-

neath to the bottom of the roll from which it

depends.
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Pocket-Pane^ appliquees. \"ci\' artistically made bows of

l'"ii;irRE No. 4.—A Japanese screen forms ribbon are fasleiied to the ends of the cres-

the back of this unique wall-pocket, and to cent, and thick silk cord is used to suspend

its lower part are fastened two rows of long, the pocket, being passed throu:;h rings fast-

tiuffy tassels, the tassels in the upper row fall- enecl at the upper corners of the screen and

flCUKE Nil -Ua.nxek-Screen.

ing between those in the lower row. The tied verv effectively. Ribbons nia\' be used

front of the pocket is formed of a crescent- to suspend the pocket and, instead of the

shaped section of cardboard covered with floral applique chosen in the present instance,

plush and decorated with a graceful design embroidery or hand-painting may decorate

selected from Kursheedt's Standard floral the crescent.
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D^corattd Panel. Banner-Screen.

l'ii;rRE Xii. 3.—Tliis panel is ot dark-green Figure No. 6.—In this engra\-ing is illus-

jilush and lias emlM'oidered upon it a full- trated a very handsomely decorated banner-

blown pink rose «iih lung branches and buds screen of wine-colored satin. It is decorated

Figure No. 3.

—

Ouna.me.ntal Calendaj;. Figure Xo. 4.

—

I'ocket-I'a.xel.

in their natural shades. The frame consists along the lower edge with a fringe of fancy

of a narrow puff of ]:)a]e-pink satin inside and ornaments of chenille, silk and metal; and in

a bioad brass moulding. The latter may be the upper right-liand corner is fastened a full

Ijnrchased, but llie jiuff must be added to the rosette-bow of ribbon. A wise-looking owl,

plush ]x.rtion. perched u|ion a bough of dog«'ood, is em-
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broiclered in his real hues in South-Kensing- easily accomplished, nia\- be einploj'ed in

ton stitch, the bough, with its prett)- lea\-es making pretty screens and panels. At any

and blossoms, being also embroidered in nat- shop dealing in fancy work materials, chains

ural tints in satin stitch. Velvet, plush, silk, and rods and all the fixtures for mounting

P'IGURE No. 5.— DEroR.-vncn I'A.N'EL. Figure No. 6.

—

K.\nner -Screen.

or any fabric preferred may be used for the may be obtained at slight cost, and ribbons,

banner, and, of course, any fashionable color pieces of veU-et, plush, satin, etc., that are

may be selected. Fringe, tassels or any pre- saved from larger articles may be employed in

ferred ornaments may be fastened to the their de\'elopment. In another chapter in-

edge. South Kensington painting, which is structions are gi\-en for painting the owl.
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Transparent Screen for Fire-P^ace. Banner-Screen.

Figure Xo. 7.—Tlic Iraiiie ot this t'fl'ective Figure Nu. S.—This elegant banner-screen

screen mav be of any preferred wood and as is made of plain silk, and is shaped at the

fanciful as desired. Two panes of clear bottom so as to be shonest at the center and

glass are fitted into it, and between the panes deepest at the sides. Following llie outline

a group of handsome fein lea\-es is most of the lower edge is a rich decoration formed

artistically arranged, brilliant-hued butterflies of upright strips of velvet ribbon that are of

Figure No. 7.

—

Tr.\nsi'.\kent .Scrken for Fire-Place.

adding beauty to the picture. A large bow equal length and pointed at their lower ends,

of wide ribbon is arranged in one upper The strips are applied and decorated with

corner of the screen. The ferns mav be of fancy stitches in many-colored flosses and

all \-arieties or of one particular kind, and also in //(w//c and tinsel, and each point is

grasses, cat-tails, etc.. may be grouped with tipped with a pretty ]ilush ornament. Pretty

them if desired. Skeleton leaves may be s]irays of daisies are .enfljroidered or hand-

used, but thev are not so effective in the painted on one side, and the banner is fas-

transparency as the bright green leaves. teued with invisible stitches to the bar of a
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gilt stand. CV'Vtls run through rings in the with tnnc}' stitches to the bottom of the

ends oL" the bar are tied in a bow at the top screen, with \ery prett\- effect,

cf the stand, the ends being tipped with

Ihifty tassels. The colors of the silk and the Decorated Banner.

ribbon nia\- be chosen to please the taste, but F|(;ure No. 9.—This engraving illustrates a

black velvet ribbon is \erv ettective on all handsome banner of heav)' silk. The gar-

colors. Plush, velvet, crcpc or any preferred land of pansies is selected from Kursheedt's

Figure No. S.—B.anner-.Screen. Figure No. 9.

—

Decor.ated Banner.

material may be used for the screen, and on Standard floral applique'es, and is applied as

the first two fabrics fancv, vioirc or satin described at Figure No. 10. Two rou's of

ribbon may be used. Any preferred design veh'Ct ribbon are arranged about the lower

may be embroidered, appliqueed or hand- edge, which shapes a deep scollop at the

painted, as preferred, fnstead of the \'elvet center and a smaller scollop at each side,

ribbon used in this instance, a band of plush, C)\-er the ribbon is gilt braid, arranged in a

\elvet or some fancy ribbon may be applied scroll design ; and depending from the lower
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edge is a row ot tassel ornaments. Similar

ornaments are fastened to the ends of the

cords attaching the banner to the stand.

Method of Applying Floral Appliqu^es.

Fii;uRE Nu. lo.—One of the most effective

methods of applying floral garnitures is here

Among the unique things in decorative

art is

" A subtle spider whicli doth sit,

In the middle of his web, which spreadeth wide,"

and, though he is not a living specimen of his

kind, he is so real-looking, and his fairy web

so like his own filmy home, that the illusion

FiGURK No. 10.

—

Method of Applyinl
Floral Appliqu^es.

Figure No. ii.

—

Ornamented 1'anel.

shown. The garniture is basted flatly on in

the position it is intended to occupw and then

sevei-al strands of arrasene or silk floss,

whicliever be preferred, are arranged abo\'e

the margin and held down with over-and-

over stitches of gold thread. Of course, the

threads are arranged while making the over-

and-o\'cr stitclies and require no needle, as

thev mav he held in the left hand.

is only dispelled after an examination of the

delicate work. Then, too, the ever-curious

fly is walking into " the prettiest little parlor

that ever you did spy," never dreaiuing that

his wilyr coaxer has in anticipalion a most

delicious feast to be enjo\'ed as soon as he is

within grasp. One of the most realistic ar-

rangements of the decoration is shown in the

panel illustrated at Figure No. ii.
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Ornamented Panel. fly. These ma)' be of metal or may be made

FiGURii No. II.—An unique mode of orna- o£ embroidery, as preferred. The branch is

menting an oval or square cornered panel then fastened to the panel under a many-

covered with plush, velvet or any decora- looped bow of pretty satin ribbon,

tive material, is here illustrated. A prettily Wall Decoration.

shaped branch may be cut from the silver Figure No. 12,—A good way to arrange

maple, apple, sugar maple, cherry, walnut, peacock feathers, as well as to make an

Figure No. 12.

—

Wall Decoration.

peach or any available tree. From twig to artistic decoration, is here shown. A founda-

twig are arranged lines of fine silk that all tion of the desired size and in fan shape is

meet at one point, and between these lines cut in fiasteboard, and this is smoothly cov-

are cross-lines of silk, which, if carefully ar- ered with sapphire-blue velvet. The feathers

ranged and selected in the proper color, will are then laid on in a careful manner. The

result in a very realistic-looking spider web, stitches may be long, but they must be firm

in which are placed the veritable spider and and nearly always they can be hidden by the
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next feather. The bow is of sapphu'e satin a handsome lamp-screen, which will prove as

ribbon and is an especially pretty finish. useful as it certainl\- is ornamental. The

()\-er a cabinet or a low bookcase, or on a frame is of brass, but may be of rattan or

door, this is a desirable decoration. Velvet, some fancy wood, or silvered or gilded metal,

FlGl'RK X' -1 lECOKATI l.AMI'-.SCREF.X.

plush or silk may be used for the background, as preferred. The rings suspending the

as preferred.

Decorated Lamp-Screen.

screen are usually of the same material as

the frame. The screen is of heavv silk and

FicuRE Nu. 13.—This engraving illustrates is cut out in three large scollops at the lower
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edge, the middle scollop being deeper and di\ide the scollops into three pockets, which

larger than the other two. The upper half ol are quite ornamental in appearance. A row

the screen is decorated with a pretty hand- of handsome fringe borders the lower edges

painted design, but may be embroidered or of the scollops. To the ends of the cross-bar

plain, as desired. The lower half is covered of the frame are knotted cords, which are

with satin, which is gathered at its lower edge carried up to the lengthwise bar and similarly

Figure No. 15.—Wall- Pocket.

to the edges of the scollops, and also at its knotted, all the ends of the cord being tipped

upper edge to form a pretty frill, the upper with handsome tassels.

in? loose from the screen, exce]jt

Ribbon Calendar.
edge being loose from the screen, except

where it is fastened at the ends and twice

between the latter under preUy ribbon bows.

The satin is then sewed to the screen so as to

Figure No. 74.—One oi the prettiest de-

\-ices for a calendar is here sliown. A square
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of i\orine, cellukiicl, thick parchment-paper, three ribbons run through them. One ribbon,

Jtiristol-board, etc., may be used, and on it with the abbre\'iated names of the days of

F"iGUKK \i). iCi.—Design for Wai.i -rocKEr.

are painted the year and the designs pictured. the weel-; painted upon it, is drawn through

Slits are cut in the positions illustrated and the two slits near the upper left-hand corner,
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so tliat ihe uiuis come at the back. The upon it. The ends of these ribbons are

middle ribbon has the days of the month pointed and tipped with fanc\' ornaments,

Figure No. 17.—I-i.vN.N'EKETXE.

painted on it, wliile the remaining rilabon has ^vhicli may be of metal, chenille, etc., and of

the abbreviated names of the months painted any preferred shape. The calendar is hung
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by ribbons, which pass forward [rem behind over stitches. A row of gold cord edges the

ihe upper corners and are tied in a bow. circiibir piece and is tied in man}' loops at the

An\' preferred design nia_\- be painted on the point of suspension, the ends of the cord

square, or a motto or some suitable quotation being tipped with gold tassels. The circulai"

in fancy lettering may be substituted. The piece has on it a design representing the god-

ribbons may be of different colors or all of dess of the morning floating in the air and

one color, as preferred. dropping flowers from her rosy fingers instead

Figure No. i8.—Fire-Place Scree.n.

Wall-Pocket. of sparkling dew, and this may be traced with

Figure Nh. i"^.—This novel style of wall- pen and ink or done with the Kensington

pocket has a crescent and a full circular- stitch. The design is shown in full size at

shaped piece of cardboard for its foundation. Figure No. i6. Plush, velvet, silk, cretonne.

The circular piece is covered with crimson felt, etc., may be selected for such useful

satin and the crescent with gold satin, and ornaments, and any pleasing contrast may be

the parts are joined together with over-and- developed.
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Design for Wall-Pocket.

Figure No. i6.—This design is in the full

size for the wall-pocket illustrated at Figure

No. 15. It ma)' be done in South-Kensington

outline-stitch or painted, or it may be a pen-

and-ink sketch, as preferred.

Bannerette.

Figure No. 17.—This handsome ornament

is made of white corded silk lined with apple-

green satin. It is of pretty shape and is

suspended upon its gilt standard by tiny gold

rings and a bunch of narrow white ribbon at

each corner. The words "Easter Greeting"

are embroidered in one corner, and a calla

lily and several golden butterflies are artisti-

cally painted upon it. Bullion fringe outlines

the lower edge. There is much scope for the

exercise of individual taste in making these

decorative screens, and as accessories of the

library table they are most ornamental.

Fire-Place Screen.

Figure No. iS.—A very handsome screen

to put in front of an unused fireplace is here

illustrated. The stand may be purchased at

any furniture warehouse, and may be of any

preferred variety of wood or cane. The

screen is shaped from cardboard and smoothly

covered with velvet, plush, or any desired ma-

terial. A border of fancy stitching is made

about the rounding edge with floss or embroi-

dery silk in one or several colors. The lower

part of the center is prettily embroidered in a

simple design, and outside the design, in the

curved outline of the upper edge of the screen

are applied, with fancy stitches, three rows of

simply embroidered plain ribbons of contrast-

ing colors. The outer ribbon conceals the

lower extremities of conventionalized leaves

in two shades of silk, the darker leaves over-

lapping the lighter ones, and all being applied

by fancy stitches and further elaborated by

other stitches of various kinds, the result pro-

duced being mosaic and very handsome.

Yellow daisies growing among the grass con-

stitute an effective design for such decora-

tions.

^HO'O^'O'O o:<> <c>:<TK:>Ky:r
ttiEK'X sr, X X X .. X X X' X X' .^ilR?
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CHAPTER XIV

F0R ADD ABBDT THE WQRK-T-flBLE.

L'GGESTIONS for -work-bags answer for holding the pretty scraps she

and for such accessories of the is collecting for a mosaic quilt—once she

work-table as busy women and their would have called it a crazy quilt ; another

industrious sisters who ply the asks for an fUuslration of some method

'^ needle or crochet-hook for pleasure for using to advantage short lengths of

require, are in such demand, that this chapter conlrasting ribbons; still another utters the

is included to meet the requirements of wish of many when she asks for designs for

many uhose requests all hinge on the matter fancy-work receptacles that may be hung out

Figure No. i.

—

Catch-All, ok Work-Dag.

of combining the pretty with the practical. of reach of inquisili\-e little ]ieople ; a mother

One wants ideas for a bag that will of several boys asks how to make a darning
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bag that will have space for the unmended or orange, or two shades of any color will

hose, as well as for the implements needed in combine prettily in the bag. Sometimes but

their renovation. That none have been for- one color will be used, and the contrast will

gotten the following pages prove. be developed with two kinds of ribbon.

Catch-AU, or Work-Bag. Fancy-Work Bag.

Figure No. i.—The foundation of this Figure No. 2,—This dainty bag has for

pretty bag is an oblong basket, which may be its foundation a tripod of cane, each stick

Figure No. 2.

—

Fancy-Work ISag. Figure No. 3.

—

Case for EMURomERV Silks.

gilded or tinted or left its natural color. The

bag is formed of upright strips of ribbon of

different colors, joined together and fastened

about the top of the basket ; its top is turned

under deeply and sewed to form a casing a

little below the top. In the casing are run

ribbons, which draw the bag in and form the

lop into a frill. Orange and black, scarlet

and black, olive and pale-blue, olive and gold

being surmounted by a round, gilded knob.

The bag portion is made of pale-blue Surah,

and the gathered frill which forms the finish

at the lop is arranged before the bag is put in

place, so that only one seam is necessary, and

that is at the side and invisible, \^'here the

bag is drawn in at the lower edge are tied

]iale-blue and yellow ribbons having their

ends lipped with gilt 1)alls, and at each corner
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arc ribbon loops and ends decorated in tlie Case for Embroidery Silks.

same \va\-. IE one did not care to use tliis as Fl(;URE Xi >. 3.—This hand)' case is made o£

a receptable for fancy-\vorl<, it could stand in a strip of hea\'v grosgrain ribbon in a deep

the drawing-room and hold ni\' lady's fan, maroon shade. Each end is folded o\er about

Fk-.ure No. 4.—R[i;i;oN Chatel.iine. Figure No. 5.—Cn.\TELj\INE CnllPANIOX.

handkerchiefs and smelling-bottle; for even two inches and caught to jdace b\- hcrriiv-

then it would be of absolute use, because Ijone stitching done in ligh;-\ ellow lloss. A
these are the very things that are always be- length of cream-white riljlion is then arranged

ing mislaid. o\-er the center of the lULiroon strip so as to
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form several compartments, lengthwise lines of which is of crimson velvet to match the work-

machine- stitching holding it in place. Each bag, with the custoniar\' notched leaves of

compartment is used for holding a skein of flannel. In each corner of the book a simple

twist or silk, and the convenience of the case design is worked with silk floss. The initials

is at once apparent. Cashmere, satin, silk or or monogram may be embroidered on the

sateen may also be utilized in making such book, with pretty effect. The color of the

cases, and a monogram or floral spray will ribbon and velvet will be regulated according

sometimes decorate the reversed ends. Fancy to taste, and any preferred materials may be

stitching may be used instead of the machine- used instead of velvet for the book and bag.

stitching, if preferred. The emery ball is usually purchased ready for

attachment.

Ribbon Chatelaine.

Figure No. 4.—Any variety of ribbon
Darning-Bag.

may be used for this accessory. The ribbon Figures Nos. 6 and 7.—This bag is easily

is wide and is made into a bow with five made, and is a treasure when completed. Its

graceful looking loops. Two long ends de- foundation is tliree pieces of pasteboard,

pend from the bow, and to one of them is straight across their upper edges and oval at

fastened the scissors, while to the other end the bottom. Two of them, which are first

is secured a small cushion for tlie needles and smoothlv covered with satin, cretonne, etc.,

pins. The cushion is shaped like a small form the bag, being joined together at their

tomato and is formed of sections of scarlet or rounding edges by a full puffing of satin,

\-ellow cloth, suitably stuffed. Any preferred which is sloped oft" so as to be considerably

shape mav be adopted for the cushion, but it narrower at the corners than at the bottom,

should Ije small and carefully made. A latch- Upon the outside of one of the pieces of

p)in will fasten the chatelaine to the dress and pasteboard are sewed three pinked leaves of

if secured to the bow will always be in place flannel in different colors for a needle-book,

for use. and one side of the remaining piece of board

is plainly covered and has a strip of silk

Chatelaine Companion. arranged diagonally upon it and stitched

Figure No. 5.—The scissors, needle-book, crosswise several limes, just enough fulness

emery ball and work-bag are all most agree- being allowed between every two rows of

ably combined in this unique chatelaine. The stitching to form pockets for skeins of floss,

bag is of crimson \-elvet, and elastic cord is etc. This third section of pasteboard is now

used to draw it in near the top. To each covered in bag style on the opposite side and

side is fastened a ribbon, tlie other ends of sewed to the side of the real bag, having the

which are fastened under the long-looped bow needle-book attached with the thread-pockets

which covers the fastening of the chatelaine on the inside. A little double ruffle is sewed

to the dress. A similar ribbon is run through inside the edges of the bag-opening, and rib-

the thumb and finger holes in the scissors and bon strings are fastened at the corners to hold

fastened also under tlie bow, from which de- it, and their ends are tied in a bow. A bow is

pend two other ends of different lengths. To also fastened at the top of the simulated bag.

the shorter end is fastened the emery ball and The effect is very rich when plush is used for

10 the h-.n^er end is fastened the needle-book", covering the sides and silk for the puffing.
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Cashmere in pretty colors may, however, be together at the top is done willi silk cords,

used, witli \-ery pleasing results. and a fancifully made bow of crimson satin

ribbon is placed just in front. VeUet may Ijc

Fancy-Work Bag.
^,^g^, [^,^^^,,^1 ^f pi„,|,_ jf p,e[erred, and gilt

Figure N(i. S.—This daint\' biag, which ma\' crescents may take the place of the chenille

also be used as a catch-all, is made of strips pendants.

Figures Nos. 6 anh 7.—DAK.\n\i.-liAG.

of inaterial sewed together. Two are a pale Button-Bag.

rose-colored brocaded ribbon, another is of Fioure No. g,—A pretty bag in which to

deep crimson plush, and the other plain satin keep miscellaneous buttons is shown in this

ribbon. The lining is of rose-colored Surah, engraving. The bag is made of two sections

and the chenille jsendants that finish the lower of chamois that are slashed at close intervals

edge are of the crimson shade. The drawing for several inches at the bottom to form a
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liLMW frini;e ; the sections are joined together the outside in tlie fantastic naanner pictured.

along tlie top of the fringe and also at the The silk and ribbon may be of any preferred

side ed^es, a row of buttons binding the fringe. color and variety.

A piece of silk several inches deep is joined

to the top of the bag, turned over on the out- Scrap-Bag.

side and then sewed again to the bag, tar Figure No. io.—For some time coarse

Figure Xo. S.—Fancv-Wurk Bag. Figure No. 9.—Button-Bag.

enough from the top to form a casing for the straw hats have been utilized as flower-

ribbcm draw-strings, which are pulled through baskets, but the latest inspiration of genius

openings finished for them at the seams. has also transformed them into scrap-bags.

When Ure strings are drawn up the silk forms Take any new or unsoiled coarse or fancy

a handsome flounce. Buttons of as miscella- straw hat with a wide brim, and bend the

neous variety as the bag holds are sewed on latter close to the ciown at each side under a
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cluster of dried grasses, bleached grain or quite full and sewed in o\-er-and-o\'er fashion

artificial flowers, and then attach a bag of to the bottom. A casing is arranged at thu

satin or silk to the crown in the same way as top, the plain silk used for it extending to tlie

you would sew in a lining, except that it is edge and foiining a pretty contrast with the

slightly gathered. Make a shirr at the top so richer material. Broad satin strings are tlien

as to leave a narrow ruffle, and insert a ribbon drawn thr.jugh the casing and tied in a jirelty

draw-string, by which to hang it up. The bow at the top. There are few iiouses wliere

Figure No. lo.

—

Scr.\i'-H..\i Figure No. u.—Work-D.-vg.

effect is even more pleasing than the engrav- a strip of brocade cannot be found, and, if one

ing represents it, and is both picturesque and has been sa\ing, pieces of ribbon niav also

ornamental. be in some hidden box; then all that is needed

Work-Bag. \vill be a little time and care. Quaint and

Fif;t:ir-;E No. n.—A circular piece of card- antique looking brocades are liked, and

board is carefully cut and co\'ered with the old-fashioned, printed silks arc often combined

brocade as the foundation for this bag. A with more modern fabrics in the formation of

straight strip of the brocade is then gathered such bags.
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Lace-Covered Bag. The bottom of the bag is gathered closely,

Figure No, 12.—This bag may be made of and to it is sewed a shirred ruflle of the deep

satin, sill-;, fine Silesia or any preferred mate- lace, which droops below a full ruffle of the

rial of a light or delicate hue. About it is narrow lace and makes a very prettv effect,

arranged a co\'er formed of three rows of deep The ribbons should match the fabric formino-

lace, S'-wed together so that each of the upper the bag, in color, and the lace may be of any

two rows overlaps the top of the one just be- preferred vaiiety.

FkU'KK Xu. 12.—L.-iCE-CoVERED BaG.

low. The u]iper row is headed bj- a standing

row of narrower lace, and then the lace cover

is arranged over the bag and the two are

sewed together at the top bv three rows of

stitching made far enough apart to form two

casings. Into these casings are run the rib-

bons that draw the bag in suitabl\- at the top,

the narrow lace standing in a frill above them.

Ribbon Work-Bag.

Figure No. 13.—This bag is made of strips

of wide ribbon in two shades of green
; they

are sewed together and cut in points at the

top, which is deeply underfaced with the same

kind of ribbon. Along the bottom of the

facing is formed a casing, in «'hich ribbons

are run to draw the bag up. A strip
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Figure No. 13.

—

Ribbox \\ork-L!ag. FiGURK Xu. 14.

—

Hanging Needle-Book,

Figure No. 15.

—

Spray of Blackberries and Lea\'es.
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ijE wide, watL-red ribbon is joined to the wliich nia\' be easily hung up witliout chance

brittom of llie bag, turned up on the out- of dropping any of the spools. Any preferred

side and sewed at the joinings of the shades and varieties of ribbon may be used,

FiorRE Mo. i6.—CoMiiixATiu.\ Needle-Book and Pincushio.v.

strips to form com|;artmenls for the different and new ribbons need not be purchased, as

spools of silk, thread, etc. When the work is those taken from discarded hats and dresses

to be laid 1:)\- it ina\- be placed in the bag, are often suitable.
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Hanging Needle-Book. bons and covering inav be of any prefevred

Figure No. 14.—Among llie usefnl things color. Tlie method followed in embroidering

of ihe sewing-room is the needle-book, and a the spray is explained at Figure No. 15.

\ery pretty article of this kind to hang on the

wall, work-basket or work-table, is here por- Spray of Blackberries and Leaves,

trayed. Its foundation is a piece of card- Figure No. 15.—This pretty spray is used

board shaped as pictured and smoothly in adorning the needle-book illustrated at

covered with plush, velvet, silk or satin, and Figure No. 14. The berries are made with

embroidered or hand-painted in some pleasing the knot stitch, and the leaves and stems

Figure No. 17.

—

.Spray fur Decur.vting Needle-Ijook.

design. A spray of blackberries and leaves,

embroidered in the lower left corner, is the

design here represented. The leaves are of

pressjed flannel, pinked at the edges and firmly

fastened to the top, the joining being hidden

by a wide ribbon arranged in bows at the

upper corners. The suspending ribbons are

attached under these bows and are bowed to-

gether at the point of suspension. The rib-

with the South-Kensington stitch. Black or

very dark purple or blue may be used for the

large berries, red for the small berries to sug-

gest the unripe fruit, and green in suitable

shades for the leaves and stems. The design

ma\- be embroidered on any article desired,

and a little study and ingenuity will show it

may be re]3eated to form a vine, with very

artistic results.
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Combination Needle-Book and Pincushion, and cut the same shape and notched evenly at the

Spray for Decoration. edges. The parts are held together at the top

Figures Nos. i6 and 17.—Three pieces of by ribbon gathered to them and tied in a large

cardboard cut in bellows shape form the bow a little above the ends, while at the

foundation for this pretty accessory to the bottom they may be tacked together or left

work basket or table. They are smoothly free. A floral spray is ]3ainted on the needle-

covered with silk, and two of them are joined book, and a bow of picot-edged ribbon is

to a shaped strip of \-elvet or plush to form tacked at the bottom. The spra)' in the de-

the cusliion, wdTich is compactly filled with sired size is shown at Figure No. 17. If

sawdust, bran, hair, etc. To the back of the desired, it may be embroidered in Kensington

remaining section are fastened leaves of or satin stitch. Any preferred colors and ma-

flannel or cloth that form the book ; they are terials may be used for an article of this kind.

Suiall Pieces of Bric-d-I^rac.

Some very fine bits of bric-adjrac are so
"~| and fastened against the back with tacks

small that they become dwarfed by contact or screws coming from behind. These may

with larger and more showy pieces, and some be placed to one side, near the lower left-hand

are so frail that the possessor, much as she corner with the horizontal top of the lower

delights in their beauty, is loath to leave them step a little above the lower edge of the back,

where curious or careless touches may destroy The other two sections being joined in stair

them. A very artistic and beautiful recepta- fashion, may be attached higher up, near the

cle for them may be made by any lady who upper right hand corner, and with a mass of

can paint in oils or water colors. It has for bloom between them and extending partially

its basis a square or oblong piece of pine or around them the effect is indescribably beau-

holly board with bevelled or rounded edges, and tiful. It is that of a dainty wall-cabinet quite

this is overlaid with a coat of white against as attractive as many that cost large sums,

which a mass of brier-roses, wisteria, sweet- and with a bit of rare carving upon one of the

pea blooms are thrown into a strong light. little shelves, a tiny cameo vase upon another

The design is usually painted from one side and perhaps a bit of treasured Sevres upon

or the top of the board, and upon the latter the third it is worthy of the admiration of a

are secured stairdike arrangements formed of connoisseur in objcfs d'art. Such a cabi-

sinall pieces of the same kind of wood painted net may be fastened to the wall by wires

in the ground shade. These stairs or steps hung upon hooks in the same manner as

need not be more than five in number, and pictures are hung, but, of course, wiih no

three of them may be joined in this manner incline.
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CHAPTER XV.

GHAMOIS RUd GEL'LUL-GID ARTICLES.

HAMOIS and celluloid are

among ihe favored materials

which are held in high esti-

mation for their possibilities of

beauty as well as use. In this

chapter are illustrated some es-

pecially beautiful specimens of practical

and ornamental articles formed of them,

either alone or in combination with some

tage, though neither of them require its

addition to make them attracti\'e. Chamois

may be pnfchased in its natural color and

also in dyed tints, and celluloid may be pro-

cured in varieties closel)' resembling ivory,

tortoise-shell and various other rare products.

Cover for a Pincushion.

Figure No. i.—This co\er is made of a

square of chamois having the corners slightly

Fi(;uRE No. I.

—

Cover for a Pincushion.

other decorative fabric. Both are receptive rounded off. A little above the edge the

to brush work and display it to good advan- cover is tinted with water color to give
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the effect of a narrow band, and some dis-

tance above this another band is tinted and

made fanciful by a Greek-key design in

another color. From the edge to the inner

band the cover is cut in uniform slashes that

form a pretty fringe, and the center of the

cover is elaborated with a painted floral de-

sign, A roselte-bow of two shades of ribbon

with a picot edge is fastened on each corner,

with beautiful effect. The cushion may be of

any preferred color, and of a round, square or

oblong shape. With the whisk-broom holder

a cord covers the joining at the front edges.

A ribbon is plaited to each front edge, midway

between the ends, and carried about the out-

side and tied in a bow below a painted spray

of roses. The chamois part may be as elab-

orately painted as desired, and oftentimes it

will be all over-tinted to produce some special

color.

Toilet Bottle.

Figure No. 3.—This bottle may be of any

preferred shape and is smoothly covered with

Figure No. 2.

—

Handkerchief-C.\se.

pictured at Figure No. 5 and a pair of toilet

bottles such as that shown at Figure No. 3,

the cushion will complete a beautiful set for a

toilet-table.

Handkerchief-Case.

P'iGURE No. 2.—The outer part of this case

is of chamois and is artistically embellished

with paints in water colors. The bands are

tinted with water colors and the ends are cut

to form a fringe. The lining is Surah or In-

dia silk and is gathered at the front edges and

plain at the sides. Cotton is inserted in suffi-

cient lavers to make the case quite thick, and

silk, Surah, satin, velvet or plush, two fringed

ruffles of silk surrounding the neck. The

apron is a point of chamois fringed at the

lower edge and decorated to match the

cushion and whisk-broom holder pictured at

Figures Nos, i and 5, whicli will complete an

elegant and novel toilel-set,

Card-Bag,

Figure No. 4,—This engraving illustrates

a pretty bag for the reception of placing

cards. It is made of chamois, and a fiinge

cut in chamois decorates the lower edge.

Before the fringe is cut a band is painted in
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water colors near the lower edge of the strip. out through button-hole slashes made near the

A fancy design is also pauued diagonally top are used to draw the bag together.

Figure No. 3.

—

Toilet Bottle. Figure No. 4.

—

Card-Bag.

Figure No. 5.

—

Whisk-Broom Holder.

across each lower corner, and three cards are Whisk-Broom Holder.

tacked or painted on. Ribbons run in and Figure No. 5.—This handsome holder is
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made of cardboard that is shaped to form a bons may be of an\' preferred color, width

point at the center of the front and back and and variet}'.

covered with chamois left long enough to be Tobacco-Pouch.

cut in a fringe of graceful depth. Before the Figure No. 6.—The convenience of this

fringe is cut the chamois is tinted in a band a pouch will be at once recoo-nized, and its

little above the edge and along the upper and addition to the smoker's table cannot fail to

lower edges of the foundation, the upper be appreciated. It is made of two oblong

(r^J'

Figure No. 6.—TouAcco-roucH.

Figure No. 7.

—

Ha.xdkerchief-C.a.se.

bands being made fancy by ornamental mark-

ings of another color. A pretty floral design

is painted on, and ribbons fastened to the top

are used to suspend the holder and are tied

together in a pretty bow. The whisk-broom

here represented has an o.xidized silver

handle tliat is beautifully carved. The rib-

sections of chamois that are pinked at one

edge and cut to form fringe at the opposite

edge. Each section is lined with cardinal

satin, the lining being included with the

seams that join the portions at the sides, and

sewed together at the lower edge to form the

bag. Slashes are cut near the top and draw-
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ing-cords inserted. A design illustrative of

the smokers' companions is painted on one

side. Kid, leather or any similar material

may be employed for such pouches, and the

monogram of the owner may be embroidered

with good effect.

Handkerchief-Case.

Figure No. 7.

—

Celluloid forms the outer

part of this case. About the edges is placed

of the cover instead of the puff, and any ap-

propriate flower may be imitated.

Card-Receiver.

Figure No. 8,—A piece of heavy ribbon and

tviJo sections of celluloid or ivorine form this

unique card-recei\'er. The larger piece is

fastened with narrow ribbon across the center

of the ribbon, and on it the word " cards " is

painted j the libbon is arranged in a loop and

a full puff of white Surah, a row of velvet

blossoms being arranged along the inside

edge of the puff. The lining may be of

quilted satin or lavers of cotton covered with

China or India silk. If a dainty perfume is

desired, the cotton may be sprinkled with

sachet-powder before the case is lined ; and

the scent is usually that of the flowers used in

ornamenting the cover. A plain band of

plush or velvet may be applied on the edges

end on either side and is clasped between the

loops with the smaller section of celluloid,

which is fastened with narrow ribbon. The

ends are fringed and decorated with a flower,

which may be painted or embroidered.

These card-ieceivers are inexpensi\'e \'et very

dainty and ornamental upon a table or stand.

The ribbons may be of an\' color desired, and

may be grosgrain, watered or some fancy

variety.
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Ornamental articles jewelled in rococo

style are just now extrenieh' fashionable. The\'

are, when well executed, rather costly, but ihey

mav be verv artistically imitated in what is

known as relief work by any one who has a

moderate knowledge of china decorating.

The forget-me-not is a flower that is well

adapted to the jxirpose. The design is

traced upon the article to be decorated, and

the leaves and stems are painted in their nat-

ural colors, and then the petals are touched

on with relief turquoise-blue color, which is

prepared in a powder. A very simple me-

dium for mixing with the relief color is com-

posed of half a teacup of water in which half

a teaspoonful of sugar has been dissolved.

Only a few drops are mixed with the color,

which should be of such a consistency that it

will work freely, but will also stay just where

it is placed. The eft'ect is similar to tur-

quoise jewels, provided the firing is well done.

In order to give the buds and some of the

blossoms a paler tint than others, mix relief

white with the relief blue. The red jewels

which combine so harmoniously with the blue

ones may be imitated by coloring relief white

with capucine red.
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has brought out the beauties of this dainty nished or gikled, but oftenest it is left in its

piece of saddlery. natural state.

Thermometer. Thermometer Easel.

Figure No. 3.—The unique frame adopted Figure No. 4.—Thermometers set in an-

for this thermometer is an ear of corn that chors, keys, crosses and other fancy frames

was carefull)- dried after it became ripe. may be purchased in brass, ivoi}-, silver,

Enough of the corn is removed from the cob wood, etc., and mounted on an easel or stand

FiGURF. Xo. I.— liAXN'KK THKRM( IMETER.

to permit the thermometer to fit snugly in as illustrated to form an ornament for a tabic

phice. A In-aided bright gold silk cord is or bracket. The front of the easel is covered

fastened to the top to form a loop for sus- with \elvet or plush, and the back and rest

pending the article, and a large bow of wide with silk. It may be of carved or polished

bri-ht 2;old ribbon with a picot edge conceals wood, if desired; or a rustic easel may

the fastening of the loop and produces an be made of twigs or bark. For a birtli-

claborale effect. Sometimes the ear is var- day gift a full rosette bow of ribbon
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ill two shades is effective fastened to tioii of colors may be achieved wlien the easel

one corner, with the words " Hap|)y Birth- is of plusli, velvet, satin or any similar fabric.

Figure No. 3.— THERiMoiiErER.

Figure No. 2.

—

Hanging Tiiekmomktek.

day " painted or embroidered on the most

conspicuous ends. Of course, an}' combina-

Decorated Panel for Thermometer.

FrcuRF. No. 5.
—

'I'his panel is cut from
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cardboaixl and covered with plush, velvet, smoothly covered with deep crimson plusli,

satin or an\- fabric pleasing to the taste. It the back being of a light shade of satin.

is bordeied all around with cortl, wliich is The graceful leaves upon it are applique'ed to

coiled in fanciful designs at the four most position and maj- be purchased already em-

prominent corners and arranged in single broidered. A crimson satin ribbon extends

coils at the otlier corners. Handsome tassels from one side to the other at the top, afford-

depencl from the prominent corners at the ing a loop by which the thermometer is sus-

sides, and a bow of ribbon decorates the top pended ; and hi one corner is a bow of the

Figure No. 4.—TuERMO.MtTKR Easel.

FioURE No. 5.

—

Decorated Panel eur

Thermometer.

of the panel. A graceful floral design is em- ribbon anrl a bunch of cones. The cones,

broidered or hand-painted upon the panel, and having been gilded, add to the pretty effect,

the tliermonieter is then arranged upon the If preferred, the leaves may be painted or

embroidered on the material, but applique

work is so mucli easier that it is more fre-

quenllv iiurchased for such small arlicles.

Any other condai nation of colors maybe chosen,

but the crimson is always rich to look at and

harmonizes with nearly all furnishings.

center of the panel, to which it is firmly se-

cured.

Decorated Thermometer.

Fhu-reNi). 6.—The wooden frame in the

corner of which this thermoirieter is set is
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Thermometer. aiifl decorated witli ,1 spray of pansies done in

Figure No. 7.
—

'I'liis llieriiionicter is very natural lints with u'ater-color paints. The

P'iGURL Xo. 6.—DtLuRAriai Thkkmu.meter.

FiGURK No. 7.

—

Thermometer.

uniquely mounted on a large pen cut out of tliermometer is fastened on in the usual nian-

card-board, tinted sl-;\'-blue with water-color, ner, and a small silver wire easel supports it.
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l^aveled Edges aiKl Dropped Stitcljes.

Sometimes they occur in fancy work, to its

irremcdialjle injury, but by a little fore-

thought their worst efTects may be overcome.

When working upon any material, the dimen-

sions of which allow only for the design and a

margin for making up, practical precautions

against the curtailing of its size by raveling

should be taken. If the material is inclined

to fray, the edge should be overcast all

around, and if the texture be especially loose,

the further prevention of applying a thin size

to the under side, just inside the line of over-

casting, may be adopted. The white of egg

forms a delicate and efficient size, suited to

the most dainty textures. Diluted white glue

is permissible for heavier fabrics having a

loose wea\'e ; while for silks and satins equal

parts of powdered alum and isinglass dis-

soh'cd in hot water form a good size, the

latter ingredients being often emploved when

a semi-repellant surface for painting on is

desired. In working on canvas a "few stitches

often ha\'e to be taken out, and if scissors are

emploved the mesh of the canvas does not

alwax's escape laceration. Tlie best method

of mending the rent is by underlaving it

with a bit of moistened court-plaster, pressed

securelv into position. The work may then

be held to the light and the court-plaster

pierced with a finel\-pointed needle to corre-

spond with the meshes of the canvas. Ex-

treme care is of course necessar)- until after

the weak place has been worked o\'er, but if

this process of mending be carefully executed,

what might otherwise prove a defacement

may be rendered unnoticeable, or if notice-

able, noticeably good.

If, perchance, two widths of canvas must

be joined in order to extend the dimensions

of a piece of tapestry work, do not, on any

account, attempt to make the joining by means

of an ordinary seam, but underlay the corre-

sponding edges of both pieces of canvas with

a piece of the same variety and work through

the meshes of the underlying portions, as well

as through the sections upon which the design

is being developed. If the edges of the

joined sections are merely brought together

over the underlying piece, there will be no

ridge in the work, and the joining will be as

secure as if a seam were made. A caution

frequently expressed may be repeated here.

If practicable, use the same make of cotton,

worsted, silk, or whatever the working

material ma\- be, throughout; as different

makes, wliile apparently similar, may dis-

play noticeable points of difference when

worked.

^^13'^;jy?Srf^
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CHAPTER XVII.

v!>
THE (IJR'ITING-SESK.

^W"^-

'i"

LABORATE pen-wipers are not

alwaws suggestive of frequent use,

and yet e\-f r^body may reasonably

expect to find on the writing-desk

or table something beside pen,

ink and paper, and e\'ery ladv

likes to prepare the pretty trifles

which combine beaiih' with

utility.

Butterfly Pen-Wiper.

Figure No. i.—The first requisite to such

a butterfly as this is his body, which is formed

of brown \'elvet firmly stuffed with cotton.

His horns are of wire, wrapped with brown

crewel of the ]:)roper shade
; and his eyes are

two large round beads. His wings are of

gold and dark brown satin, embroidered as

pictured in satin stitch of the same shades.

Bright-colored flannels, properly pinked, are

used for the wipers and are much larger than

the butterfly himself, and so show beyond him.

Fine efi^ects may be produced by copying in

satin stitch the coloring of the natural butter-

fly. The one shown is of the full size of the

pen-wiper.

Leaf Pen-Wiper.

Figure No. 2.—A geranium leaf was used

as a model for this beautiful pen-wiper, and

the green cloth from which it is cut is shaded

and veined to look as near like the natural

leaf as possible. A rubber stem from some

artificial leaf may be attached between the

other two leaves, which form the wipers and

are cut from dark-green cloth. The edges are

all pinked, and the shading of the upper leaf

may be done with oil or water color paints.

Any other kind of leaf may be used for a

model, the oak, ivy, maple, begonia and cycla-

men lea\-es all being pretly and eft'ective.

Pansy Pen-Wiper.

Figures Nos. 3 and 4.—The exact size of

this pretty pen-wiper is portrayed at Figure

No. 3. The large petal at the top is made of

deep purple velvet, the center petals are of

deep yellow velvet and the lowest petal of

pale yellow. The petals are each button-

holed about the edge with flosses of their

own color, and are arranged to lap in the

manner represented. Each section is shaped

as pictured, only that the underlapping petals

are extended to meet in points under the

center petals. The long stitches are made

with deep )ellow on the purple, with purple

on the deep yellow, and with pale violet on
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ihe pale yellow, 'i'he wipers, in one or more such articles should be selected to accord

colors and various sizes, are cut from flannel- with the natural blossom, of which there are

FiGU-RE Nu. I.— I-JU'lTIiRFLY l'E.\-W II'ER.

Figure No. 2.—Leaf Pen-Wtter.

cloth or any similar material, and shaped as many varieties. Velvet, velveteen and cloth

pictured at Figure Xo, 4, which illustrates the are among the most desirable fabrics in use

back view of the pen-wiper. The colors for for them.
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Pond-Liiy Per.-Wiper, and Method of Making It. to the flower. The three sizes used are shown

Fio.i-REs Nos. s AXl) 6, AND ])ia(;kams a by IJiayram A, in which the dotted lines show

Axii 11.—The graceful pond-lily is taken for a the two smaller sizes and the solid line the

FlGUKF, No. 4. B.M'K VlKW OF

I^.\-\.sv Fen-Wu'ER.

FiGCRE Xo. 3.— Fku\t A'iew ciF F.\XSV PE.\-\VirER.

i<'lGeKE .\o. 5.— i'oND-LlLY i'E.N-\V I I'ER.

model in making the |.ien-wiper shown at Fifjure largest size. The largest leaf is tinished at

No. 5. The wipers are made of green cloth and the edge with bntton-hole stitching, and the

are the shape of the floating leaves that belong edges of tire other two are pinked. Tiie
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ni\i r \M A.

—

Sizes of Wu'Ers for Pond-Lily Pfn-Wipf.r,

Figure No. 6.

—

Completefj Petal for
Pond-Lily.

Diagram B.—Shape of Petals for
Pond-Lily.
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shape of the petals for the flower is shown by

Diagram B. There should be two rows of

petals, and white clotli is nsed for them. Cut

as many petals as required, and in the straight

end of each make two plaits as shown by

Figure No. 6, bringing the two dots nearest

the side edges—indicated in Diagram B

—

over to the middle dot. The petals are sewed

at the plaited ends to a piece of green cloth,

and the yellow center or pollen is made by

threads of gold floss or worsted, ^\'hen com-

the man)' beautiful articles of ornament and

use made from them.

Fancy Pen-Wiper.

Figure No. 7.—Six sections—the light, of

yellow satin
;

the dark, of plum-colored vel-

vet—comprise the top of this pen-wiper, each

section being decorated with embroider}-.

The sections are carefullv pieced together,

and the outer edges are pinked. Under-

neath are placed si.x pieces of dark flannel,

cut the proper shape and pinked, that form

--';-^t

FiGri;i-; No. 7.—Fancy Pen-Wii-er.

pleted the flower is sewed firmly to the leaves

near the stem end. The white, blue or pink

flower inay be perfectly copied bv using the

desired color of cloth, felt or flannel for the

petals.

As "little drops of water and little grains

of sand make a mighty ocean and a pleasant

land." so little scraps of silk, ribbon, velvet,

etc., and little stitches made b\' loving hands,

contribute to the making of pretty, cheerful

homes, without which this pleasant land

would prove a very unpleasant abiding-place.

The utilitv of so-called "scraps" is pro\'en by

the practical part of the article. Any com-

bination of colors liked ma\' be used for such

a pen-wiper, but it will be found that positi\'e

contrasts of dark and light are most effective.

Care must be taken to make them nentlv, or

else sincere thanks will not come from the

recipient— or, at least, ought not.

Shape of Sections.

Fifan-;E No. 8.
—

'I'he exact shape and size

of each of the pen-wiper sections is here

shown, with the design wrought on the dark

section, which is that of golden rcid and

daisies done with embroidery silk.
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Embroidery Design for Pen-Wiper. ribbon the color of tlie binding is fastened to

Figure Xu. 9.—The embroider)- design on the fold of the cover midway between the top

the light sections is here shown
;

it is done in and bottom. The cover is decorated with

]3ale la\ender and green silks, though that the words illustrated, and the initials of the

ina\- not be a faithful representation of na- owner will take the place of those used. The

ture. Forget-me-nots with their foliage, or letters may be done in outline stitch or with

any small blossoms may be selected for the pen or brush. Ribbon of an"\- preferred shade

floral designs. or kind may be chosen for the binding.

„ „,. Autumn-Leaf Pen-Wiper and Diag-rams for
Pen-Wiper. r^^"^ bhaping.

Figure No. 10.—This engraving illustrates Figures Nos. ii, 12 and 13.—This beau-

'Ni V

Figure No. 9.—EMiiRoinrRV
l)ES[r,.N FOR PtN-WU'ER.

Figure No. 8.

—

Section, with De.sig.n, for Pen-Wiper.

a \'erv handv and prettv pen-wiper. The

co\'er, wliich is in book form, is made of a

piece of chamois about twice as long as it is

wide and bound all round with wide ribbon

stitched on. The leaves or wipers are a

triHe smaller than the co\er but shaped the

same waw and are of tlie chamois cut in

uniform notches at all the edges. They are

tacked to the cover where tiie}' fold, with in-

xd^ible stitches ; and a lari;e bow of wide

tiful ijen-wiper ma\' combine all the hues

natural to the maple leaf in Autumn. Each

leaf mav be of one shade of the natmal

maple leaf, and the whole grouped artisticallv

on a foundation shaped as shown bv Figure

No. 12. The wipers are all shaped like this

foundation, and are jjinked or notched at the

edges. The leaves are veined with embi"oi-

derv silks, and a prettv bow of ribbon is fas-

tened o\'er the loi5 of the foundation. The
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size of the leaves and the outlines for veining indicating the three sizes, only one of the

are fully illusiraLcd at Figure No. 12 : the largest and two of each of the other sizes

Figure No. 10.—PEN-Wii'ti;.

FlCURE X.I. II.—AUTUMN-l.EAF I'lC.X-W I PER.

dotted and straight lines about the margin being required. Usually the leaves will be
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made of \-elvet, ]-)iush or silk, and sometimes of with embroidery silks. The wipers may

Figure X". 13.

—

Hmokam i-hk Shaping the 1,ea\"k.s ui" Al tumx-Le af Tex-Wu'ER.

the velniii!:; will be done by the brush instead be of ciolh, rtaiinel or some similar texture,
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and may all be of one color or each may be

of a comiasting color, as preferred.

When a\'ailable space is limited, personal

ingenuity is often taxed to know how to use it

to atlvantage.

A writing-table that mav be arranged with

little trouble even in a room ha\'ing but lim-

ited space, consists merely of a deep shelf

with a rounding front edge supported by

brackets in a corner. A cox'ering of felt with

a lambrequin or valance of the same hanging

from the front edge is a suitable finish, and

ent seems quite satisfied when a blotter is

suggested. This one is made in regular book

fashion. The binding of |3asteboard is cov-

ered with dark-green veh-et, and the edges

are outlined with gold cord, which is turned

in loops at the back as gold would be on a

veritable book. The word " Blotter " is

embroidered with gold thread across the

center, and a cluster of loops and ends of

gold-colored satin ribbon is arranged just

above the word. The sheets of blotting

paper are fastened by a strip of ribbon com-

FiGUKK No. 14.

—

Fancy Blotter.

when supplied with blotters and other accesso-

ries belonging upon such an article the result

cannot fail to be satisfactory. Of course any

piece of absorbent paper will form a blotter, but

fastidious tastes like to devise ]5retty shapes

and ornamentations for these practical acces-

sories, and they will find in tliis chajMer many

helps toward the realization of their desires.

Fancy Blotter.

P'lGURE No. 14.—The decorated blotter is

certainly a pretty ornament and an article that

everv man and woman likes to jiossess. The

never-ending wonderment as to a little pres-

ing throvigh the center of the middle sheet, as

in a portfolio. In this way the putting in of

fresh sheets is made quite easy, and the book

may be ke]Tt pretty and decorative and )'et be

in active use.

Ink-Blotter.

Fic.ukKS Nos. 15 AND 16.—A useful and

prett)' accessory to a writing desk or table is

illustrated in this engra\-ing. It is formed of

two ].)ieces of cardboard, each of the size of a

blotter, co\'ered sniootlilv with silk, veh'et,

plush, satin or an}- prettv texture. The one

for the upper side is decorated about the
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edges with upright stitches of varying lengths,

done with silli floss. The covered pieces are

placed, one at each side of a cluster of blot-

ters
;
and all are held together with two pieces

of ribbon, bowed prettily on the upper side
;

one piece having a pretty vine design em-

broidered on it where it crosses the under

side, and the other piece having the initials

which is also continued across the top of the

folded portion and tied in a bunch of loops

in each corner. Above the pocket is a spray

design of flowers that gives an elaborate and

dainty effect. The ornament is suspended

by cords, which are tied in a bunch of

loops at the point of suspension. Plush, vel-

vet, silk, ribbon or any pretty fabric may be

Figure No. 15.

Figure No. 16.

Figures Nos. 15 and i5.—Ink-Blotter.

embroidered upon it. The ribbons may be

plain or fancy and may contrast in color with

the outsides.

Ornament for Writing-Desk.

FiouRE No. 17.—This pretty ornament is

formed of cardboard covered on one side with

silk and on the other side witli plush ; it is

folded up deeply at the bottom to form a

holder for the pens, pencils, pencil-scraper,

etc. The edges are bordered with cord,

Figure No. 17.

—

Ornament eor Writing-Desk.

used for such articles, and the colors may be

selected to please the taste. Ribbon may

be used instead of cord, and the floral decora-

tion may be painted, embroidered or appli-

queed.

Decorated Blotter.

Figure No. 18.—A large oblong of blotting

paper forms the back of this blotter, and to

either side edge is joined a section half as

wide, the sides and ends of the parts being
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held together by cords run through holes in

the sides near the top and bottom and tied

together in long loops and ends. The upper

parts are also held together by cord arranged

in a similar way at the front edges, midway

between the top and bottom, and are orna-

mented with circles of various sizes arranged

as pictured and decorated with dots and floral

sprays that also extend outside the circles.

a section of blotting paper folded over like a

binding, all the parts being fastened together

by a ribbon drawn through near each end of

the binding and tied in a prett}' bow. The

outer portion of the blotter is decorated with

a neat floral design in water colors. An\

preferred decoration may be used, pen-and-ink

sketches being often preferred to water-color

decorations.

Figure No. iS.—Decorated Blotter. Figure No. 19.

—

Fancy Blotter.

Between the covers are one or more sheets of

blotting paper arranged to slip in and out for

use. The covers of the blotter may be white

or tinted and may be decorated with any taste-

ful designs.

Fancy Blotter.

Figure No. 19.—This engraving illustrates

a pretty blotter in book form. It consists of

squares of blotting paper fastened together by

Pocket for Stationery.

Figure No. 20.—An oblong piece of card-

board forms the back of this useful and pretty

pocket. It is covered on one side with velvet

or plush and on the other side with satin, silk

or Surah. The front of the pocket has for its

foundation a piece of cardboard that is deeper

than half of the back at one side and as much

less than half the depth at the other side, thus

having a slanting upper edge. The front
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piece is covered like the back, and the parts

are put togetlier, witlr the satin-covered sides

facing and the lower edges even. Above the

front piece the back is bordered with a row of

thick cord, which is also carried across the

top. Tassels suspended by long cords alter-

nating with tassels suspended by shorter

A ribbon, passed through a large eyelet

worked near one upper corner of the pocket

and fastened under a bow at the opposite cor-

ner, is used for suspending the pocket. Two

or more colors may be introduced in pockets

of this kind, and any combinations liked may

be adopted. If two fabrics be not desired,

Figure No. 20.— Pocket for STArioNERY. Figure No. 21.

—

Beotter-IIglder.

cords form a pretty fringe decoration for the the material may be the same on both sides

bottom of the pockets, the tassels being and of different colors. Pretty cre'tonne may

arranged in alternating pairs of contrasting be used for such pockets, with good effect.

colors. A pretty appliciue' decoration is

added to the front of the pocket at the deep- Blotter-Holder.

est side, the decoration being selected from Figure No, 21.—A piece of cardboard just

among Kursheedt's Standard floral a]j|;ilic]ue'es. the size of the blotter forms the foundation of
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this })relty article. Tlie corners are capped and may be renio\'ed wlien a new blotter is

by pieces of ribbon foldetl to form a point, but desired. Tiie caps may be painted, enibroid-

two tliree-cornered pieces of silk, satin, etc., ered or otiierwise decorated, with elaborate

joined at two sides, may be used if desired. effect, in whatever way the maker's skill is

The loose eds-es are bordered or bound with best exhibited.

Figure Xo. 22.

—

Paper- \Veu;ht.

velvet ribbon studded with gilt, silver, pear),

or other beads of any preferred shape. In

one corner is attached a large bunch of roses,

which, however, may be replaced by a large

bow of prett}' ribbon or a cluster of pompons.

The blotter corners are caught under the caps

Paper-Weight.

Figure No. 22.—A piece of stone, hand-

painted as pictured, was used for this unique

paper-weight. Any kind of stone may be so

decorated, and it may be of any shajse, but is

best for decoration when smooth.

0©oo:
:.;x-.-
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CHAPTER XVIII.

FRAME AND GASES F0R PH0T0GRAPHS.

felT^^^S^ ANDSOME cases for photo- respleiulently in these pretty cases. And

who does not

be somewhat grotesque ?

^__*JlEll°'m) graphs are gradually super- who does not admire indi\'iduality, even if it

seding the old-time album,

and they are so much easier to

handle and so much ]3rettier to Photograph-Case.

look at that the change is very wel- Figures Nos. i and 2.—Two views of a

come. Then, too, these cases may be made handsome photograph-case are here given,

FiGURii No. I.

—

Photograph-Case, Closed.

even by the amateur in decoiative art, Figure No. i showing the case closed and

and they admit of so much originality in color Figure No. 2 showing it open. The article is

and fabric combinations, and also in decora- made much after the manner of a mouchoir

tion, that there is a positive possibility of case ; it consists of a section of olive plush

something new being achieved, in effects at lined with pink Surah, the whole being given

least. One's individuality may shine out considerable thickness by layers of sheet wad-
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ding well sprinkled with sachet powder. The respond with the perfume used. The word

ends are folded under nearly to the center and decoration in the proper size is illustrated at

the edges brought together are seamed, thus Figure No. 3 and may be done in silks,

forming pockets to contain the photographs. flosses, metallic threads, bullion or cord, as

On the outside near one end the word " Pho- preferred. Sometimes the monogram or

tographs" is embroidered diagonally, and at initials will be embroidered on one of the

the other end is fastened a bunch of pink car- pockets.

Figure No. -PUOTOGRAPH-C.\SE, OPEN.

Figure No. r—Worh Decoration for Pmotoc rath-Case.

nations and a bow of wide soft ribbon, one Word Decoration for Photograph-Case.

end of which is fringed. Of course, there is Figure No. 3.—This engraving illustrates

no limit to the choice of colors, and one color the proper style and size of the word decora-

mav be used throughout if desired. Rich tion on the photograph-case illustrated at

oriental stuffs, brocades, flowered fabrics. Figure No. r. It may be embroidered or

velvets, silks, etc., are suitable for such cases. painted. as preferred, or, if madeof satin or/?///^',

and when flouers are applied ihev should cor- it maybe ornamented with decalcomanies.
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Photograph-Case, Open and Closed, and Word shown at Figure No. 4. A row of thick silk

to Embroider on It.
^q,,! borders all the edges, and the fancy

FiiirTREs Nos. 4, 5 AND 6.—This case is a stitching is a^ne with gold embroidery silk,

beautiful ornament for a table and may com- Ribbon lies the sliade of the velvet are fas-

bine any two preferred colors. In this tened to the ends and tied to close the case,

Figure No. 4.

—

Photograph-Case, Open.

instance the velvet forming the outside is a as shown at Figm-e No. S- The word " Pho-

light, bright olive and the quilted silk lining tographs " is embroidered in outline stitch

is pale gold. The lining and outside are with gold embroidery silk on bf.th sides of

sewed together at all their edges, and the the case, the proper size and style of letters

ends are folded over to form pockets, as being combined in the word shouii al Figure
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No. 6. The fiiibroiclery stitches are of the Ottoman or other silk may be used instead of

simplest order and bv their very simplicity are velvet. Silk, Surah or satui may be used for

i'lGUKE No. 5.

Fic.UKK No. 6.

Flc;UKF.S NoS. 5 ANM 6.— I'lIuToGRAPU C/VSE CLOSED, .\ND WoRD TO EmBRdIIiER ON It.

effective. Anv preferred colors may be as the quilled lining. Sometimes the word will

lastefullv combined in this way, and plush, be painted or worked in gold or silver bullion.
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Fancy Photograph-Frame. ing of the pieces togellier over this making a

FicuRK No. 7.—Tliis frame is made by cut- less bul]<y seam than plush. Sprays of flow-

ting three pieces of Bristol-board the desired ers are embroidered upon each frame. Small

FiGURr: Nu 7.

—

Vancy l'ii(rn.ii',RA.i'ir-l'"K.\ME.

shape and covering them with deep crimson bows of crimson satin ribbon decorate the

plush. The edges are bound when required corners of the center picture. Velvet, satin

with narrow ribbon the same shade, the sew- or brocade may be used if preferred to plush.

'.y?ir-
^w^.^-^r'.r^o -^"'y>;<^o .r^~' .'r^;o .«^"^ ,<'^to .<^'t:;

<^:iriwrrjj[jjj^!^
5
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Jli] Irjexpei^sive Screei].

One that deserves this adjective and many

other complimentary ones in addition, has for

its frame a very small clothes-horse stained

with a dark walnut stain. Its panels are of

wood, but at a little distance look like mat-

ting. They cost but a trifle and are elabor-

ately ornamented with fruit designs done in

luster paints. For their lower edges a unique

fringe is made of rope cut in short lengths

and frayed out to form a full, crimped tassel.

Several short lengths are then tacked on the

frame in such a way that the tassels form a

fringe below a pretty scroll. Each panel is

suspended upon the frame by a piece of looped

rope frayed out into fluffy tassels at its ends.

If a folding screen is not in request a single

panel might be developed in the same style.

A recent fashion in furnishing sleeping and

sitting rooms has led to some pretty inno-

vations in the framing of screens. One

intended for a sleeping room liaving a pink

chamber-suit in it has a frame of unpainted

white pine. It is covered with cre'tonne in a

floral pattern, the covering being brought

smoothly o\'cr the frame and tacked to posi-

tion with fancy tacks, so that no woodwork is

i'isible.

A very artistic idea is developed in another

having each panel covered with cretonne

printed with a pastoral scene, while the frame

is concealed by similar material printed in a

small floral design. Cre'tonne in very pretty

designs may be purchased for a moderate

sum, and its artistic possibilities are now so

fully realized that us use for draperies, furni-

ture-coverings and even wall-hangings is

general. In country houses it is especially

useful, though its use is by no means limited

to such dwellings. Picture a sunny room in

a cottage. The furniture is enamelled in

white, with lines of gold here and there.

Some of the chairs are of the rush-bottom

style, which after long neglect are again

admired. A couple of them are rockers, and

into these are tied pretty cushions of crt'lonne.

A screen entirely covered with cretonne stands

in front of the wash-stand. The carpet is a

plaiiT ingrain which displays to good advantage

the prettv rugs, and the walls are covered

wilh paper harmonizing in ils ground color

with the while furniture and in figure with the

dainty cretonne. A more prettily furnished

" best room," with the same expenditure,

'twould be difficult lo imagine.
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CHAPTER XIX.

PANS, i\DflPTE0 T0 OSE AND 0RNAMENT.

ANS, little and large,

hand-painted or only

covered with showy

paper, are among the

various articles which a

present fancy makes highly

decorative. In this chapter several pleasing

devices for their use and arrangement are

illustrated and so clearly described that they

may be easily duplicated.

Fan Lamp-Screen.

Figure No. i.—This article, which is as

useful as it is ornamental, results from a

very simple device. The standard is an

ordinary letter-file with a pointed prong and a

round base. Over the prong is slipped the

handle of a Japanese fan which, being hollow,

descends until it rests upon the base. The

latter is covered with a circular piece of satin

gathered into a frilled finish and tied around

the end of the handle with ribbon. Tlie

hani'le is wound with ribbon and the fan is

ornamented to accord with the fancy of who-

ever is making it. In this instance it is cov-

ered with Silesia and overlaid thickly with

finely crimped paper, which forms a fringe

around the margin. Upon one side a bunch

of paper flowers is fastened. Such screens

may be covered with satin and ornamented

with emljroidery or hand-painting. A very

pretty one is made of a fan covered with daik

green silk and overlaid on the outer side with

buttercups nestling in artificial grass, which

also covers the base. As they are not easily

overturned and may be moved in any direc-

tion, they are much appreciated by those

whose eyes are sensitive to strong lights.

Wall-Pocket.

Figure No. 2.—Two paper fans, one con-

siderably larger than the other, are used in

making this pocket. They are opened wide,

the lower portion of the smaller one being

exactly even with that of the upper. Satin

ribbon is then drawn through the sticks of the

two, confining them together ; and a pretty

bow of satin ribbon, tipped with silken balls,

is placed on each side of the sticks. A
larger bow, with four ends, all ball-tipped, is

placed at the ends of the handles, forming a

pretty finish. The upper portion of the

small fan is carefully tacked at each side to

the larger one, and bows of ribbon are also

placed there. Ribbon strings placed at con-

venient distance at the top of the large fan,
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tie in the middle, forming a graceful method

of hanging the pocket. Fans of one tint or

those of contrasting hues may be selected.

In this instance the upper fan is of dark sage

green and the lower one of bright scarlet.

The ribbons are scarlet, and the silk alter-

nately of scarlet and sage green.

any shade, while the front part is hidden

under a cover of bright terra-cotta satin. A
pasteboard, shaped like the fan, forms the

pocket. It is neatly fitted, and is covered on

the outer side with terra-cotta and lined with

pink satin. A good contrast of the two

colors is shown by the slash down the center,

Figure No. i.—Fan Faiip-Sckeen. FlOUKK No. 2,— Wai.l-Pocke'I'.

Fan Wall-Pocket. which is turned back in \' shape. ' At the

Figure No. 3.—A prett}- wall-pocket in point of this V-shaped opening is a bunch of

which to stick letters and cards is of great dried grasses and flowers, and long loops and

use, and such a one is here shown. An ends of terra-cotta ribbon. A similar cluster

ordinary Japanese fan forms the foundation ; of grasses and ribbon is at eacli corner of the

and the back may be covered with Silesia of fan and on the handle. ']'he joining of the
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pockel portion to the fan is neatly hidden

under a sill-; cord, and all the edges are

finished in the same manner. Sage and pale

blue, and cardinal and pale blue, will be

found very pretty combinations for such

pockets.

Fan Wall-Pocket.

Figure No. 4.—The foundation of this

pocket is an ordinary Japanese fan, which

from time to time suggest themselves to the

housekeeper, when there are trifles in tlie way

and no time to put them out of the wa)-.

The pocket may be of any pretty material.

Decorated Fan.

Figure No. 5.—A large palmetto fan is

used, and is smoothly covered on one or both

sides with velvet to within some distance of

the handle, the rounding margin of the velvet

Figure No. 3.

—

Fan Wall-Pocket. Figure No. 4.

—

Fan Wall-Pocket.

may be purchased for a trifling sum. One of

its sides is covered with a full, flat pocket of

satin that is whipped lo the reed about the

edge in over-and-over style, after which a

border of bead fringe is added. A bow of

ribbon and a cluster of cherries are caught at

the center of the top, and another ribbon is

tied about the handle over a hole bored for a

string by which to suspend the pocket from

the wall. The pocket is useful for collecting

scraps, holding papers and letters, and a

multitude of other little things which will

being bordered with a silk cord. Above the

velvet it is covered with silk, satin or Surah,

or perhaps with Silesia, which is shirred in

around the handle with a little frill finish at

the top. Over the velvet a spider's web is

formed with gilt or silk floss, and old-man

spider himself may be purchased in some

metal and fastened on. Then the cat-tails

and grasses, which have been so carefully

collected during the summer in the country,

are artistically grouped and fastened to

spread prettily over the fan just above the
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web. Any preferred garniture of embroidery

or hand-painting ma}- be applied, instead of

the web and spider.

Decorated Palm-Leaf Fan.

Figure No. 6.—A simple palmdeaf fan of

good size is carefully painted with gold liquid

paint and beautified by a cluster of three

ostrich tips fastened to droop gracefully near

or artificial flowers may be used instead of

the feathers, if preferred.

Ornamented Punkaj Fan.

Figure No. 7.—This fan is large and

graceful-looking, and has a long, thick handle

turned to one side. A strip of pale-gold cloth

decorated with fancy stitches done with floss

is applied all along the top. To the lower

Figure No. 5.

—

Decorated Fan. Figure No. 6.

—

Decorated Palm-Leaf F"an.

the handle and a strip of ribbon passing from

under the tips along the side, terminating

under the edge. The tips may be some that

have done service on a hat or bonnet, and

the ribbon mav match or contrast with the

tips and be of any preferred variety. Such

fans are fastened against the \^'all or artis-

ticallv placed on the table or mantel, where

the\' form eft'ective backgrounds for dainty-

statuettes, small vases, etc. A bunch of paper

part at the left side is added a crescent-

shaped section of the same fabric decorated

along its lower edge with fancy stitches and

attached to the fan with large fanc)' stitches
;

this forms a pocket for papers, work, etc. A

very wide ribbon is tied in a bow about the

handle. Japanese figures are painted or

inked on the leaf. The cloth may be of any

color preferred, or velvet, plush, satin, cre'-

tonne, etc., may be used instead. Such fans
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are iisiiallv made tO' stand against the wall in Fan Wall-Pocket.

some corner where they wdl be elTecti\'e, and l'"i(arRF, N(j. S.—A large fapanese fan and

Figure No. 7.

—

OKiN'amentku I'UiNkaj Fan.

are otten richl_\- emhellislied with peacock a similar fan of much smaller size are jnined

feathers, painting, embroideiy. etc. together b\- riljbuns to form this in-namenlal
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wall-pocket. The handle is removed from Whisk-Broom Holder.

the larger fan, which is firmly secured at the Figure No. 9.—A Japanese fan of the

bottom to the smaller one. Two pair of usual kind constitutes the foundation of this

ribbon ties are sewed at suitable intervals to holder. It is almost covered with deep crim-

the fans at one side and tied in prett\' bows son satin, and the joining to the fan is

so as to hold the fans in place ; and a concealed under a heav}' cord of silk. Two

narrower ribbon is run through the fans at strips of ribbon are arranged across it as

Figure No. S.—Fan Wall-Pocket. Figure No. g.

—

Whisk-Kroom Holder.

the opposite side low down and loosely tied. shown in the illustration, the ends being

A cord edges the fans all around. A bunch caught under the cord; and a fringe finishes

of bright fruits and their foliage is fastened each one prettily. At the opposite ends,

just above the handle. Sometimes the fans which meet at one corner of the fan, is a bow

will be covered with Watteau, striped or of satin ribbon, and then, when the ivory-

figured silks, though they are sufficiently handled brush is inserted, the whole effect is

decorative in themselves. e.^ctremely good.
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Fan Scrap-Bag. fastened at the uppei" riljbnns, pass almig- (lie

FiGURK No. 10.
—

'I'liis piett)' has; is made sides of tlie bag, and, after being left long

iif a lai'ge Japanese fan, from which tlie rivet enough to form sus])ension ties, are l30\\ed

lias been removed. The fan is doubled so prettily together. The fan may show an\-

FlGURli No. 10.—f.iN Sck.M'-Hag.

that the ends meet, and through the holes design and combination of colors preferred,

that formerly held the rivet is run a cord that and the ribbon ma\' be of an\- hue and be

holds them closely together. Ribbon is run plain or fancy, as desired. A blue fan, with

in and out about the fronds, and ribbons, piid< ribbons, is prett\-.
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PairjtlDg 01) Scriu), or Boltii)g-61otl], iritli lllater-Colors.

Both scrim and boiling-cloth are exceed- needed for the foliage and retouch (he daisies

ingl\' dainty and effective backgrounds for with white ; warmed with a trifle of pink-niad-

flower or fruit designs in water colors and der, using lemon-yellow for the centers, and

thu^ decorated, they are made up into artis- shading with a suspicion of black if the study

tic and beautiful scarfs, bureau-covers, tidies suggests shadows of considerable depth,

and various other articles. For the purpose (..'hrome and emerald greens will produce the

of illustration we will imagine that sprays of foliage lints, some of which may be given a

daisies are to be painted bv a beginner upon rather delicate hue owing to the semi-ti-ans-

bolling-clotli, and we will begin our work by parent effect of the material,

skelcliing or stamping the design upon the In painting in the lints of any flowers upon

fabric. The outlining must be lighlly done, the body colors they should be spread or

owiu'T to the delicacy of the fabric and the floated on very lightly, and ihe eye should de-

material should be first spread upon blotting- termine the distance of the stroke in ad\'ance

palmer and tacked smoothly. of the Ijrush, as working up and all efforts

Chinese-white is an e.xcellent body-color, toward elaboration of detail are fatal to any

and should be laid evenl)- upon all the parts branch of water-color painting and especially

of the design. Do not lose sight of the fact to decorative work. This principle does not

that superfluous brush work should be interfere with the necessary retouching, etc.,

avoided in the use of water colors. Every but it is opposed to a habit of striving for

stroke should count, and that this may be the perfection of detail instead of aiming for effect,

case the color should be ground down In painting any flowers e.\cept those whose

smo'ithly upon the palette until it is like body colors call for the use of lemon or

cream in consistency. It must be applied chrome yellow a body tint of white should

with up and down strokes and not worked first be laid on, and in laying on the natural

about or driven into the faljric. After the tints in the second coat the brush should not

body color has been given ample lime for be used in a way to disturb this opaque body

drving, paint o\-er it lightly with the colors color.
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CHAPTER XX.

¥Rmi PRfin^ES F0R n)lRR0RS AND PICTURES.

^Yv^T^Rf^ HE making of pretty frames

v'^^esCJlvfBx^ for mirrors and pictures is

w'Jk/ij'\'fl/ not beyond the possibilities

I'Mk
°'^ ingenious fingers accustomed

fim '"'^ '''^ uses of the needle or brush,

"-vl^uSsI/ and the specimens illustrated in

this chapter may be easily repro-

duced.

Decorative Frame for a Mirror.

Figure No. i.—The liking for looking at

pretty things certainly must be strong when

it extends to our mirrors, because we look at

them so often ! And yet that is the very

reason why tlie_\- should always be in ga\-

attire. The foundation for a mirror frame

can be gotten at any of the shrjps tliat suppU-

artists' materials, and then the decorati\'e

material may be snioothlv fastened to it.

The one illustrated is covered with dark blue

plush, upon which are dogwood blossoms and

leaves in while and olive jilush, applique'ed

with yellow floss. TIk- effect is charming

—

one wants to look in a mirror that reflects

Spring always. This is hung in diamond

fashion, bows of satin ribbon of the blue tone

being placed just where they seem lo hold the

prettv flowers in posilion. ^^'hile air cil-

ored velvet or plush is in taste, still it will be

quickl)' understood by those who have studied

decorative effect, \\hv the preference is given

to a dark tone—one does not weary of it, as

would be the case with a faint tint. White

plush is cut in the outlines indicated by

Diagram A for the dogwood flowers, the

hea\'}', hght and dotted lines showing the

three sizes employed. Olive plush is used

for the lea\'es, which are shaped bv Diagram

B, in which also the outer line follows the

largest size, the next the medium one. and the

dotted line the smallest, so that each size

may be exactly obtained. Care must be

taken in cutting them, and a ^ery sharp pair

of scissors u'ill be found of use.

Application Stitch for Decoration on Mirror.

Fioi'REs Nos. 2 Axr) 3.—The method of

appl_\ing the decoration on the niirror-fiame

is here shown. Sexeral slrantls of ^ellow

silk, which one increases or lessens according

to I he thickness deemed desirable, are ar-

rang-'d about the margins of the flowers and

lea\-es, and held down liy a crossing stitch

made in the manner illuslraled. Figure No.

2 sho\\'s the wav tlic needle is inserted, and

P'igure No. 3 where it is carried through ; the
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latter point being directly tinder the point itself. The present illustration depicts a mat

where the needle is to be next inserted. Great of rich sapphire-blue velvet, with graceful

care shoidil be taken that these stitches be vines of /American ivy showing their gorgeous

made at regular intervals and to e.xtend across Autumn colorings, embroiflered in opposite

without the least slant. corners. The exact sizes of the vines are

Figure No. i.

—

Decokative Frame roR a Mirror.

Decorated Mat for a Picture-Frame. given at Figures Nos. 5 and 6. They may be

Fic.vi-.F. No. 4.—Mats of velvet or plush, done in outline stitch, satin stitch or the

prettily cnd-.roidercd or painted, are much South-Kensington stitch
;
and may show the

bleed in both square and oval picture-frames, delicate greens of eaily Spring, the deeper

and the color must be decided by the picture gree jf midsummer or the brilliant reds
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and )-elIows of Autumn, as prefeired. Any

other design may be selected instead of tlie

American Ivy in Outline Stitch.

Figures Nos. 5 and 6.—These engravings

i'lGURE No. 2.

—

Application Sxprcn for Decokapion on Mikkor.

Figure No. 3.

—

Application bTiTCH tor Uecokation on Mirror.

DiAGR.A.MS A and B. OUTLINES OF DlJG«'("lIl Fl.UWKRS ANII LEAVES DeCoRATI.\G M I KROR

SHOWN AT Figure No. i.

ivy vines, with good effect. The foliage of the show two pretty vine designs in American ivy

Virginia Creeper is effective for the purpose. done in outline stitch. The designs mav also
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Fku-kk X'l. V—Am ''<" '^^^ I^"^' '"" Outline RTixru.
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be heavily embroidered in Soulh-Keiibington designs are used in decorating tiie pielnre

P'kuike Nn. 6.

Figure No. 6.

—

American Ivy in Oui'line Stitch.

stitcli, and may be used to embellish an\' mat iUnstrated at Figure No. 4. They may

article of fancy work preferred. Loth these be worked in any preferred colors.
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Scrap-Basket. Scrap-Basket.

FiLiUKK No. 4.—This pretty baslcet for Figure No. 5.—This engraving illustrates

scraps is in vase-shape and is co\ered with a pretty stvle of decoration for a four-sided

plush that is shirred near the top and finished scrap-basket made of willow or rattan. For

to form a frill heading. Inside this frill is the center of each side is cut a diamond-

arranged a similar frill, which entirely covers shaped section of velvet, plush or cloth, and

t'lijUKK No. I.— 1-'.\.\i:y WoRK-l; askei .

the neck. A piece of wide brocaded ribbon these sections are decorated with Kursheedt's

applied with invisible stitches is arranged as Standard silk-embroidered appliques. These

illustrated. Plain ribbon may be purchased applique ornaments may be alike or may all

and decorated with hand embroidery or paint- be different, as most pleasing to the taste,

ing, if desired. Tlie plush may be of any jire- In the corners of each side are arranged

ferred color, or anv other material may be three-cornered pieces of the same fabric as

used instead of jMusli, figured goods requiring that used for the diamond sections, the corner

no decoration. sections being so planned that a uniform
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itace i.s left all round llic diamoiul portion tn portions arc apparently held together In' a

Figure No. 2.—Desic.n kor Emurotoekv on Rii;i;on Decorating Wori^-Hasket.

expose the basket. '1

I-'IOUKE ;\li. 3.— I'ANCV liASKKT.

he ccjrner and diamond sercjll desi-n in silk cord of a conlrastini
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color. The basket is lined with silk, Silesia.

Surah, cambric, satin or any fabric preferred.

The lining is turned in deeply at (he top and

shirred to form a ruftle about the top of the

basket, the lining showing prettily through

the basket-work left exposed. Cord ed"-es

tlie top and bottom of the basket and is ar-

ranged in a cluster of loops at all the corners,

except one at the top, where a full bow of

covered in this instance with crimson vel\-et

and decorated with some fancy stitches in gold

thread. The full frill that is placed around

the top of each and drawn together is of ro'se-

colored satin, while the ribbons match the

crimson. The latter are drawn through

casings made near the top, and then the three

pretty "horns of plenty" are held together b\-

bows of ribbon—truly silken bands. Pink and

Figure No 4.

—

Scrai'-Basket. Figure X'j. 5.—Scrai'-Bj

ribbon is fastened. Any combination of

colors may be selected, the lining and outside

nsually contrasting, although they may be

alike when two materials are emploved.

Fancy Baskets, and Diagram for Shaping- the
Foundations.

Figures Nus, 6 and 7.—For this triplet of

baskets or bonbon-holders, as one chooses to

make them, there is a pasteboard foundation

bine, blue and _\ellow, yellow and white, or

any other combination of colors liked may be

de\'eloped in similar hoiihomiiercs.

Half of the pasteboard foundation for each

little basket or hfltihoniiierc is shown at Figure

No. 7, It should be carefully cut with a

knife from pasteboard that, while pliable

enough to bend, is }-et sufficiently strong to

be in realit\' a foundation.
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Fancy Work-Basket. the same purpose come in willow or rattan.

Figure No. 8.—This basket is one of the The florists' basket is the most delicate in ap-

FiGURE No. 8.—Fancy Work-Basket. Figure No. 9.—Work-Basket.

cinds used by florists, although baskets for pearance, however, and trims up very prettily. It
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is lined with satin sliglitly fulled in, and

has a row of fringe about the top. A band of

ribbon embroidered in IN'Iarguerites is about

the Ijottoni, and the handle is ribbon-trimmed.

Work-Basket.

Fii";uRE No. 9.—Somebody's archery box

has been rifled for the three arrows which

form tile stand for this unique-looking basket.

The arrows are arranged with their heads

types. Such a basket is as oinamental as it

is useful.

Decorated Waste-Basket.

Figure No. 10.—A new way of decorating

a waste-basket, and one that has many ad-

mirers, is here shown. The basket is in the

barrel shape, made of rattan, and has run in

and out near the top a broad olive ribbon.

A bow of the same ribbon is arranged just in

Figure No. 10.

—

Decor-vied Waste-Uasket. Figure No. 11.

—

W(.irk-Basket.

down and are tied together with ribbon a

little above the heads. The rush-basket is

three-sided and is ornamented with an inter-

lacing of ribbon about its top. Its corners

are attached firmly to the arrows below their

feathered ends, and over the points of attach-

ment ribbons are gracefully knotted. The

basinet ]3ortion may be replaced by a cro-

chetled bag of macranic cord, and the stand-

ard may be formed of the metal cat-tails

which so cleverly simulate their natural proto-

front with full effect, and in the center are

placed peaches and clusters of grapes, with

their foliage. They form a bright bit of color

and are realistic enough to deceive many a

looker-on. This is at once an effective and

easy way to trim a basket, and one that cer-

tainly has novelty to recommend it.

Work-Basket.

FiouKE No. II.—The fancy basket shown

at this figure is usuall\- supposed to liold the
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thimble and scissors that my lady finds so a double casing is made for them so that they

necessary in her needle-work. A small tam- draw easily. The casing is far enongh from

bourine such as are sokl for decorating pur- the top to form a pretty frill, which is all the

poses is first gotten, and to it is secureh' finish needed. A lining of chamois would

Figure Nu. 12.—F,\Nev Work-Ij.vsket.

Figure No. 13.— .Scrap-Baskkt.

fastened a full bag of bronze satin. The strips add to ihe diiraljility and be friendly to the

should be joined together upon being glued steel belongings. A very rich-lookiiu'" ba^

to tiie tambourine, and it will be wise to sew would be one wilh orange, green or goldduonze

as well as glue it to position. At the top the satin for the bag part, and strings of heavy

draw-strings are of narrow bronze ribbon, and silk cord.
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Fancy Work-Basket. fancy or plain and of any preferred variety,

Figure Xo. 12.—A .simple straw basket is and may be like or unlike the satin in color.

the foLuidation for this prettv receptacle for my

lady's sewing paraphernalia. The bottom has Scrap-Basket.

a sheet of wadding laid over it, and then the Figure No. 13.—The engraving illustrates

bright cherry-colored satin is applied. The the popular "beaver,'' duplicated in straw

lining of the side is done ui the usual wa}-, a braid and lined with gay satin, to do dut}- as a

FlUUKli .\u. 14 -FaiN'cv Wukk or ScRAi' Basket.

narrow frill of it coming np over the top, with scrap-basket. \\'hether the intended purpose

pretty effect. The handle is ci[ salin ribbon, of the article can be considered a reflec-

which is run across through the siraw handles lion upon the customarv contents of an ordi-

froni one side to llie other, and then, meeting nary beaver or not, we do not presume to say,

again in the center, is tied in loops and ends. but merely add it to the list of prettv fancy

Unusual strength is given bv ha\ing the rib- articles, without any argument as to the right

l;ion doubled in this way. The ribbon mav be of appropriation. The ribbon band consists
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of two strips wo\'en in to correspond with the leaves and a bunch of bright berries. The

rest of llie construction, "\\iiile the jaunty bow hat may be purchased untrimnied or fully

FieURE No. 15.— F.\.\CY Sckai'-Basket.

Figure No. 16.— F.v.\ev Uasket.

with tasselled ends confines under its knot a decorated, but most ladies prefer to finish up

cluster of dried grasses, beautifully colored the article themselves, lo match the color of
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the rooms they occupy. Cardinal, scarlet,

cherry and pale-blue are the colors most used.

Silk or Silesia may be used instead of satin,

and the ribbon may be satin or grosgrain.

Fancy Work or Scrap-Basket.

Figure No. 14.—The shape of this basket

is simple and may be obtained in inexpensive

wicker at any shop where such articles are

sold. The ribbon, which is run into its up-

right portion, may be in one or two shades,

and the bag portion may match the deepest

or darkest tint. The top is turned in and se-

cured to form a finish, and is drawn in as

illustrated by means of a ribbon run through

slashes made a little below the top. Such a

basket may be made quite a practical and

beautifying article of furniture in a room.

Fancy Scrap-Basket.

FiciURE No. 15.—This basket is high and

oblong in shape and may be of any pieferred

size. To its top on the inside is gathered a

section of Surah that is drawn in to make a

frill by ribbons run in a casing formed at the

bottom of the frill. A large bow of wide rib-

bon matching the pale golden hue of the silk

is fastened on the silk at one corner, and

about the bottom of the basket is arranged a

wide purple ribbon that is tied in a large bow

in front. Two rows of pansies showing

the purple and golden hues wreathe the basket

near the top, producing a beautiful and elab-

orate effect. Such baskets are highly deco-

rative, and other colors and flowers may

be similarly arranged, although the pansies

and the pansy shades in the ribbon and silk

are particularly pretty. Artemisias, daisies,

chrysanthemums, lilies-of-the-valley and other

small flowers are effective arranged in this

way. The basket may be gilded or tinted, as

desired. Small baskets decorated as de-

scribed make pretty hair-recei\ers, and larger

sizes will be useful for scraps, soiled handker-

chiefs, etc.

Fancy Basket.

Figure No. 16.—A basket of this style

may be used as a receptacle for bonbons, or

it may serve as a catch-all for patch-work, etc.

It is of oblong shape in pale-pink wicker.

About the top, arranged to hang upon the

outside, are strips of pink and olive ribbon in

varying lengths, the end of each strip being

tipped with a hammered silver crescent. To

the top of the inside is sewed the bag, which

is formed of upright strips of ribbon of dif-

ferent colors joined together. The bag is

turned under deeply at the top and sewed to

form a casing a little below. In the casing

are run ribbons which draw the bag in and

form the top into a frill. A large bow of

olive ribbon is applied to each side of the

handle, and crescents are tacked upon the

longer end of each bow. The top of the

handle is wound about with ribbon, and a

tiny bow marks its termination. Many color

combinations, such as purple and yellow,

black and maize, orange and white, and pink

and blue, may be elTected in such a basket,

and the ribbon may be hand painted or

embroidered.

disss'' 'X; -X! -X'-5« X XX X X' .'X'jK:!!:^
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CHAPTER XXII.

PRflGTldfiL PAPER-PQEKEJTS.

RACTICAL receptacles for maga- lowing pages contain illustrations and descrip-

'Kf' IS'aF zines and papers are appreciated tions of practical paper-pockets that are

K0Mh^r> by everybody, and tliey are espe- attractive as well, and not too frail to answer

^jife^""^ cially valuable in families where the purpose tliey were designed to ser\"e.

y^ several members depend on the They are not beyond the ability of anv one

^ same reading matter and learn to look who can handle the scissors and drive a lack,

for it in the same places. Even for let- and they may be developed with the slightest

ters and for family account-books there possible outlay.

Figure Mo. i.

—

J'.vi'ek-I'ocket.

should be a place, else the)- are mislaid or Paper-Pocket.

allowed to cumber and litter tables and Fioure No. t.—This prettx' paper-pocket

shelves devoted to other purposes. The fob is made of matting bound at the edges with
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ribbon and rolled at the bottom to form a with pale-blue satin. Upon the front is a

cylindrical pocket, in and out of which papers half-wreath cluster of roses—one of Kur-

may be slipped. The decoration consists of sheedt's Standard satin applique embroidery

applique sprays of vine blossoms and a large pieces—which is put on with perfect smooth-

bow of ribbon at one corner. A ring fastened ness. Heavy crimson silk cords are fastened

to each upper corner provides the means lor from comer to corner; while the pocket is

Figure No. 3.

—

Paplk-Receiver.

suspending the pocket, the rings being passed suspended by crimson satin ribbons which,

over nails secured in the wall. starting from different points, all meet at the

center and form many loops. For a room

Paper-Receiver. finished in pale-blue or crimson this pocket

Fk^ure No. 2.—A pretty pocket for holding will be very effective. In arranging the

]_iapers is here shown. It is made by cover- pocket the colors used for the decoration

ing two three-cornered pieces of cardboard should be in perfect harmony.
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Receptacle for Letters, Papers, Etc. boaid atiachetl at the lower edges to the back

P'iGURE No. 3.—This pretty receptacle for and at the ends to narrow gore-shaped pieces

papers, letters, etc., is made of cardboard cov- which also join the sides of the back. All

Figure No. 3.

—

Receptacle for LErriius, Papers, Etc.

Figure No. 4.

—

Embroidery Design.

ered with heavy silk. The Ijack is cut from the ]iarts are smonthlv covered with the silk

cardboard of the length and width desired, before attachment, the pocket sections being

and the three pockets are oblongs of card- also richly embroidered in some pretty de-
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signs. A row of \'el\'ei :ibbon borders the bo\\'. The designs decorating the receptacle

upper edges of the back and covers tlie join- in this instance are pictured at Figures Nos. 4,

ing of the gores to the pockets. A large bow 5, and 6. They may be done in South-Ken-

;URE No. 5.

—

Emi:k(iii)ERY Design in C.vt-T.mls a.n-h Cr.vsses.

Figure No. 6.

—

Embroidery Design in Corn-Flowers.

of pretty ribbon is fastened over the top of sington stitch, or South-Kensington outline

the back, and a loop for suspending the stitch, or they may be painted, as preferred,

receptacle is fastened to the back behind the Tlie design on the upper pocket is worked on
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rihbon (hat is arranged truii;"onallv aci-oss the to be used as decoration. The corn-Hower

pocket. Velvet, phisli, caiuas, chamois, kid, design illustrated at )''igiire Nn. 6 nia)' be done

cretonne or an\" preferred material nui)' be in natin-al tints and sn may the designs in cat-

used for such articles. tails and grasses shown at Figure No. 5.

Designs in Embroidery. Wall-Pocket.

Figures Nos. 4, 5, and 6.—All these de- Fi(;uuk No. 7.—This pocket is made of a

Figure Xo. 7.

—

Wall-Pocket.

signs are employed in decorating the recepta- fan-shaped piece of heavy pasteboard covered

cle for papers, etc., illustrated at Figure No. 3. with a material that in color and design looks

They may be worked in outline or solid like plaited straw. Another piece the proper

Sotith-Kensington stitches, or the\' ma_\' be size is laid o\er in folds to allow for bulging

hand-painted, as preferred. They are equally out and is then bastetl to the lower half of the

handsome for lambrequins, chair or table fan, after «hicli the edges are bound with

scarfs, etc. The design pictured at Figure No, dark crimson velvet. The upper part of the

4 is effective on plain satin or other ribbons pocket portion is finished in the same way.
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At each ^ide regular perforations are made, and then fastened to position. The sides are

and crimson satin ribbon is laced through plainly co\-ered with dark crimson velvet and

them and tied in a bow, liaving many loops have no additional decoration. The front

and ends. A loop of ribbon at the handle has appliqueed upon it a rose in light pink,

forms the means whereby the pocket is sus- with some foliage and wild flowers in natural

pended from the wall, and a large bow of shades. A ciuilling of rose-colored satin rib-

wide ribbon is just at the base of the handle bon outlines the front panel. In the upper

portion. A large fan may, of course, be used part is set a velvet strip, and applied to it are

Figure No. 8.— WALL-ruCKEX.

for the foundation. Green, blue, bronze or three letters, that, like the flower cluster, are

orange ribbon may be used instead of crim-

son, but the latter is admired because it har-

monizes with nearly all furnishings.

Wall-Pocket.

FiouRK No. 8.—The foundation of this wall-

applique initials. The ribbons by which the

pocket is suspended are of rose-hued satin,

and starting from each side tliey meet at the

top in a pretty bow with ends clipped in Van-

d\-ke fashion. It would be ad\-isable to ha\-e

pocket is black walnut, and the ornamental hidden under this strong wires to do the duty

portions are mounted on stiff cardboard that the riblxms are supposed to perform.
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Paper-Pocket. different shade or color. When contrasting

FicuRii No. 9.—An ordinary wire toaster colors are chosen care should be taken to pro-

or broiler is used for the foundation of this cure a pleasing harmony,

pocket. The toaster is painted with gold

liquid paint, and wide ribbon in two shades Wall-Pocket.

arranged to alternate is run in and out Figure No, 10.—The engraving represents

through the wires, each stiip of ribbon being a wall-pocket intended for the reception of

FlliUKE No. 9.—I'Al'ER-I'uCKET. Figure No. 10.

—

Wall-I'ocket.

in one continuous piece all round, thus bank-

ing the sides
;
the ends are neatly joined at

the back. A ribbon bow is fastened to the

top at the sides, and ribbon is also tied in a

bow near the top of the longest handle bv

which the pocket is suspended. The ribbon

may be in two shades of one color or in two

contrasting colors, or each row may be of a

letters and papers that are not immediately

destroyed upon reading. The foundation is

of splint work that may be purchased at any

fancy store in the metropolis or any large city

or town, and the sides are connected by a

V-shaped piece of satin. All the edges are

bordered with a quilling of satin ribbon, and

each corner is completed by a bow of satin
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libbon. The pocket is supported iiy lies of manner or hund-painted in water or oil colors,

riljbon forming a bow where tliey are hung or a scrap-picture pasted on at the center,

over a hook oi' nail. A beautiful design in with or without small ones at the corners. If

green and pale pm-ple, known as the Scotch the splint work cannot be obtained, perforated

thistle, is embroidered upon the center of the cardboaixl, canvas, silk or satin may be used

outside portion ; but this may be omitted in in making the portions, and embroidered in

favor of any other design done in the same any manner pleasing to the taste.

Easter Eggs.

How to prepare them and how to arrange through them and hang up twenty or thirty of

them when they come into one's possession as them showing all the lustre tints and bright

souvenirs are questions often asked. Wash hues in a bunch, graduating the lengths of the

and wipe them and make a small opening in ribbon so that the collection will be quite

each end of the shell and set the egg upon solid. Hung wherever they will receive a

its larger end to permit the contents to run good light the effect is very pretty. In using

out. Then go over the shells carefully with the metallic powders with the mediimi rapid

all shades of gold, silver, bronze, and other m.e- work is necessary, as the powder dries rapidly

tallic powders at hand. The metallic powder and the medium evaporates so quickly that

should be applied with a brush and moistened after a few delays the worker may find only

with the medium which is sold with it, and it a little solidified sediment. Thin white glue

need scarcely be added that careful handling may be used instead of oil as a vehicle for the

is essential. Still, if the shells are painted paints, and is preferred by many ladies for

before they become very brittle, few, if any of such work. It should be very thin and trauslu-

them, will break. Run narrow ribbons cent, in order not to darken the colors.
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CHAPTER XXIII.

Jff-^A-^

flRTlGL'ES F0R THE TQILET-TE TABLE.

OME of the prett}' and essential hangs a pocket for them, and to the usefulness

articles which one likes to find of the tooth-brush and flat comb-case when

on or near tlie toilette table are

grouped in this chapter, together

with some that it is often necessary

to liave handy cases for, in llie event of being

travelling, every one will testify.

Hair-Pin Receiver.

Ftoitre No. I.—The foundation of this

fiGUKL X(j I.

—

Haik-1'in Receiver.

obliged to pack them in small compass. pretty receiver for hair-pins may be a bo.x of

Hair receivers, large and small, have their tin or pasteboard, or a small basket filled with

place in the affections of the woman who curled hair, moss, excelsior, or other filling,

wisely saves her combings against the time and having a top of knitted wool in loop pat-

when she may need them, and the useful tern. It is covered with silk drawn over it,

combing towel is no less appreciated. Scarce and shirred in to fit below a deep fringe

any boy will forget to return his brush and formed by ra\'elling the edges, 'Hie fringe

comb to their proper ])lace, if within his sight rises high above (he knitted top, and below
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the shirrings the threads are run in and out

with long slilches of wool or floss
; the stitches

are terminaled under a bow of the same, hav-

ing tassel-tipped ends. The lettering is done

with water colors, and at the lower corners of

the recei\'er are placed upright rows of four

imitation coins. The coloring depends en-

tirely upon the taste of the maker, and instead

of the coins, libbon bows or fancy buttons

may be used.

the\- be of metal or shell. The word decora-

tion is done in outline stitch with copper-

colored metal thread, and a bow of blue rib-

bon decorates the shoe near the end at which

it is suspended. Other colors nia\' be as

effectively used, and the bronzing may be

done in any preferred color.

Hair-Pin Receiver.

Figure Xo. 3.— In the construction of this

Figi:kk No. 2.— Ii.viR-I'i.\ Recei\er.

Figure Xo. ;.— lI.viR-t'r.\ I-Ieceiver.

Hair-Pin Receiver.

Ficui^E Ni). 2.—A diminnti\'e snow-shoe

forms the foundation for this useful ornament

to the toilet-table or bureau. It is br(")nzed in

copper, and the pocket is made of pale-blue

silk, shirred to frirm a frilled edge at the top

and bottom. The pocket is looseh- filled with

hair, and a crochetted cover of pale-blue wool

closes it on to]3, but should not be visible.

The hair-pins pass easily into the lop whether

pretty recei\'er si.Y strips of wide ribbon are

joined together and drawn in closelv at the

bottom to complete the bng, which is loosely

tilled nearly to the top with hair. At the top

the ribbons are ravelled to form a fringe, be-

low which the bag is slightlv drawn in with a

double cord run through slashes and tied in

loops and ends at one side, the ends being

lipped with tassels. A knitted or crochetted

piece is fastened inside the bag along the
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cord, affording a cover for the filling and a Tooth-Brush Case,

cusliion for liic liair-pins. The center piece Fi(;ures Nos. 4 and 5.— Kit!, silk, satin,

of ribijon in front is pale gold, on which is velvet, canvas, etc., may be used for the out-

embroidered in natural tints a pansy spray, side of this case, with oil-silk, linen or cash-

FlGURKS X( AMI 5.

—

'ruOril-llRUSIl C.V.SE.

mmmm

mmmmumiu HHMWMMHMHtl

wmmm

FiouKEij Ni)s. 6 AND 7.—C<J^^i-CASE.

and the center piece at the back is the same mere for the lining. Figure No. 4 shows the

shade, while those at the sides are pale helio- back of the case when shut, while Figure

trope. Other sfiades may be combined, and No. 5 shows the other side and the end-open-

the floral decoration may be embroidered or ing. The embroidery is done with gay wors-

hand-paintecl, as preferred. teds, and that shown by Figure No. 5 secures
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ihe edges of the case. A button and loop The one pictured is of dark-red velvet. The

fasten the end. back piece is large and of pretty outline; it is

Comb-Case. faced with Silesia, and its edges are defined

Figures Nos. 6 axd 7.—This case is and ornamented with gold braid, which at the

made of heavy silk, and is hand-painted in lowest point is arranged in a cluster of loops,

natural tints in lioral designs. If preferred. Two pretty ribbon bows of the same color as

the design may be embroidered in shaded the velvet are at the top, and form loops by

Figure No. S.—Brush-and-Comh Pocket. Figure No. q.

—

H.mr-Receiver.

tints ; but painting is now much favored for

fancy work. The foundation is cardboard, the

binding, which holds the two sides together

being ribbon.

Brush-and-Comb Pocket.

FiouRE No. 8.—Wall-pockets are no longer

disdained

—

instead, their use has become so

genei-all\- recognized that their being made

beamiful to look upon becomes a necessity.

which to hang the pocket. The pocket

proper is much smaller than its background,

and is richly embroidered in gold thread, and

defined with gold cord. Young ladies who

wonder what present they can give a gentle-

man, have in this pocket a pretty solution of

the puzzle.

Hair-Receiver.

FiGUKii Nu. 9.—This useful receptacle has
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for its foundation a slipper of willow, bronzed. son silk, turned in deeply at the top, and

The bag is of maroon Surah, and the bows of shirred several times across to form a frilled

maroon satin ribbon ; the bag being shirred to heading of pretty depth. The fulness is col-

form a narrow, ruffled linish, and a deep lected in gathers at the point, and the edges

fringe at the top. On the top of the slipper is are sewed to the foundation with invisible

applied a pretty floral design that was selected stitches. Ribbon, the shade of the silk, is

from Kursheedt's floral appliques, which may tied high up on the snow-shoe as illustrated.

Figure No. 10.

—

Hair-Receiver Figure No. it.—IIair-Receiver.

be procured in a great variety of styles. Any The silk may be of any desired shade, or

preferred colors maybe selected for the bag satin, Surah, or any preferred material, may be

and bows, and a bow, instead of the applique' used instead,

pictured, may be used to decorate the toe. Ha'r Receiver

Hair-Receiver. Figure No. ii.—This pretty receiver is

Figure No. 10.—A snow-shoe of suitable easy to make, the foundation being a Japan-

size forms the foundation or back of this orna- ese fan covered on one side with soft silk.

mental hair-receiver. The pocket is of crim- The pocket is made of a piece of silk, and is
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turned under at the top, shivred to form a frill ming may be as pictured, or varied to please

heading, and also gathered at its other edges. the fanc)-.

The shape, of course, corresponds with the

fan, and a thick cord covers the seam joining Combing Towel.

the parts, and is also continued about the Figure No. 12.—This towel is shaped bv

fan above the pocket. A celluloid "back" pattern No. 2316, which costs 5d. or 10 cents.

comb is fastened across the pocket just below It is made of a damask towel, and is shaped

Figure No. 12.

—

Combixg Towel. Figure No. 13.—Outline Design for Comking Towel.

the frill heading, and a full bow of ribbon is to fit smoothly over the shoulders and about

fastened at each end. A bow of similar rib- the neck. The front is ornamented in outline

bon is tacked to the bottom of the receiver, stitch with the designs shown at Figures Nos.

which is suspended by a ribbon tied in a bow 13 and 14. Any variety of towel or towelling

about the handle. Any variety of silk, satin, maybe made up in this way, or pique, linen.

Surah, sateen, cretonne, figured brilliantine, Marseilles, print, or any preferred material

plush, velvet, etc., may be chosen, and the trim- maybe chosen. When towels are not used,
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the lower edges may be fiiiislied w'ah hems, here ilhislraled are a|)pi-opriale for the article

ruffles, rows of wash braiils, bulton-holed scol- they are to decorale, and are shown in the

lops, or in an_\- other way preferred. proper sizes ; they may be done in outline

FicuRE No. 14.

—

Outline Design fiir Comiuno Towel.

Outline Design for Combing Towel. stitch with crewels or wash embroidery silks,

Figures Nos. 13 and 14.—The designs in any colors desired.
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Lilies, Straigljt aiid Curved.

How man_v who attempt to do decorative

work of any kind pay proper attention to pro-

ducing accurate and corresponding effects

where they are requisite to perfection of

detail or even to general effect?

Did you, aspiring and industrious designer

of the pretty subjects for the decoration of

your ice-cream set ? We fear not, for if you

had drawn your circles with the aid of a com-

pass they would have been perfect, instead of

showing as they do now a slight irregularit)',

which is rendered all the more noticeable

because of the general excellence of the work.

And did you, to whom belongs the credit of

the really exquisite "needle-painting" in

crewels, representing a clump of hollyhocks,

intend to have the stalks lean to one side ?

Did you ever see them growing that way ?

If so it must have been because they were

deprived of the sunlight in their natural pose

and were bending toward it—a reason which

does not hold good in your case. Ah ! the

inclination is due to the fact that you did not

outline your design, but trusted to your eye.

That you have rare discernment for color

effects is evident, but that you must train

your vision, or else work by a tracing or out-

line if you wish to delineate perpendicular

lines, is also true.

And here is a piece of embroidery done by

a beginner who had an excellent stamped

design for a guide. We must commend her

exquisite shading, but what a pity her outlines

were not carefully followed. In one place a

stitch is begun inside the tracing, leaving ex-

posed the white substance used in stamping

the design, and just next to it is one which

extends as far beyond the stamping. The

subject is a branch of autumn leaves, and the

fine outlines are sadly marred by this irregu-

lar method of working. To you must be re-

peated the caution to cover, but not to work

beyond, the stamping. To all who essay dec-

orative work of any kind may be given the

advice to be sure that their right lines are

correct, their circles perfect ones and their

curves not merely deflections from straight

lines, but in artistic harmony with the spirit

and subject of their design. Such details, pro-

saic though they be, are essential to perfection.

>-^X'.'X.j^
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CHAPTER XXIV.

PIN GO SHI ON S.

F the making of many cushions

WiJ there is no end, one might say in

Roll Pincushion.

Figure No. i.—The cover of this novel

^'^ loolcing at the array which maizes cushion is of sillc and is drawn in closely sev-

up the handsome collection shown eral inches from the ends, which are turned

in the following pages. Each one possesses over on the cushion and caught down prettily

special attractions, and all are so pretty that it over a frill of deep lace. A full bow of wide

is only by keeping in mind the special pur- ribbon is tacked over each gathered end, and

Figure No. i.—Roll Pincushio.n.

pose to be served a selection can be easily similar ribbons cross it diagonally from be-

made. There are shapes suitable for hanging neath (he lace and are tied in a large bow at

upon the gasolier, others for placing on the the center. Any color or combination of

dressing case and many others which bespeak colors may be selected for a cushion, and

their adaptability to the work-basket or bag. plush, velvet, satin or Surah, either plain or

Among them are those which will please all brocaded, may be used in the construction of

tastes. the article.
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Plush Pincushion. Satin Pincushion.

Figure No. 2.—This dainty cushion is of Figure No. 3.—This pretty pincushion

pale-pink plush and has upon it a branch of diifers from the ordinary one by being three-

apple blossoms done by hand with silks of the cornered, a shape that it is no harder to ob-

proper shade. The under part of the cushion tain than the other if one exercise a little

is of pale-pink salin and the edges are fin- care. It will be found best to make the cush-

ished with a scantily applied ruffle of lace. ion of Silesia, and then stuff it with saw-dust

Figure No. 2.

—

Plush Pin'cushion.

Figure No. 3.

—

Satin Pimxushio.n.

The effect is very dainty and if the maker —which is better than bran, for the mice do

thinks it a pity to have lavished so much care not care for it—before putting on the satin

on an article to be devoted to use as a cush- case. This is of a deep bronze hue. Three

ion, it is well to remember that such cushions full frills of Moresque lace are put on it,

are quite generally accepted as demonstra- while a row of narrow insertion and one of

tions of tlie poet's theory that " beauty is its lace, divided by lines of gold thread, are flatly

own e.xcuse for being." applied along the top of the frills. A bow of
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ribbon of the color of the satin is at each cloth or scrim, and about the edges is a frill

corner. If desired, a cluster of flowers might of deep lace, which falls to the edge of the

bo painted in the center, an initial embroid- plaiting and is festooned at two corners under

ered, or a decalcomanie transferred. rosette-bows of wide ribbon the shade of the

Figure No. 4.— Pincushton.

Fi(;uKE No. 5.

—

Lace-and-Satin Pincu.suion.

Pincushion. silk. A frill of narrow lace turned over its

FiGUiiE No. 4.—This elaborate-looking seam decorates two sides, and the result pro-

cushion is also triangular in shape and is duced by the entire disposal is artistic and

made of pale-blue silk with a deep plaiting of pretty. White lace may be used instead of

silk about its edges. On top is a piece of black, and the jslaiting, ribbon, etc., may be

embroidery done with gold thread on bolting of any desired tint.
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Lace-snd-Satin Pincushion. ffiH finishes the cushion, and each corner is

Figure No. 5.—On a background of pale- decorated with a bow of green satin ribbon.

green satin that forms the main part of this In filling this cushion, it would be dainty to

pincushion is placed the little satin painting put in close to the top a layer of sachet pow-

FiGURE No. 6.

—

Fancy Pincushion.

Figure No. 7.—Box Pincushion.

—the flower girl radiant on her rose-colored der, which, concealed in a sheet of cotton,

world. This is securely sewed, and then a can be separated from the other filling and

frill of oriental lace outlines it and brings out made to concentrate its odor, and also to dis-

effecti\'ely the green leafage. A fuller lace pense it graciously.
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Fancy Pincushion.

Figure No. 6.—Two circular pieces of

cardboard covered with silk and carefully

joined together form the foundation of this

cushion. The piece forming the front is dec-

orated with cyclamen blooms, which may be

painted or embroidered. Before this decora-

tion is applied, however, two strips of narrow

ribbon are arranged to cross cjuite near to-

gether a little below the top, and part of the

Box Pincushion.

Figure No. 7.—The title suggests the

foundation for this pincushion. It is a

square bo.x filled with curled hair or whatever

material is chosen for the purpose, and cov-

ered with a scpiare of silk on which detached

blossoms and leaves are painted, worked in

outline, or solidly, according to the fancy of

the maker. The fulness at the corners is

regulated by a few gathers, and after the

Figure No. S.—Crescent Pincushion. .Figure No. 9.

—

Crescent Pincushion.

decoration is done on them. A ribbon loop,

starting from beneath a spider-bow of ribbon,

is used to suspend the cushion. The pins are

stuck in between the edges of the parts to

produce a fanciful effect. The color of the

silk covering may be chosen to suit the taste,

and the ribbons may harmonize or coritrast

with it. The design may be flowers of any

preferred variety, a small landscape, fruits,

etc., to please the taste.

square is firmly attached to the box a square

of plush equal in size is placed beneath the

bo.\ and its corners are brought over the

sides and ends and held in position by narrow

ribbons fastened beneath them and tied in a

spider-bow at the center of the top. Slightly

wider ribbon is used for the pretty bows

which are fastened at the lower corners of the

bo-\. The effect is unique and pleasing and

easily obtained, the engraving explaining the
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details of construction move clearly than the suspended b}- ribbons that are disposed in a

pen can. The edges of the plush may be handsome bow at the point of suspension, and

neatly turned under for a finish, or they may pretty bows are fastened where the ribbons

be bordered with quilled ribbon, fancy cord, are tacked to the ends. Delicate colors are

etc. Brocaded silk is pretty for the top. best liked for such dainty articles, though

Figure No. io.—Embroidery Design for Crescent Pincushion.

Figure Nu. ii.—Pincushion.

Crescent Pincushion. dark colors may be used with good effect.

Figure No. 8.—The cushion is made in Any preferred design may be painted or em-

crescent shape and is of delicate blue silk. broidered on the article, or applique work

Upon it is embroidered an artistic arrange- may be used as decoration,

ment of dianthus pinks, and about the lower

edge is a row of delicate bkie plush tassel Crescent Pincushion.

ornaments and pompons. The cushion is Figure No. 9.—Deep crimson plush is
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usfd for this pincushion, its vicli coloring and

deep pile making it especiall}' desirable where

embroider\' is the decoration. An inner

cushion of the pro|3ei- shape is made of cam-

bric and filled with bran, its heaviness serx'ing

to keep the cushion from swa\'ing to and fro.

On one side of the plush is embroidered a

gracefully poised bird worked in various

shades of olive in South-Kensington outline-

stitch. The plush covering is then put on,

the lower edge being finished by a fringe of

gilt coins dangling from yellow silk cords.

South-Kensington outline-stitch with shaded

olive crewels, though any color fancied by the

worker could be used. In red, brown, or

dark green crewels or embroidery cotton the

bird design would be pretty on serviettes,

towels, pillow-cases or anj' articles decorated

in such a way. On linen portieres in dark

brown, such birds would have an artistic

effect.

Pincushion.

Figure No. ii.—This unique cushion is

formed of strips of fancy braids joined and

Figure No. 12.—.Sachet Pincushion.

each firmly and separately fastened. The

upper edge is ornamented with a heavv gilt

cord, arranged in fanc)' loops at each corner

and then drawn to the center and tied in long

bows and ends, thus forming a loop bv which

to suspend the cushion. Each end is tipped

with a large silk pompon.

Embroidery Design for Crescent Pincushion.

Figure Nc). 10.—The simplicit)' of this

design, as well as its prettiness, commends it

to the tyro in embroiderv. It is done in the

cat-stitched along the joining with colored

silks. The cushion is filled to round out in

bolster fashion and the braids are fringed at

the ends, wliich are tied in closely inside the

fringe with narrow ribbon. Any kind of

fancy worsted or tinsel braids in different

colors may be used for a cushion of this kind,

or several varieties may be combined, with

artistic effect.

Sachet Pincushion.

Figure No. 12.—Daint)', useful and sweet-
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scented is this ornament for a dressing-case The ribbon has a purl edge and is very

or toilette-table. The two bags are made of effective. The lower part of each bag is cov-

one piece of silk, satin or wide ribbon and ered with scrim, which may be hand-painted

Figure No. 13.—Satin Pincushion.

Figure No. 14.

—

Embroidered Bird.

filled with cotton well sprinkled with perfume or embroidered, the design being different on

powder, a small space, unfilled, being left at each bag. The top of the scrim covering is

the center, where a ribbon is tied tightly bordered with a row of gilt soutache braid.

around in numerous loops and notched ends. The scrim is very decorative, and will also be
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useful in concealing the pin-pricks in the silk. orately euibroidered with bird and branch and

Any color may be selected in the silk and then made up in the simple shape familiar to

ribbon, and a Ciuilling of ribbon may border all. The edges are outlined with silk cord of

the top of the scrim covering, if preferred to a darker shade of olive, and from three cor-

the braid decoration. ners depend full chenille and silk tassels of

Figure No. 15.—EMBRotDERY Design.

Satin Pincushion. the same shade. At the other corner a pret-

FlGURE No. 13.—The pale shade of olive tily made bow of satin ribbon is placed, an

that hints of the Grosvenor Gallery and Du additional loop being made so that it may be

Maurier's eesthetic people is the shade of hung on the wall or the side of the mirror,

satin chosen for this pincushion. It is elab- suggesting its desirability for a bachelor, who
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usually pushes his pincushion off the dressing-

table in his search after matches.

Embroidered Bird.

Figure No. 14.—The spicier and the fly

story is told in a somewhat different manner

in this embroidered sketch, which is one of

the designs on the satin pincushion wrought

out in satin stitch. The humming-bird is done

in brown and gold, while the fly is of blue

and gold. In this instance, silks are used in

working the design
;
but crewels or cotton

may be chosen for less elaborate pieces.

Embroidery Design.

FiGU-RE Xo. 15.—This design is also on the

satin pincushion, the wild rose and its foliage,

worked in satin stitch, being of Nature's own

colors. The rose is a pale pink, and the

leaves and stem dark green, \\hile the resting

bird matches his mate in being dark brown

and gold. This spray might be embroidered

upon a shawl-case or a head-rest of linen, wiUi

good effect ; and then crewels of dift'ering

tints or of one color could be used, according

to the fancy of the worker or the color of the

fabric.

]l Daipty Lanjp-Screeiio

FijR its foundation a Japanese fan of me-

dium size was procured and this was covered

with satin upon which a dainty floral design

was painted. The handle, which in such fans

is hollow, was wound with narrow ribbon and

decorated with a bow of a wider variety, and

slipped over the point of a common letter-file

having a round iron standard, the latter being

concealed bv a full, gathered covering of satin.

Such files are procurable for a trifling sum,

and the entire cost of the screen is very slight

compared with its beauty and usefulness.

The handle of the fan should be cut oft' to

bring the elevation within the desired range.

Some fans are in themselves so attracti\'e that

they do not need to be covered, but woman-

kind is usually best suited with the results of

her own handiwork with needle or brush. A

standard to take the place of the letter-file

may be im]3rovised by running a stout knit-

ting-needle through a hole in a round or

square block and pouring a little soluble

cement or molten lead around the aperture, to

hold it steady. The block could then be

covered with velvet, plush, etc., tacked on

with fancv brass nails.
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CHAPTER XXV.

HELPS F0R IMflTEOR ARTISTS.

Crayon Work in Black and

White.

~^f\\ \TERIALS :—The maten-

T V* lis for crayon work should

1 be of the best qualit)', but

STv)"^ a complete outfit is neither

'\ hirge nor expensi\'e. The

following articles are nec-

essar)'

;

A drawing-board 24 x 30

inches, a piece of chamois,

an easel and a rest stick, a

soft, rolled chamois stump, one dozen small

paper stumps, a stick of square Conte cra)'on

No. 3. a stick of round Conte cra\-on, a stick

of German cra3-on No. 2, a piece of Conte

rubber, a brass crayon holder, a few sticks of

soft charcoal, one dozen artists' thumb-tacks,

a block of wood 3x5 inches, covered with fine

sand-paper, a small palette covered with

chamois, a stretcher of Whatman's paper, and

a sheet of nianiUa wrapping-paper.

If you wish to economize, make your own

palette of heavy pasteboard, covering it with

chamois. You can also make a block of wood

and cover it with sand-paper. The block is

useful to clean and sharpen the rubber and

paper stumps.

Make another block and cover it with fine

emery paper, to be used in making a fine

paint for (he German and Conte crayons for

paint work. The palette is for pulverized

crayon, and when not in use it should be kejU

covered to prevent dust gathering on it. The

paper stumps are sometimes called paperettes,

and come in packages containing a dozen or

more. They are good for producing soft

effects. Do not use the stumps made of pulp.

Whatman's Imperial and Double Elephant

paper is best for all classes of work, though

French tinted papers will sometimes be desir-

able. All paper should be attached to a

stretcher, so that the work may be perfectly

smooth. These stretchers are sold at all art

stores, but they may be made at home if

desired.

To Make a Stretcher.—Procure a pine

frame 20 y 24 inches in size, or larger, if de-

sired
;
lay a sheet of \\'hatman's paper upon

the drawing-board with the face down, first

holding the paper up to the light to discover

the face side. Dampen the entire surface
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with a sponge ; lay the pine frame on the

paper and trim the edges with a sharp Icnife,

leaving the paper an incli larger tlian the

frame
; then cut out the corners. Have ready

some smooth flour paste and apply it with a

small brush to the edges of the frame and

also upon the paper beyond the frame. Then

with the fingers turn up the paper upon the

edges of the frame as smoothly as possible,

drawing out the larger wrinkles. Take up

the frame carefully and gently draw each of

the four sides, one after the other, from the

center toward the corners and see that they

adhere firmly. It is not necessary to draw it

so tightly that it looks perfectly smooth, be-

cause this might make it split. If this plan is

followed, no wrinkles will appear in the paper

when dry. Do not touch the face of the

paper with the fingers, because a spot however

small wall injure it.

To Pulverize the Crayons.—Take a stick

of No. 3 square crayon and rub it on a piece

of sandpaper, holding it over the palette and

allowing the pulverized crayon to fall upon

the chamois palette. Make a quantity of this

powder, taking care to have it all pulverized

finelv. Take a paper stump and grind this

"sauce," as it is sometimes called, into the

surface of the palette. It is then ready for

use.

Light.

In any branch of art-work proper light is a

necessity, and it is especially to be desired in

crayon portraiture. A north light is usually

the best, and the easel should be so placed

that the light will fall upon it from the left

side. Crayon work may be executed at night

by a shaded lamp or gas jet as advantageously

as by daylight, and in this respect it possesses

an advantage over oil work, which cannot be

properly done at night.

Method of Work.

The darker shadows or the values as they

are sometimes called, should be put in first

;

the high lights in this branch of art will take

care of themselves. It should be borne in

mind that the beauty of crayoning in a great

measure depends upon light touches ; hard

rubbing gives a muddy appearance to the

work, but light touches produce a beautiful,

transparent effect.

Take one of your paper stumps, insert it in

the brass holder and then rub it in the crayon

sauce until the point and tapering end are

well covered with the sauce. Apply this first

to the pupils of the eyes, then to the nostrils

and the line through the center of the mouth,

and lastly, with a broad smooth stroke, to the

lids of the eyes, the shadows in the ears and

the eyebrows, following the outlines very care-

fully.

The stump will now do to use upon the

values of the face, and it must be applied in

broad even strokes to these shadows. Tint

the iris of the eyes, the shadows underneath

and the curve in the nose and around the nos-

trils, using short parallel strokes first in one

direction and afterwards crossing them with

others at an acute but never at a right angle.

Put in the shades of the cheek and forehead

in the same way. The work will not appear

well just at this point, but later on we will de-

scribe its proper finish.

In shading the cheeks begin at the outline,

working toward the center, and curve your

strokes slightly, avoiding all real lines. Scan

your work well as you proceed, putting in the

darker shades gradually, and do not make

them too strong at first, as the transparent

effect of this work must at all times be borne

in mind.

We will now consider the drapery. This

should be worked up with the chamois or paper

stump with short, broad strokes crossing each

other at acute angles. Be very careful not to

make your strokes all one way and do not let
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the drapery have the appearance of being cut For hice work use a chamois stump lightly

off abrupiU', but shade it gradually lighter timed, and take out the white spots with the

and lighter, until it disappears entirely. In rubber, working to obtain a soft, delicate

representing a black coat or a silk dress, com- effect. If a very strong white is needed,

mence at tlie darkest part of the shadows as scrape the paper with a knife until it is as

before describetl. white as desired.

Take tile cleaner end of the chamois stump, Sometimes it is necessary to go over the

and borrowing color from the values, sweep work again to give the drajsery a perfectly

ver\' gentlv and lightlv toward the high lights, even and regidar appearance, and the round

or rather across them, in different directions, Conte cra\-on is best for this finishing or re-

crossing your strokes occasionally. Note touching process. Sharpen one end of it to a

carefully the photograph or whatever copy fine point, place it in the brass holder, and

you are following. You may need to with light, short strokes go o\er the imperfect

strengthen the values again and to even up places until all is satisfactory,

your work. Take the Conte' rubber with a

rather sharp point and clean off the larger Backgrounds, Etc.

spots, using the rubber in the same way as The background of a portrait is of consider-

vou did the stump, crossing and recrossing able importance and claims special attention,

until there is an even and general tone, which Stiiking backgrounds sliould be avoided,

should, of course, be a little darker toward because the face should have the first

the shoulders and neck, and should end prominence. All other parts of the picture

lightly if the subject is merely a bust picture. are merely accessories to the face, and should

Detail is not followed in drapery, except in be so considered in treatment,

that near the face, such as the collar, neck lie Cloud rifts make a good background, but

or lingerie about the neck; but the folds and their outer and upper sides must fade away

the way the light strikes them are always care- with great delicacy. y\ very sharp point is

fully observed. To produce the proper effect often used in cleaning up a background, as

the paper stump must now be used. Take up this will give an e\'en tone. Very few pict-

plenty of color at first, and put in the strong- ures will bear a solid, dark background. If

est shades with short strokes. These strokes the subject requires a solid background, make

should be " hatched " in, by which method it in the following manner : First, go over the

both transparency and depth are secured. entire stu'face of the paper or stretcher with a

Work over all the drapery in this manner, pad of chamois, moderately blackened «ith

using the Conte rubber to clean off the spots crayon sauce, after which take the square

and filling up the lighter places with the Conte cra\'on No. 3, and with the broad, flat

stump. More color may be taken up on the surface of the side, rub with a circular motion,

stump \vhere the shadows need strengthening. until the paper will hold no more. Then go

Be careftd not to lea\e the outlines of the over this with two fingers of the right hand,

shoulders too sharp, but work out a little be- using the same motion. Be careful not to

yond them so as to impart a natiu"al round- spot the face or the drapery,

ness and pose. For the shade which is nearly To produce a soft gray tint, after using the

always seen in the collar and vest-front, use black cravon sauce, take soft white craxon

the paper stump. and rub it over the black until vou get the
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lone \-ou desire. For the hair it is best to and pass it smoothly and broadly, back and

use the stump in only one direction. The forth, over the lids of the eyebrows, rubbino-

soft flow of the hair should always be con- down a little on the forehead. Tliis gives

sidered. Avoid all lines, as they give a hard softness, and blends the shadows into the liigh

and \^il-y a]3pearance. Represent hair in lights. In the iris, opposite the catch-light,

locks and masses. Borrow from the darker there is a lighter tone, a reflected light, which

shades, and tint over the high lights with the should be given. Shade the remainder of iris

chamois stump. Make it a little darker than according to the subject, and strengthen the

necessary. Afterwards take out the high pupil, making it a very deep black.

lights with the broad surface of the rubber. The nose is our ne.xt consideration. Under

It is sometimes necessary to use the paper the eyebrows, toward the nose, is a deep

stump before the necessary softness can be shadow; borrow fiom this to shade the sides,

obtained. The different degrees of shade and put in the nostrils, taking care to keep

must represent the color of the hair. For them the proper shape. Keep also the

white hair, use very little color, and do the proper roundness. Now work away from

most of the work with the rubber. Mus- them and give the curves to the lower pait of

taches and whiskers are made in the same the nose. Carry up your tones toward the

maimer, the high lights being taken out with eyes and oft' in the direction of the cheeks,

the rubber. When the jjicture is nearly fin- Should a wrong stroke be made, the rubber

ished, a few lines or single hairs, either in will soon take it out.

hair or whiskers, may be put in, but use these The mouth should be worked up with great

lines ver\' sparingly. The e\es may now be care. The indications of sweetness and

finished. Take the paper stump and tint it delicac}' which should characterize the femi-

slightly with color. Use short strokes, cross- nine mouth are sometimes lost by the same

ing them lightly at an acute angle. Never treatment which results advantageously in

have these strokes at right angles. Finish bringing out the firmness and strength of a

the upper lids first, ^^'ork upward, and awa]- man's face. Begin at the corners of the lips,

from them, toward the eyebrows. Darken being careful not to render them weak in tone,

t
them slighllw Strengthen the pupil as much and work fioni them with a lighter touch to

as possible ; tint the iris, gi\'ing a deeper the center, where the greatest fulness lies,

shadow to the upper part than to the lower. The slight curve here must be carefully pre-

This is clone to represent the shadow cast served, and the working up done very care-

bv the evelid. The lower lid is formed by fully, to a^•oid a set or hard expression,

the shading above and below it. Passing to the forehead, work it up with

The peculiarities of expression must be well short strokes slightly curved at the temples,

studied at this stage of the work. The catch- The work on this feature when finished, should

lights can be put in with Chinese white, after be clean, but moderately open. Soften the hair

ihe rest of the work is finished. The corners where it frames the face about the temples,

should be darkened now, and the ball tinted. The line where the hair commences and

If vou should get any part of your work too the forehead begins, should be lost by a soft

dark, take it off with the rubber. Tone the blending. The strongest light in any portrait

j

evebrows down gradually, keeping perfect the should be on the forehead. If the subject is

j

form and shape. Now take a chamois stump an elderly person, put in the wrinkles boldly
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at first, using a paper stump, and afterward tricky of art, the pastel cra\on should be his

soften them abo\'e and below, using a clean motoi-. Boxes of gradated series of cra)'-

stuinp. If \i)U get tliein too strong, lighten ons can be puicliased suited to either land-

theni with the rubber. scape or portrait use, and the process is also

The face now ha\'ing all its values blended, employed for bird and flower painting, all

all shaLlows should so be worked up as to gi\'e required tints being made by blending and

softness and roundness. The high lights softening these prepared shades into each

shoukl all be delicate!)' tinted, each shadow other. How to work comes as an inspiration

blending off graduall}- into the high lights. with the progressiveness of acquired skill.

A special paper is manufactured for cia)-on
Finishing Touches.

Look over your work carefully now ; on

the outer edges of all parts of the picture,

soften the outlines, and strengthen the shad-

ows, where thev need it, or lighten those that

mav seem too dark. The paper stump and rub-

ber onl\- will be needed for this work. Prepare

the paper stump by rubbing it on the block

of sand-paper. Trim the rubber stump with a

knife, rubbing off the sharp edges on the sand-

pa|)er, and leaving this stump with a sharp

point. On the skill with which these finish-

ing touches are imparted, depends, in a great

measure, the beauty of the portrait. No spots

or specks must be left to mar the effect; the

best rule for the attainment of general excel-

lence is, stud\' your subject well.

work. This pa]3er is sanded in such a man-

ner that a velvetN' ajipearance is given to the

work. That of a lo\\-toned olive tint is best

adapted to the purjiose.

In preparing for work, alwaws attach \'0ur

paper to a drawing-board by artists' thumb-

tacks, carefully pushing them in at intervals

of three or four inches aromid the edges.

Lea\'e quite a large margin on the paper,

larger tlian you ]3ro]50se to have when the

frame is added. Then it can be cut down to

the size desired.

Vellum is a fine surface for crayon work

as on it great delicacy of tint can be ob-

tained. What is known as glass jiaper No. i

is used to prepare the surface. The jjaper is

held in the fingers and rubbed over the

Pastel Pictures. smooth side of the vellum circularly, until the

The degree of perfection to which this surface is uniformlv roughened up. Patience

class of art work may be carried is evinced and a firm hand are necessar\", in mder to do

bv the charming examples left b\' Girodet and this work correctly. A'ery desirable results

Maurice Questiom Cra\'on painting is rapid are however obtained on this prepared \elhim

and easy of execution, and is especially fa- surface. The painting must not be begun

\'ored b\' amateurs who wish to execute land- until after ilie whole surface is e\-enly " pet-

scape or bird designs. In its instantaneous ted," and the white powiler discharged during

effects of light and shade it holds great ad- the roughening process carefullv rubbed off.

vantages over work in oil colors. By its use The \'ellum nuist also fie placed on a stretch-

ihe artist can avail himself at a single stroke ing frame and strained u]5on a Ixickiug of

of any happy combination of color, which fine can\'as, o\'er which |ierfectl\' smooth

mav seize his fancy or be presented to his pa]5er lias been pasted. Then it may Ije

vision. The finger Ijecomes his most neces- placed on the easel. I'he coloring on thf'

sary tool ; it is brush and blender in one. In vellum will be described after other general

fact, if one wants brilliant results bv the elec- directions are "iven.
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Crayon pictures must he framed at once pletecl, use the cra\-on again to bring up tlie

when finished, and the\- sliuuld ne\-er be ex- color to the proper tone. A Httle care and

posed to the direct rays of the sun. Moist- experience will enable one to become very

ure is also fatal to pastel work, but the dura- skilful in the use of the finger, but before

bility of portraits that have been shielded commencing to use it, be very certain thai

alike from the effects of glare and damp is the tints are all in their proper places. Do

well attested. not, in retouching, work upon the colors loo

The colors now manufactured are much much, as they will lose their freshness and

superior to those of an earlier dav, and transparency, \^'ork up the breadths of ex-

less liable to change with time. Pumice pression in your picture and do not dwell too

paper answers very well for portraiture when much on detail.

one cannot use vellum. This paper should In feminine portraits, bright and fresh hues

first be given a coat of starch, a large soft are employed. White, Naples, Vermilion and

brush being used to apply it and the extra Madder, mellowed with 3'ellows, or as tasle

powder then brushed ofT. and judgment suggest, empurpled with lake

Prepared surfaces can now be purchased at or carmine are adaptable to artistic treatment,

the best art stores. Canvas prepared as de- Use stronger colors for masculine portraits,

scribed may also be used for pastel work. and develop vour half tints more positi\'ely.

Paper, before being put upon a strainer, For draperies, dress and other accessories

should always be smoothly backed with one in portrait work, greater freedom and decision

or two thicknesses of cloth, so that the rub- are allowable than in the features. Light

bing of the finger will not tear it. In portrait backgrounds or dark ones may be used, ac-

work the drawing of the outlines may be cording to the subject. A good general rule is

made with a hard brown or gray cra\-on ; do to make the background around the head,

lliis drawing lightly, so that the marking will lower in tone than the half tints of the face,

not appear under the other work. Never This gives the effect of air and space around

use a black-lead pencil for this purpose. A the head. If, in working, your paper becomes

rapid and excellent method of working up a a little greasy or glazed, rub it gently with a

cravon portrait, is to lay in all the tints with a piece of fish-bone. If the fibre of the ]3aper

leather or paper stump. Proceed with the should become loosened, wet it a little on the

complexion first, beginning with the lights. back with weak alum-water.

Proceed from highest lights to deepest Should vellum be used for pastel portrait

shades, put tliem in with equal strength, and work, select a piece with smooth, even texture

blending the middle tones with great care, in and prepare the surface according to the

order to unite the lights and shades by imper- method described. Vandyke worked on I he

ceptible gradations. When all the tints are in, principle that there was no color in the shade

which give /or;/t, tv/or :ind c-x/ressio/i, take (he of flesh. In this ]3rinciple lies the art of

fore or little finger and lilend tiiem into perfect delicate tints. A\'oid all harshness of expres-

harmony. This method \\'ill soften not only sion in pastel uork ; the charm of the picture

the spirit of the color, but the tone of the lies in a soft, e\'en finish.

whole work. Right here the necessity of hav- In landscape-work harder crayons, mann-

ing a clear and forcible sketch to begin with factured expressly for this purpose are used,

is apparent. When the blending is com- The following list comprises the best coloi's

—
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white, Ilalian chalk, straw color and ycl- are ver)' helpful also in the near |)arls of the

low in shades deepening from pale-\el- ]jictnre. Break off a fragment of crayon,

low to brown tints. In blue, begin with suited in size to the object to be drawn, using

azure and get all the intermediate tones be- the sharp edge of the fracture of the ciayou to

tu'een this anil very dark ones. In gray the work on. After your work is drawn in with

|.iale and deep, tlic neutral and the very w arm the Conte, tint with the necessar_\' colors,

tones are available. In red all the shades This is done much in the same way as the

from delicate pink up to Indian red, are glaze in oil painting is effectetl. Lay on

like!)' to be needed, wliile in black Conte your colors so as to gain transparency of fin-

crayons Nos. I, 2 and 3, will suffice. ish ; a\'oid opaque effects. Finish your pict-

The white Italian chalk is used not only ure with sharp, crisp touches, made with the

for the lightest touches, but to blend and broken edge of the colored crayons,

qualify all the other crayons. The Conle To fix the drawing: To five ounces of dis-

crayons Nos. I and 2 are used for outlining
;

tilled \'inegar add not quite two ounces of

No. 3 is used for reducing the tones of other ising-glass. Pour into one quart of hot

colors. water, and set in a warm place, stirring often

In the manipulation of the crayon for land- with a wooden stick. \\'hen the ising-glass is

scape there are many points of difference dissoh'ed, filter the liquid carefulK' through

from portrait work. Break off; a portion of paper, place in a bottle and pour in slouly

your crayon and apply it flat or lengthwise to a small glass of spirits of wine. Cork the

the paper on which you are working. In this bottle and shake well. This makes an excel-

way, a lightness of tint, not otherwise obtain- lent fixing liquid, which is applied as follows,

able is produced. Rub the color in with the Arrange the picture, crayoned side down-

index and middle fingers into the texture ot wards, placing a soft pad under each corner,

the paper. The thumb, and in large land- so that the drawing will not touch the table,

scapes even the palm of the hand may he Apply the liquid with a good sizetl brush to

also used. Continue these tintings until _\ou the back, and go over it the second time, but

get the pi-oper tone, working and blending more lightly, until the crayoned surface is

your colors together as they require. In this well penetrated. Spread the liquid evenlv

way the flat tints of the sky are laid. Upon over the back of the picture, then turn the

these superpose the clouds, using the crayon work, face upwards, to dr\'. A jjicture thus

as before described. Bring the breadth of fixed may be \'arnished if desired, but before

the sk_\' below the line of the horizon. Use being \-arnished should be given a coat of

this as a base for marking out llie distant strong solution of ising-glass, to which has

mountains or other far-away objects in your been added one third spirits of wine. The

picture. Blend and re]5eat these tones until same method of fixing can be used for cravon

the work appears just right. work placed on canwas.

The middle distance and near objects are Colored crax'ons are also used for finishing

made b_\- the neutral tints. Continue the use large floral and bird designs on jjlush. The

of broken pieces of crayon, working tliem design is first given a rough coat of while,

horizontally or holding them in whatever posi- laid on I'ather heavy. When dry, it is re-

tion Ijest suits the work. In sky and distance touched with the colored cra\'ons, the colors

use the Conte- crayons Nos. i and 2
;
these being used [in reference to shades) as in oil
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work. Birds ot Paradise are very handsome, be painted on pastel paper and the work

finished in tliis way. Large Peacocks, and a fixed in the manner described. A skilful

design comprising an "Eagle, Shield and arlist can also retouch large designs on satin

P'lng," with roses and pansies decorating the with tlie colored crayons. The possibilities

shield, result \-ery effectively by this process. of crayon work are numerous, and new ideas

The " Eagle, Shield and Flag " design may regarding it will develop with experience.

"Trifles Liglit as yiton^s ii] tt?,e ^lir."

The poetic chronicler of the Queen of grotescjuries are admired, on principle, and

Sheba's time-renowned journey says that in she argued that anything really pretty as well

them " the wise may find some useful lesson as Japanesque would certainly be worlli

to enrich the mind, some truth designed to achieving. So she selected three of the pret-

profit or to please." This is what a bright tiest of her Japanese paper squares and tacked

woman of to-day found in some Japanese them, face down, upon a table where they need

paper trifles. The " trifles " were square in not be disturbed for a few hours, because

shape and measured about nine inches either their obverse sides were to be coated with a

way. Some were figured in a unique, some in thin sizing of white glue. The little shelves in

a grotesque manner with Japanese art studies, the table she covered with thin layers of cotton

and with hieroglyphical figures, and none of batting and over this tacked smooth wrapping

them had cost over ten cents, most of them paper of a light tint. When tlie Japanese

only five cents each. She had often seen squares were thoroughly dry, they were quite

them made into sachets, and panels, but her firm and she laid them smoothly over the wrap-

most pressing want was for something that ping paper, using a suspicion of glue about

would do to cover a tiny table, ha\'ing two their edges to secure them. When slipped into

shelves below the top, and long slender legs, place they are entirely enclosed by the franie-

The woodwork was painted a light shade of work of the table and with a queer shaped

grayish blue and picked out with silver in Japanese vase upon the lower shelf, a gro-

places, and in the Japanese paper there was tesquely faced gentleman of Japan upon the

some silver and considerable of the bluish-gray other, and a little lacquered tray for cards

tint. Hence the inspiration. Plush of that upon the top, the idea and the purpose it

peculiar shade of bluish-gray was expensive serves are brought into harmonious perfec-

and the table was onl)- one of many things tion. An open Japanese fan hangs from one

required or desired by the mistress of a pretty corner and— well it certainly is as prett}' as

ciittage who confessed herself the possessor many boudoir tables which cost generous

of plentv of leisure, was justifiably conscious sums. Not as durable perhaps, but then it

of her good taste and not ashamed of the fact can be re-covered whenever occasion requires,

that her financial outlay must be very guarded, and it is no more liable to show defacements

nor bv that fact deterred from tr\'ing to make than many of the highly polished or decorated

her surrounflings artistic and worthy of admi- articles in fashionable vogue. Best of all, it

ration. She knew that a great many Japanese supplies a want without creating another.
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CHAPTER XXVI.

DECeRiiTlBN 0P DAISIES IN 0'IL GQliQRS.

<=il>-iiiA
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N both of these designs the flowei's

are grouped in a manner charmingly

graceful and appropriate for the

dL-coralion of almost any article for

which hand-painting is suitable. In

preparing a palette for ihem, silver-

white, lemon-vellow, pink-madder, emerald and

chrome-green are the colors usually selected,

some artists also drawing upon the color-bo.x

for a little brown-madder, to be used with the

greatest reserve. After the daisy-petals have

been painted in white and allowed to dry, tlie

centers mav be put in with lemon-yellow and

the petals retouched with white, to which a

little pink-madder has been added. A faint

line of brown-madder around the yellow

center accents the growth of the petals. In

mi.xing the greens, about equal parts will be

needed, but if the color of the background

throw them into a vivid or too strong light,

the prQ|xirtion of the darker maybe increased.

In treating any design the first coat of

paint should be allowed ample time to dry

before adding the finishing touclies. In

painting daisies the petals should likewise be

given sufficient time to dr)- before the yellow

centers are added. Take up the paint on the

point of the brush and paint from the top

downwards, allowing tlie color to spread

toward the margins, and being careful not to

go beyond them. While it is true that in oils

a false movement is often less disastrous than

in water-colors, still each stroke of the brush

should count and there should be no evidence

of careless or labored brush work. The

hand should be trained to hold the brush at

any angle required.

A great many flower-subjects requiie that it

should l)e held almost perpendicularly. Too

much stress cannot be laid on the caution to

clean all the paint out of a brush before using

it for another color.

If the design is to be |iainted on plush a

sizing will render tlie fabric more responsive

to the brush and at the same time prevent it

from absorbing too much paint. A recipe for

sizing is gi\'en in another chapter. Some

artists find a solution of gum arable sufficient,

and apply it \'ery lightly to the surface to hold

the nap down. Plush having a short, thick

gloss\' pile is preferable to any other varietv,

and experts scarcely ever use sizing.

Among the various articles for which these

designs are suitable decorations, are hand-

kerchief-cases, fan-bags, sachets, pincushions,

bureau and chair scarfs, lambrequins and
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other articles of use and lieautw Silk and live selection. It is sometimes called "artists'

satin are the most ad\'isable selections for velvet." Practice will enaljle e\'en the novice

backgroiuids, unless the worker feels sure of to use almost an)' material, but a fabric with a

her ability to develop a good effect upon speciall)' absorbent or repellant te.xture is not

plush and other fabrics ha\'ing a pronounced the best to begin upon. Experience will teach

nap. Moleskin is a favorite and \erv effec- which to select and which to avoid.

'M^
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CHAPTER XXVII.

DEG0RilT-i0N 0F RZRhM% m 01L G0lr0RS.
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^"^^'^ '^^ growing azaleas, of counterfeit resemblance betrays laborious

P-J y>^ ili/WF'lh the variety which is almost efforts to introduce, with their adapted pose,

uniformly white, but has the same conditions which exist in their nat-

dashes of rose color that, ural growths and groupings, the effect will

by contrast, look quite be far from satisfactory, even though the

vivid, is the best study for color effect in general be excellent. The

this decoration ; but if azalea, having thin semi-transparent pelnl;;,

such aid cannot be naturally takes on a cool and somewhai

secured any one who has a correct impression greenish tint, the latter quality being partly

of the appearance of the flowers may, with due to the abundance of foliage which dis-

the aid of the outlines provided by the tinguishes the plant, and which is especially

engravings, depict them with all their natural- noticeable in the single varieties. TJie

ness and grace. The conventional pose to scarcity of foliage in the designs pictured in

which their application as decorations sub- the present instance, reduces the greenish

jecls them need not rob them altogether of reflection in the blossoms, but does not oblit-

the effect of light and shade, to which their erate it entirely. For the shadows in their

delicate, silky texture is so sensiti\'e and so deepest tones a verv little bvumt-umber may

responsive, but it must necessarily limit the be used, but it is wiser to de|:iend on a trifle

plav of light and shade. Nevertheless the of black in the deepest effects than to run the

skill with which the shadows are worked up danger of introducing too broad an effect

has much to do with the success of the deco- with this color, which has a very seducli\'e

ration. Indeed it creates the difference influence upon the brush of an amateur,

between wdiat may be called a natural and a Sufiicient deptli of tone, with an agreeable

forced effect. Sprigs of azaleas might be warmth, may be imparted bv using cobalt

placed in the position indicated without los- with Naples-yellow and cndmium. The petals

ing their characteristic grace and beaiitv ; should not be too heaviU' ].iainted ; silver-

and, thus placed, thev might be painted to white is used for them and, exce]it where high

appear harmonious and artistic, but if the lights are essential, is not \'ery thickly laid
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on. This statement must not, howcxer, be ail witii coiovs wili understand wliicii are most

interpreted to mean tliat tlie texture is not in liarniony witli tlie ground sliade. Sucli

well covered. Tlie streaks of rose-color are treatment is not in opposition to tlie artistic

put in with irregular strol^es so as to bring law of following nature, because, even in na-

out the natural effects seen ui the flowers. ture, all visible effects owe their salient points

In the buds the color must be applied with to contrasts and combinations. The illustra-

careful consideration for the undeveloped nat- tions under consideration suggest that the

itral hues. The half-formed petals, wrapped sprigs were taken from near the top of the

in their folds, hold little, if any, sunlight, and growing stalk, and they would naturally be

should be painted in cool, opaque, but not more tender and delicate both in color and

too heavy tints. fibre than those growing lower down. These

For the foliage the greens used may vary sprays may be elTectively developed as decn-

according to the fabric selected for the back- rations for sachets, handkerchief-cases, fane;,

^^round, and anv one who has experimented at book-covers and various olher articles.

-©DO- ; • :oczxxx ;^^?i:r<>- :' :o'3^5-
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CHAPTER XXVIII.

FL0(13ER PAinTlHG 10 01LS.

Flower Painting in Oils

on Textile Fabri.cs.

'JiU^'> any one who aims

to do decorative

painting tlie ability

to slvetcli tlie out-

lines of a design is

advantageous, but

not indispensable, and, while a

little stud}' and practice will en-

able self-taught artists to copy

an\- decorative design, lack of

time or inclination to do this need not debar

a novice from attempting to paint ; because a

great man\- designs for artistic work can be

procured read\' for stamping upon the fabric.

Special designs may be pi'epared for trans-

ferring by the following process : Over any

design for decorative work contained in this

book or obtainable elsewhei'e, lay tough trans-

parent paper and draw the outlines with a

pencil. Perforate these outlines with a trac-

ing-wheel or b\- la\'ing them under Ihe foot of

a sewing-machine and going over them with

the needle, unthreaded, as if you were sev.'ing.

This will perforate them very evenly, and if

the design be too intricate to go over all the

details, the latter may be perfected by obser\--

ing the original and using a tracing-wheel

upon them. Having proceeded thus far the

perforated paper is laid upon the article to

be decorated, with the rough side up, and a

little blue powder is rubbed upon the pattern.

A pad or roller for applying the powder is

easily made from a spool covered with flannel

or cliamois. The paper should be held in

place by weights ; and after the powder has

been rubbed into the perforations the pat-

tern may be removed, a clean paper laid

over the design and pressed slowly with a

moderately hot iron. Upon plush the design

may be transferred with stamping ink, which

will ]3ass through the perforations of paper

having a tnugh fibre. White powder may be

used upon dark, and blue upon light goods.

In copying a design that is thickly covered

the principal lines may be traced, and if the

others be too intricate to follow them in the

manner described, they ma_\' be added with a

colored pencil after the stamping has been

done,— it being easy even for a beginner to

perfect the pallern if the outlines and princi-

pal divisions are correctl\' placed.

It is presumed that the first lessons will be
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ta'Kcn upon simple selections from the floral

kingdom and after a tew experiments with the

contents of the color-box. A spray of wild

roses is a good selection, though its mention is

not intended to convev the idea that it is one

requiring but little skill in its treatment ; for

this flower is susceptible to most artistic

effects.

Among the colors which may be considered

necessary to an outfit are the following : Black

and white (no matter if according to some

persons these are said to be, not colors, but

the absence of all color), yellow, blue, red,

brown and green. This list is a short one,

and if it comprised all the tints and tones

which the flower-painter requires the art of

painting would be simplified immeasurably,

but of each of these there are shades, and

shades, and shades, some of which the color-

isl calls tones and some tints, and liow to pro-

duce them and which to use are perplexing

questions to the novice. If the beginner does

not aspire bej'ond decorative work in conven-

tional designs the problem is still easily

solved, for the color-man has evolved from and

expanded the list of colors mentioned into a

number of prepared tints which supply the

majority of the natural hues seen in flowers.

The following list comprises the tones and

tints required for the class of flou'ers usually

selected by students of decorati\'e art, and

while it is not by any means intended to con-

vey the idea that the requirements of flower

painting, in the way of color, are limited to

the list enumerated it will serve as a guide to

those who do not wish to provide a large out-

fit and are jxizzled by the list of colors which

is offered them to select from by dealers.

A ]5ractical color-box mav contain the follow-

ing : Cadniium-\ellow in two shades, the

light or No. I, and the dee|3est tint, which

enters into the rich dark shades in nastur-

tiums and similar flowers
;
lemon-\-ellow, In-

dian-)-ellow, King's-yellow and chrome-yellow

—the latter is in four shades one of which, the

lightest, is sufficient for the beginner.

Light-red will serve many purposes, being

susceptible of numerous gradations. A'^ermil-

ion, both alone and mixed with yellow or car-

mine, is equally valuable. Raw and burnt

Sienna and raw and burnt unfljer are both

extremely useful and have a wide range of

values. Permanent-blue, Antwerp-blue and

cobalt-blue are capable of yielding, when

lightened or darkened, the blue tones and tints

most in demand for flower painting, but Prus-

sian-blue may be added to the list. Terre-verte,

Verona-brown, rose-madder, pink-madder,

Vandyke-brown, ivory-black, chrome-green in

its light and deep shades, and (if you hesitate

to experiment in the production of this need-

ful color) in its middle tone as well, will com-

plete the number that need be purchased until

some degree of proficiencv has been acquired.

For brushes, Nos. 2, 4, 6, 8 and 12 sables,

with a No. 3 bristle brush, all having long

handles, will suffice
;
of course you must have

a palette of hard wood or porcelain, a palette-

knife and, for using with some of the yellows

a horn or i\'ory spatula, a small bottle of pale

drying-oil and a little turpentine to be used as

a mixer. Having provided all these things

and a drawing-board the beginner may hope

to proceed with the consciousness that she

has excellent facilities for develo]:)ing her in-

herent taste. It is not unlikel\-, howevei,

that if she be unacquainted with the proper-

tics of different colors and their effect upon

each other she will feel some diffidence in

mixing, and for her benefit the following sug-

gestions regarding color mixtuies are included

in this chapter.

Ivorv-black and kremnitz-wliite may be

mixed to produce \arious gray tints, and a

little practice gives the exact proportions for

shading wliite flowers.
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\\'avni, delicate gra\s are produced bv mix- Drown-madder, used alone, has a reddish-

iiig \ello\\-ochre, coball-lilue and rose-mad- brown tint, aird Vandyke-brown, alone, a dark

tier ; where the greatest depth is required a tone,

touch of black ma)- be added. Vermilion or scarlet-lake alone gives a

Rose-madder and permanent-blue, with a bright red, rescmbliirg brick-red. Carmine

slight touch of carmine, yield a deep royal alone gives a darker and softer red, and

purple, and by increasing the proportion of mi.xed with crimsoir-lake yields still softer

rose-madder the lighter shades may be shadings,

produced. A tint between yellow and green, frecjuently

Yellow and blue in varying proportions pro- in demand, is obtained by using greenish

duce several different shades of green, and Naples-\"el!ow.

the addition of a little rose-madder renio\'es I\-ory-black alone gi\-es deep black,

the tendency toward crudeness. Brownish red, wdiich differs from reddish

Green, of the brownish hue frecjuently seen brown only in hax'ing more brown than red in

in autumn foliage and in rose stems, may be it, is produced by the use of burnt-carmine,

compounded of raw-uiiiber and chrome-vellow. It appears in the dark spots in dark yellow

A beautiful range of cool greens is produced nasturtiums.

by mixing brown-ochre and Antwerp-blue. The secrets of the color-box cannot long

Raw-.Sienna, burnt-Sienna and Antwerp-blue baffle anybody who resolutely sets to work

produce deep olive greens. to learn them, and takes for models natural

Terre-\-erte, without any supplementary studies,

color, gives a rich dark green possessing con- A pane of glass is a convenient addition

siclerable depth of tone. to the amateur's outfit, because the separate

Chrome-yellow added to chrome-green No. colors can be mixed upon it and then trans-

I, produces a brilliant light green. ferred to the palette. A painting apron,

Burnt-Sienna alone is a warm, light-brown. ample enough to protect the dress, and a pair

Rose-madder and wdiite may be mixed to of outside sleeves (unless the apron be ]3ro-

give an infinite \'ariety of pink shades ; and vided with sleeves) are essential to the para-

very rich pink shades are also developed by pk.ernalia of an amateur, wdio is quite apt to

using geranium-lake. decide important color problems with her

The entire gamut of light \ellow shades brush poised at a dangerous angle,

may be produced by uniting lemon-)-ellow and Bear in nrind that all mixing of colors

wdiite. King's-yellow, used alone, is delicate. should be done before apphang them to the

Prussian-blue, without any admixture, gives goods and that a brush should be cleaned

a good dark shade of blue ;
cobalt-blue alone before dipping it from one color into an-

produces a medium and very clear shade, and other.

permits of adding considerable white accord- All work should be allowed to dr)- before

ing to the tint desired. removing the tacks wdiich lirjld the fabric in

For very light blue, considerable latitude place upon the board,

is permitted, permanent-blue and wdiite being In painting upon satin, ]")ale (_lr\dng-oil used

frequently mixed, though many artists com- sparingly is a good mixer, but on plush and

bine all shades of light blue to produce the velvet, the penetrating qualities of turpentine

tint sought. are \'aluable.
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Megilp is preferred by some artists for mix-

ing light Colors.

Sicative Conrtray is a valuable dryer for

dark colors, which are naturally slow dryers.

It should not be used with light colors, as it

ini|3airs their brillianc\".

Soft brushes are best adapted to satin, and

clipped sables or fine bristle ones to \elvel

and plush. To clip a sable brush, use sharp

scissors and trim it diagonally at the sides

and then take off a little of the top. Fine,

medium and medium-coarse brushes are use-

ful for fabric painting.

In painting flowers have if possible the nat-

ural blossoms within sight. If this is not

practicable the amateur cannot do better than

to avail herself of a good study. In looking

at a study, however, she should avoid bring-

ing it within too close range. It should be

placed where the subject is shown in the most

favorable light, and the aim should be to work

for the same result.

If the fabric requires sizmg and the design

is a spreading one which leaves much of the

surface uncovered it is best to draw or stamp

the design and then apply the sizing only to

the portions that are to be painted.

There are many points which the student

will learn by experience, and among them are

the amount of moisture the brush will carry,

how much the fabric will receive and how

much time is needed for drying by various

colors. Indeed it is only by experience that

these and other details are acquired. It is

wise, however, to always press the brush

against the side of the palette before carrying

it to the fabric, and to give body-colors time

to dry before attempting to retouch them.

When attempting a large piece of work an

easel is necessary and a rest or mahl-stick

for the hand is essential to the protection of

the work. Most artists prefer a north light.

It may be added that the worker should sit so

that the light will fall over the left shoulder.

Odors of Jlraby.

Beauty dispenses them nowadays every

time she wa\-es her fan, and this is one of the

ways she contrives to imprison within its

dainty texture the faint aroma of her choice.

She makes a bag that is long and narrow, using

for it velvet, ribbon or plush, in two highly or

slightlv contrasting colors, or perhaps in a

uniform tint. The top she turns in to form a

frilled heading above a casing in which she

runs narrow ribbons to draw in opposite direc-

tions and by these she suspends the bag after

she has placed in it a tin\' bit of gauze con-

taining cotton sprinkled with sachii powder.

In this bag she places the fans that she

carries most frequently and she argues wisely

when she says that it is a more convenient

receptacle for them than a frail box, besides

being a very attractive bit of color when hung

near her dressing-case. A pretty bag is made

of crcssoii ribbon and crimson plush. An-

other is of olive and pink gros-giain ribbon

and still another is of heliotrope Surah. I'\in

bags mav be made of pretty scraps left o\er

from larger articles ; ornamented with painted

jjictures of the blossoms from which their

odor is derived they are useful and pretty.
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CHAPTER XXIX.

PfilDTlMC m GLASS.

)0]ME of the most effective expo- methods of working out different designs are

sitions 01 dccoratu'e ail are given.

ilevelo|)ed on glass. ^Mirrors, table The art of painting on glass requires no

screens, etc., embellished with the special preparation beyond the knowledge

ii Ijrush become veritable works of which applies with ecjual force to all other

i-'ua.'KE No. I.

—

Uecokativk Foljjinc .Sckeen.

art; in the choice of subjects for their orna- branches of decorative art. Of course the

mentation personal fancy is allowed full play. glass should be free from soil or linl, clear

In this cha]5ter tliree illustrations showing the and of a good quality.
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Decorative Folding Screen. Upon one panel is painted a stalk of old-fash-

Figure No. i.—This screen is a very pretty ioned hollyhocks; upon another, a hop-vine

ornament for a table or dressing-case. It is shown, while upon the third a cluster of

Figure No. 2.

—

Ornamental Mirror.

Figure Nu. 3.

—

Lanijscai-e Tainting on a Mirror.

comprises three panels, which are united by forget-me-not sprays is grouped. The holly-

ribbons |3assed through perforations made hocks are painted in the streaked red shades

near the lop and bottom, and prettil)' bowed. peculiar to one variety of these blossoms,
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their foliage being in quite dark siiades of two panels may be purchased at .sh(jps

green even in its tenderest portions. The where artists' supplies are kept. They are in

stalk lias a brown-green tinge, but the effect both gr(Hnid and plain glass, and their sha|:)e is

of the entire subject is sunny and spirited, duplicated in celluloid and other semi-trans-

and any one who has ever seen these sturdy parent materials,

flowers growing will understand that a truth-

ful representation of them could not be other- Ornamental Mirror.

wise. The exact tints recjuired for the various Figure No. 2.— This mirror has consider-

parts of the subject are easily deteimined by abl\- more frame than glass in its composi-

a little study, and it may be added tliat these sition, the proportions being regulated, how-

bold, single-petalled flowers are among the ever, with a view to producing a very unique

best that an amateur can select for experi- effect. The wood is given a tinted back-

ment. The coloring of both leaf and blossom ground and upon it a floral design is painted,

varies with the ditterent stages of their growth. The picture merely suggests the posing and

and in the same group, stalks bearing bios- general arrangement, but the idea illustrated

soms of differing colors are usually seen, con- coidd be carried out no matter what selec-

sequently any list of colors which might be tions were made. The bird and butterfly may

mentioned as suitable would embrace nearly be of any \'arieties which the artist admires,

the entire number found in a well-supplied A''"er\' beautiful mirrors framed and decorated

color-box. White, red, pink and variegated in this fashion are seen in ladies' boudoirs,

hollyhock blossoms work up well on glass. and one that is especially worthy of being

The hop-vine in its early growth is a tender pronounced artistic has a design of wild roses

vellowish green, there being but little dift'er- and clematis painted upon a dark back-

ence in color between the leaves and the ground that gi'adually lightens into a sky-

growing ho|)s. The canons of decorative art blue toward the top and graceful!}' fades into

do not, however, compel the artist to adhere a cloudy mist. A flight of swallows flying

strictl)' to this fact in treating the subject. downward, as if about to light upon the

Considerable depth of tone may be imparted mass of bloom adds animation to the eftect.

to the foliage especially in its heavier jjortions.

It should be remembered that the vine is
Landscape Painting on a Mirror.

posed in an attitude the reverse of that wiiich Figure No. 3.—Quite an ambitious sub-

it assumes in growing, this also being in ac- ject for mirror decoration has been under-

cordance with the laws goxerning its adapta- taken. 'I'he scene is a wintr\- one and

bilitv to decorative purposes. cannot, of course, be accurately delineated in

The forget-me-nots on the third panel the s|jace given to the illustration. Some

afford an excellent opportunit\' to the artist suggestions may however be given which will

who delights in bringing out the decorati\'e be of value to amateur artists. No in-

possibilities of fine blossoms. A glance at structor can, however, hope to equal nature

the natural blossoms re\'eals a great manv as a teacher, and it is tlierefore assumed tliat

shades of blue, and in the painting these are the artist will have obser\'ed closely before

all reproduced bv dainty touches with a fine beginning to ]3aint, so as to be able to carrv

brush. the impression of natural snow and ice and

Screens of this style or those composed of a clear frosty atmosphere. Supposing the
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scene on liie mirror to be illuminated by a when completed suggesting rather than indi-

sunset glow which permeates its gray \\intry eating the green shade. The snow of course

tones and brings out the brilliancy of its suggests the use of white primarily, but its

gleaming \\hite lights, we would suggest for position and the reflections it receives may

the palette white, black, light-red, light- involve the use of ever)' color on tlie palette,

green, and cadmium-orange. After laying in its high lights being preserved however in all

the heavy shadows with black, red, and their purity and crispness. These should not

orange blended into' deep cool tones, the run into each other, and to avoid the soiled,

naked stump of a tree mav be painted with indistinct effect which too often characterizes

white, black, light red and orange cadmium, the efforts of amateurs in this branch, they

shading it so as to bring out its lights as well should be touched on after the deeper tones

as its sliadows. The sky tints will merge have had time to dry. A final caution may

from light to dark, the haze along the horizon be added in the following words. Remember

being soft and slightly roseate compared with that a snow scene or Northern winter land-

the colder hues. White, cadmium-orange, scape should not hint of the tender greens,

light red and black will give its hues, and the soft skies and leafy luxuriousness of June,

heavier clouds may be intensified by increas- It may be spirited, have life and color and be

ing the proportion of black and red. The quite as susceptible to intelligent treatment as

dark perennial foliage which is suggested by a landscape that tells of the awakening of

tlie illustration will require to be treated in a birds, the blossoming of flowers and the life

wav that will suggest its permanency and yet of all Naim-e, but it must not suggest that

keep it in harmony with the other attributes it has borrowed its animation from a season

of the scene. To bring out its deep shadowy that is passed or hint of one to come, because

tones the entire list of colors mentioned for if it does this the subject is no longer a winter

the palette may be drawn upon, the eifect scene.

a
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CHAPTER XXX.

PA'INT'IRG m PL'AQUES.

f^^^&^f^ -t" all the numerous varieties of

UM-vLf decorative art, none is more popu-

^;<i.'4 lar or pleasinc: than that of pkrque

•''"^^
painting. The plaques are obtain-

aljle ill wood, porcelain, china, papier machc,

metal, etc., and are found in the ordinary

plaque or plate form, oval, square and oblong
;

the square and oblong often being bent or cut

a\va\' at the corners to form picturescpie lines.

They are decorated in floral and other de-

signs, as the taste of the artist mav suggest.

J\[anv of the wood placpies are decorated

upon their surface, leaving the grain of the

wood to furnish the background, and when

selected in bird's-e3'e maple and other hand-

some grainings, the effect is charming. The

metallic plaques are equalK' attractive, and

those made of papi,T niac/ic, which ma\' be

bought bronzed in gold, sih'cr. copper and

(jiher colors, have man\' admirers. If one

desiies a shaded or different colored back-

ground from those obtainable read}' for use

at the shops, the desired colors may be easily

ajaplied in free and heavy strokes with a brush

and the shading may be done in any artistic

wa\-.

The subject for decorating the plaque hav-

ing been chosen, the outline should be deli-

catel}' indicated, after \Yhich the background

is applied before beginning to paint the flow-

ers or other designs. This enables the artist

to retain the outline of the subject in relief

from the background, which, if it were ap|)lied

after the finishing up of the sukjject, would be

likely to interfere with the lines of the decora-

tion. If the method suggested lie followed,

the flowers will stand out in much stronger

relief than if otherwise treated.

Mistakes are often made b\' amateurs in

selecting too massive and confused a subject.

It is better to make such choice as will give

\'alue to each identical leaf and blossom, at

the same time avoiding all that will ha\'e

ungraceful lines. Pretty subjects for begin-

ners are the dewberr\' or running blackben'\'

vine, with ilie colors seen in earb' autumn,

when one not infrequenllv finds the rich ripe

berr\- with the green and red in different

stages of maliu'it\', growing upon the same

blanch with brightly tinted foliage. The

sumach, with the bunches of deep red berries

and the brightest possible colored lea\'es.

The wild asters and field daisies, the eglan-

tine and dogwood, are all good selections.
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Autumn lea\-cs are also effective, and can be skillfulK- worked. In several of (lie chapters

sketched from the branch, when the steins of " Needle and Brush " will be found out-

of the leaves are soft and supple. If the lines of grapes, and sprays of flowers and

artist is not readv at the time to finish up foliage, sections of which can be easily taken

the subject, the leaves may be pressed and for plaque decoration. We would suggest

used as suggested for the distribution of color that, unless the imitation of some piece of

when oppoitunity affords. When subjects china or a conventional design be selected,

Figure Xu. i.— Plaijue, Mounted un an Easel.

consisting of fruit, grain, or hca\-y clusters of the effect is much more artistic if the sprays

liowers are 10 Lie worked up, it is unwise to come from the edge near the sitle, inclining

gi\-e too mill. li detail to the hea\-ier portion of to the center and outer edges, rather than

tlie subject. The sprays iu the foregi-ound, with their stems beginning exactly at the

VAAV, ]iowe\'er, be worked up in strong relief. fjottom. If. however, bundles of violets or

I'.nth oil and water colors arc used, and anemone, etc., be chosen, the\- may be ar-

each produces equally gratifying effects if ranged in one, two or more groups of dilferent
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sizes, slioH'ing llie tuft of foliage at the bot- duced by the introduction of powdered glass,

toni, with the blossoms exteuiling in a natural or, diamond tlust as it is called
; this is dis-

\va\', as they are often taken from the soil. tributed as a frosting upon the surface of the

Birds, butterflies, bees and different insects picture.

are always in order, and in the country one Bunches of pears, a branch of brilliantly

is never at a loss for natural subjects. The colored crab-apple, or of deep rich purple

FiGi-RE Xo. 2.

—

Traii.ixc.-Arkutus Design for a Plaijue.

owl, which seems to be an undying popular plums, form pretty fruit subjects, while the

subject, can be easily traced from the outline nodding heads of the finer grain, such as oats,

illustrated on another page of " Needle and barley and wheat, and ears of corn in their

Brush." many colors of red, yellow and brown, thrown

Heads, landscapes, snow scenes, etc., are into relief against the husk, with its delicate

pretty subjects for plaques, and permit of manilla colors, form pretty subjects for dining-

strono- and artistic effects. When winter room plaques, while for the library or living-

views are chosen, a frosty effect may be pro- room, the head of the faithful dog, or pussy
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asleep upon the rug', a singing canary or other sesses advantages over most other branches

household pets are suitable. of decorative art in the inexpensive nature of

A great variety of frames mav be made at its requirements. A small wire, wood, or

home with happy results to serve as a border plush-co\-ered easel is a suitable rest for a

f^ir the plafjues that are made to hang. These, plaque that is not to be hung upon the wall,

however, are by no means essential, as nearly and a prett\- disposal is therefore practicable

Fi(;uRE Xo. 3.— Swi-;et-Pea Design E(jk a Plaque.

all plaques are provided \\'ith a ring by which in any part of a room where a bit of color or

to liau"' them. ornamentation is desired.

I'laque-i-.ainting is in itself a fascinating Sable and camel'sdiair brushes are be.st for

emplovment, and anyone possessing even a painting plaques and in the application of cnl-

modicum of artistic ability may develop it into ors, etc., the same rules which govern their use

a most pleasing accomplishment. It pos- in other branches of decorative art hold good;
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The (out- stiklies which ilhistrate this chap- artistic device and it is also a good subject

tei" suggest an agreeable variety in the range for a student, as in a single specimen a wide

of subjects from which selections may be range of sliades var\ing from a deep rose-pink

made. Figure No. i is a landscape painted to a pale white arc often observable, while ihe

on a concave round placjue and mounted on foliage in most instances presents a rusl\' con-

an easel, which is draped with a silk scarf. trast enlivened only by a few polished green

Marine views are favorite subjects with those leaves.

Figure No. 4.

—

Thistle Design for (Mildnc; ri.AQuE.

who are skilful in counterfeiting the ^'arious The sweet-pea blossoms pictured at I''igure

hues which water assumes; but the amateur No. 3 aie among Nature's most beautiful orna-

will do well to avoid choosing too ambitious ments. and they are es]iecially suitable for

or ekif)orate s\ibjects in either line. plaque decoration, because they permit of

At h'itjure No. 2 a s]jrav of trailing-arbutus almost any method of posing,

and a few grasses which might ha\'e been At Figure No. 4 a design in \va\side thistles

pulled with it from its hiding-jilace are shown. is illusfralcfl. These ma\' be |)ainted in the

Idle flower is rjne that is \'er\- effecli\e in any purple and red shades in which tlie\- are oilen-
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est seen, with green in two or three shades appearance of the leaves. Very light touches

tending from dark toward a light yellowish are essential in all the details. Mauve-lake

tint for the caly.x; of each. The light fluffy used as it comes from the tubes, intensified

effect, characteristic of the ball or blossom with rose-madder and paled with white is a

should be carefully preserved as well as the good color for the blossoms, the added tints

prickly aspect of the stalk and the horny giving a satisfactory range of shades.

r ^r-^^f^^-r-.r-^-^^.f\

^lutim^i] Lteaves as Decoratioiis.

The beauty of autumn foliage as a decora-

tion is best developed by breaking the leaves

in small boughs and twigs instead of singly

from the tree. Press them between old

newspapers under heavy weights, changing

the papers every day for three days and then

on alternate days until there is no evidence of

moisture from the leaves. Nature's tinting

and grouping cannot be surpassed, and when

the boughs are fastened about an arch, above

pictures, or any place where such a decoration

is suggested by the available space, you will

be glad that you did not pick the leaves off,

one by one. Ferns, grasses, cat-tails, oats,

wheat or any kind of flora gathered with a

view to its use as a decoration should be

dried in a dark place. Mosses, lichens, etc.,

may not show any difference in color, but they

are less liable to fall apart. A pretty decora-

tion for a hall comprises a small wooden box

covered with mosses and lichens gathered

from stone walls, rail fences, rocks and

meadows. The box is filled with bracken

and bitter-sweet and is placed on a bracket

underneath a mirror. Above the latter are

boughs of autumn leaves forming a graceful

semi-circle. The effect of the entire arrange-

ment is an artistic tribute to the taste that

designed it, and very beautifying to the place

in which it stands.

I
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CHAPTER XXXI.

THREE-FQIiD SCREEN AND DESIGNS FOR JEGeRATlNG IT.

HE screen illustrated at grades. A frame in the natural wood is often

P'igure No. i is com- purcliased and stained in imitation of a more

posed of tliree panels expensive variety, cherry, walnut and other

hinged together. The stains being easily made or procured. Gilded

frame ma\' be pur- and enamelled frames are also admired, and

chased iu a variety of those covered with plush, velours and other

P'lCURF, No. I. THRF.E-F(H.r> Si II IN

(For dcsJKiis ill full size Keleeted for decoraling this Sci-een see payees 2-36-353.)

woods, some of which are es]iecialh' hand- upholstery fabrics are especiallv handsome

some, while others are of the least expensive in rooms wliere the furniture is in harmony.
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An ebonized frame always associates harmo-

niously with all varieties of handsome furniture

and one of pine or maple simply coated with

shellac or varnish is in keeping with less

elaborate surroundings. The screen repre-

sented has an enamelled frame and one of ils

panels is of satin in a deep art-shade of old-

gold, while the panel on each side of this is

of the rich, mellow and yet lively tone called

old-blue. The reverse sides are uniformly

covered with sateen of the old-gold shade.

Tlie decoration is hand-painted and is done in

oil, all the subjects being treated in a bold, but

somewhat conventional manner. Each design

is given in six sections in this chapter, the per-

fected outlines being obtained by bringing to-

gether the edges marked with corresponding

letters of tlie alphabet. For instance edges

marked G are adjoining edges and so are

those marked H. The design may be traced

on transparent paper, and if the artist be suf-

ficiently expert to proceed without duplicating

the outlines upon the material the tracing

mav be pinned upon a large sheet of while

])aper and pinned up within sight for a study.

Ordinary tissue paper may be used to trace

on, a rather soft pencil being essential with

it, and even if the amateur feel the need of

having the exact outlines transferred to the

material she may obtain them from it by lay-

ing strong parchment paper over it, duplicat-

ing the design in pencil upon the latter, which

though semi-transparent is quite tough in

fibre. The parchment paper may be perfo-

rated with a tracing-wheel or with a sewing-

machine and the design transferred to the

fabric with powder or tracing ink. Tissue

paper is particularly recommended in this

connection because its texture permits of lay-

ing it over the page sections witliout the

danger of tearing which characterizes tougher

fibered paper. We would advise any one

who desires to make progress with each piece

of work to talce each design off by connecting

the sections, pin it up and then use it as a

guide in posing, etc., but those who lia\-e not

the time or inclination to acquire the art of

drawing and cannot lay in the colors without

having the outlines directly before them may,

of course, trace the design upon the material.

The subjects illustrated are eft'ective upon

canvas, artists' board, or any textile fabric in

vogue for the purpose and they may be

painted in water colors as well as in oils.

Any of the three designs may be selected for

a single fold screen and the poppies are

especially effective upon burlaps or matting.

The order in which the sections for each

design is put together is the order in which

they follow each other in the pages of this

book. For the first design the sections

marked A and B at their tops form the base,

as will be at once perceived on obser\'ation.

Then next to these come the sections marked

respectivelv A and B at their bases and C

and D at their tops. The remaining two

sections perfect the design, being joined to

the tops of the middle ones at their edges

marked C and D.

In the next design the sections marked ¥,

and F at their tops form the lower portion and

next to them come those marked E and F at

their lower parts and G and H at their tops,

the other two sections marked G and H at

their lower edges completing the design. In

the third and last design the base, or lower

portions, are those marlced I and J at their

tops, and those which come ne.\t to them are

marked I and J at their lower edges and K

and L at their tops, the remaining two sections

being of course marked K and L at their lower

edges. Each design is in the full size required

for a panel of such dimensions as is adapted

to anv screen of fasliionable size and shape.
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CHAPTER XXXII.

0ES1GMS F0R DEG0RATWE PiURTIMG.

study of Wild Roses for Painting

in Oils.

N this chapter a beautiful design

for the ornamentation of a panel,

a sachet, or any article to which

Tj^-^Tj- such a decoration is adapted, is

I T illustrated. It is divided, o\v-

*
I

* ing to the limitations of space,

'i • into two sections, that are joined

I

to produce the perfected design

'r by bringing together the corre-

sponding edges at the inside margins of the

two pages upon which it is illustrated, these

edges being designated b\' the letters E and

F. The following colors were used in paint-

ing the design : Kremnitz-white, rose-mad-

der, lemon-vellow, ivurv-black, burnt-sienna,

chrome-green and emerald-green. The entire

design maj- be first .sketched or stamped

upon the material (pro\-ided the worker does

not feel competent to ]5roceed without this

preliminary help), and it is then painted in

Kremnitz-white mi.xed with a little pale dry-

ing oil. .\fter this is dr)' the natural colors

are laid on the, leaves being palmed in the

two shades of green, «itli a liltle lenion-\'ellow

added to produce the light tints. The rose

petals and the pink portions of the buds vis-

ible between the bursting caly.xes are ]iainted

with rose-madder, cooled by nii.xing it uiih

white. \^'here the shadows are deepest a

faint touch of ivorj'-black gives the desired

effect. After the parts designated had be-

come dry the stamens were added with lemon-

yellow, and the tiny green spot in the center

of each rose put in with a fine brush dipjied

in pure chrome-green. The retouching of the

stems and caly.xes was done with burnt-sienna.

^^'hile it is not intended to cramp the

method of students by assuming that the same

study should always be painted in e.xactiv

the same colors, amateurs will find the list

enumerated a safe one to provide for this

design. If a natural study of wild roses can

be obtained, which is an easy matter in the

country, the artist may exjieriment with her

colors to bring out the various effects observ-

able in the growing sprays. Some roses will

he a deeper pink than others, some will have

irregular petals and some will have ver\- ten-

der foliage growing close to that which is

darker and more advanced in growth.

.\ beautiful illustration of the adaptability

of this design is a screen of oli\'e satin framed
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in brass, wilh the roses painted in the method Another instance in which this study is

described. The design is posed near the top developed with pleasing effect is in the deco-

oE the panel and from the largest rose a ration of a linen handkerchief-case which is

couple of i^etals have dropjjed out and appar- perfumed with rose sachet powder and has

ently being caught lo\\'er down. The effect its edges fringed out to form a pretty finish,

is especially artistic and natural. when they meet at the sides.

I]Qori]ii]g-(51ory Desigi], Paiiited ii| Oils for Decoratii^g a Pljotograpf^-Gase.

The case decorated with this design was

made of ecnc satin with narrow brown satin

ribbon laid on to form a lattice or trellis as

represented. The morning-glories, or, to give

them their more ambitious Latin name, the

convolvuli, were painted in the transparent,

roseate white, in the deep purple and the

pinkish lavender tones belonging to the nat-

ural blooms, and the effect when the edges of

the affair were bordered with metallic cord

was exquisite. The colors laid on the palette

for the design may be varied according to the

natural study or the artist's remembrance of

the growing blossoms. The purple ones may

be painted with permanent-blue and madder-

lake mixed with white and r\'ory-black, the

two latter colors being proportioned to pro-

duce the depth of tone required and raw-um-

ber and burnt-sienna being employed for the

shadfjws.

The light lavender or \irilet blossoms may

be painted with madder-lake, yellow-ochre,

permanent-blue and as much white as will

reduce them to the requisite tone. Those

which seem almost white are usually painted

in a warm, light gray made of white, yellow-

ochre, with a little madder-lake and cobalt.

To produce the high lights and the streaks of

color which flush the more delicate specimens

one must experiment.

Vcllow-ochre and madder-lake mixed with

white are effective for tlie lights. White and

light cadmium with just enough ivory-black

to cool down its yellowish tone agreeably

will give the shade needed for the streaks in

some blossoms ; for the pink dashes in others

madder-lake and white with a little ivory

black IS a satisfactory combination. Cobalt,

white and ivory-black may be mixed for blue

shadings, the color being deepened toward

the edges of the petals. Pink morning-glories

may be painted with white, yeliow-ochre,

madder-lake and as much black as \\\\\

deepen the tone to the degree seen in nature.

The vivid markings which distinguish blos-

soms of this color may be done wilh light red

and a little raw-umber.

Some of the foliage may be painted with

light cadmium, light red, Antwerp-blue, white

and ivory-black, and for the remainder mad-

der-lake, permanent-blue, white-cadmium,

white and ivory-black, the admixture of the

latter colors producing cooler tones than the

former. The stems and tendrils may be

painted in chrome and emerald-green, dee|j-

eued with ivory-black and warmed with light

cadimuni, Antwerp-blue, and burnt-sienna

being used where shadow effects are desired.

In making up the case the edges are pro-

vided with tasselled cords, which tie them

together.

The trellis may be painted in wood tints or
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simulated with metallic cord instead of with D, in order to perfect the size. Of cotirse the

ribbons. design may be used for the decoration of ?,

The two sections composing the design are variety of articles, which will suggest them-

brought together at their edges marked C and selves to those interested in such work.

Drapery Brii^ge.

Beautiful effects in upholstery are produced

by the use of fringes with deep, netted

headings from which tassels or pompons are

pendent. Such fringe is e,\pensive when pur-

chased ready for use and adds largely to the

cost of articles that are decorated with it in

the shops; but as the materials for its con-

struction may be purchased and the making

done at home the expense may be much re-

duced by any one who is willing to bestow

a little time on its manufacture. A very hand-

some variety is made of silk cord and chenille

w'ith tassels that are partly of lambs'-wool, but

at first sight appear to be all silk. The home

fringe-maker will find the simplest method of

procedure as follows:

Ascertain the length of the piece of fringe

needed and cut a piece of flat fringe-gimp

to correspond. To this at regular intervals

sew pieces of silk cord, which should be as

long as it is desired the fringe shall be deep

when completed. An inch to an inch and

a half between these cords provides for an

effective netting. After the cord is firmly

attached, begin to form a diamond-shaped net-

ting by bringing every two adjacent lengths

together about an inch from the top, and fasten-

ing them with a few stitches done with a nee-

dle and strong thread. Continue the netting

as far down as the length of the cord will per-

mit and then finish the ends of the cords with

tassels, which may be purchased or made at

home according to any of the methods illus-

trated and described in the chapter on fringes

in "Needle-Craft." Before adding the

fringes, however, the stitches which form the

netting should be concealed by being over-

wound with fine silk cord, chenille or crewel,

according to the material chosen for the fringe

and the degree of richness it is desired to im-

part to it. Considerable variety in the arrange-

ment of the tassels is possible. Each cord may

be tipped with a tassel or the ends of each two

adjoining cords may be brought together to

complete the netted design and be concealed

under a tassel. Sometimes the sections of

cord will vary in length in regular alterna-

tion, so that a short tassel will swing between

two long ones. If a fringe is required to

arrange about continuous curves, or to carry

about any article that has many corners or

angles, the network should be quite open and

not loo deep. Such fringe forms a beautiful

border for a mantel shelf, for the base of a

handsome chair or sofa or for any article of

furniture that permits or requires such a dec-

oration.

The difference of cost between the product

of the home manufacturer and that purchased

at the shops is considerable, while in ap-

pearance there is little or no difference if the

work is neatly done. A moss heading or a

handsomer gimp than serves for the founda-

tion, provided the latter is not a suitable com-

pletion, may be sewed or tacked on for a

finish.
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CHAPTER XXXIII.

Design in Kensington Painting: 0wls on a Brancti.

m
^gJ.^f^lOfte' HE wise-looking birds chosen

^'^'^"
Jljf^!$ for this study are favorite

selections with amateurs in

bird-painting, and they are excel-

lent subjects for practice. As here

represented they are well adapted to

the decoration of blotters, station-

erv-cases, banners, lamp-screens, etc. The

method known as Kensington painting is

much favored for such subjects. It is done

as follows : the design is first sketched or

stamped upon the material, and then the

colors necessary are prepared upon the

palette. Upon some materials they may be

used just as they come from the tube, while

on others, velvet or plush, for instance, many

prefer to add a few drops of turpentine to

each color as it is taken out upon the palette.

A strong writing pen, preferabl)' one of the

long, stiff bank -pens used by business men,

is used to do most of the painting. To do

the painting fill the hollow of the pen with

]iaint, wipe off tlie back and proceed to paint

the most striking features of the birds, draw-

ing tlie pen toward vou with firm even strokes

s'l as to cause the nib to spread and form the

feather stroke which is characteristic of the

method. The pen is held with the hollow

side upward, and should be placed firmly

upon the goods and drawn with light, \-et

secure, touches. Should the pen turn over

and deposit the paint in a heap do not

attempt to take it up, but draw the pen

through it, as if painting, until it is distributed.

These owls are of the large brown and white

variety. The coloring of the breast feathers

is produced by mixing Vandyke-brown with

while and a little lemon-yellow. Occasion-

ally a feather of pure brown is painted, and

the wings are principally white, a mottled

effect being obtained by drawing short pen-

strokes of brown through them. The tails

are made verv dark with ivory-black, and

have a smoother efTect than the wings and

breast, owing to their longer and fewer feath-

ers. A small brush may be used to lay the

color on the bills, Vand)'ke-brown being used.

Around the heads and faces considerable

white is used, the male owl having darker

markings which are painted uith yellow and

brown. To bring out these points well a

single feather here and there mav be painted

quite dark, but the effect is marred if tlie

whole head be very much darkened. The

\^'ork on the claws is best drme with a strong

but fine pen, using Vandyke-brown livened
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with \-ello\v. The eves are large and nearly may be thus applied, and the same method

all white. Thev are painted with a fine is followed, no matter what size of leaves or

brush, which is held almost straight up and petals are being painted. Very large leaves

down. The brown spot in each is put in may be more quickly done by laying on the

after the white has become dry. The branch color inside the outlines with a brush and

may be painted with Vandyke-brown mixed scratching it with a pen afterward. When a

with a trifle of white and yellow, and the very slightly roughened surface is desired, a

leaves niav be done in chrome-green light- needle may be used to do the scratching,

ened with emerald-green, the veining being which is imitative of embroidery. There is

done with Vandyke-brown lightened or deep- a " knack " in counterfeiting the embroidery

ened according to the play of light and shade eiJect which can however be easily acquired,

sought. A coarse pen or a fine brush may It is wise to allow the work plenty of time to

be used for the leaves and branch. If a pen dry as the paint is necessarily laid on thickly

is used for the leaves the strokes should be and deposits itself in little rolls which crack

made so as to imitate stitches, it being from if disturbed while damp.

the resemblance to Kensington embroidery All varieties of birds, flower-pieces, fruit

that the method takes its name. The out- and foliage designs may be painted in Ken-

lines ha\'ing been covered the pen is drawn sington style with good effect, and as the

toward the center in the same direction as work may be done rapidly it is ver_\' fasci-

stitches would be made. All the shades nee- nating for those who like to see their impres-

essary to produce the tint or tone desired sions take rapid shape.

71 Cowei]iei]t Srifle.

It is a little box lined with rubber cloth or with some material impervious to moisture,

oiled silk, and covered on the outside with and takes the extra precaution of laying above

imitation leather, heavy paper, canvas or any and below the bottle a layer of wadding to nb-

material that looks well and is not too frail to sorb the liquid in case the stopper should be

withstand close packing in satchel or trunk, jostled out of place. A case for holding this

because the box is designed to hold brushes requisite, which is easily duplicated, is merely

and blacking, or dressing for the shoes. A a small pine box having its cover arranged to

catch that will keep it securely closed when slide in grooves. The lining, which is a piece

its contents are not in use, is essential, and if of rubber gossamer, is held in place by thumb

a box possessing such an attachment is not tacks, and the outside is stained with cherry

available, a small leather strap with a buckle stain. Upon the cover the words " Shoe

may be tacked firmly to the back to take its Dressing " are wrought with small brass-

place. Even if the liquid shoe-dressing be headed tacks. A strap and buckle, relic of a

packed in such a box, the possessor's mind worn-out shawl-strap, impart additional se-

niay be at ease, providing she lines her box cnrity to the position of the cov(ver.

*Z3i,l . ^-/i(f^ y< 5<: .

- H X :-X _'X:;^j»»^'^
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CHAPTER XXXIV.

<!>
ilulanm-I^eaf Besign for Embroideririg er Painting.

'^Wgxt^

UITE as much appreciation for

artistic elTects may be indicated

d with the needle as witli the brush,

i~W~ ~ and this design is particularly

I

adapted to the development of

J^ " realistic effects in embroidery,

^1^ though its value as a design for

painting in oils or water colors is quite as

apparent. In the chapter entitled Flower

Painting in Oils the method of tracing and

transferring any design is explained, and

assuming that this has been stamped upon a

piece of olive-green sateen and is to be

worked with crewels we will select the most

desirable colors for it. Taking for a study a

maple tree in autumn as it bursts into a blaze

of gold and red, with here and there a green

leaf left to remind the beholder from what

cool, umbrageous shades the change has pro-

ceeded, we find that though the effect is gor-

geous its splendor is brought out with the aid

of many sober accessories. As our embroid-

ery is to be painted with the needle we will

choose a good medium for the work. Noth-

ing could be better than the fine crewels

which ace procurable in all known shades, and

of these we will select the full range of olive

browns, giving the balance in favor of quantity

to the lighter and deeper tones, but not ignor-

ing the middle tones altogether ; of the reds

we will select a fair proportion of the vivid

shades, gauging the cjuantity by glancing at

the natural study or a branch from it, some of

the deeper tones and a little that has only the

subdued glow of red in it. Turning then to

the yellows and comparing them with olive

browns we decide that the shades we want

are the sunny, brilliant tints, those correspond-

ing to aureolin tints in water colors. The

olive greens we pass by, not because they are

not valuable, but because they run too quickly

into the shade of the background. Lastly a

small quantity of leaf green, not the green of

the tender foliage in early summer nor the

rusty hue of that which clings latest to the

branch, but the ripe, )et subdued shade sug-

gested bv the green tints that mingle with the

changing foliage. By observing the natural

bough groupings of color will suggest them-

selves, but some discrimination and allowance

for the different light in which the embroidery

will be placed, must be made. If it is to be

placed in a dim light the outlines of the

leaves may be boldly " sketched " with the

strongest shades, the fainter tints being used

inside of them. This method will preserve
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the outlines and give distinctness to tlie

design, wliereas if the enibroideiy is to

occLipj- a prominent position in a strong light

the effect of delicate sliading will be more

admired than boldness of outline. The

shading of the drawing suggests the position

of the deepest and brightest colors. Where

two or three leaves in bright colors come so

near together that their individual outlines

are in danger of being obscured by the mass

of color a leaf or part of one may be worked

in dark cool green, broken by stitches of light

olive brown that suggest the beginning of the

turning process. Here and there a dark spot

may be counterfeited by grouping short

stitches of dark brown. The work should be

done from the margin toward tlie centers, but

a little practice will enable the worker to

make the return stitch without carrying the

crewel back to the starting-point underneath.

The knack of doing this is worth accjuiring in

view of the rapidity with which chenilles, silks

and arasenes disappear when a large design

is being worked. Tiie veining is done with

darker shades than the body of the leaves and

like the branch and stems should all be

worked one wa)-—that is with tlie stitches

proceeding in a uniform direction. As the

work progresses it may be viewed from a dis-

tance to note the effect, and the high lights

subdued or the darker tones lightened bv

juxtaposition witli darker or brighter tints.

The entire range of olive greens in crewels,

silks, chenilles, and all embroidery materials

may be used with ad\'antage in embroidering

foliage upon any color that is not itself of a

green which is too easily assimilated with the

applied colois. There should, of course, be

harmony, but when tlie decoration is not

sufficiently contrasted with the background

the effect is apt to be monotonous. In em-

broiderv as in painting the exact hues of the

natural flower are not to be too closely copied,

but these hues as they are affected by dis-

tance, atmosphere and other conditions.

Except in a design where a great many col-

ors are needed to produce a desired effect it is

best to avoid introducing a conglomeration of

colors. A color that forms a friendly back-

ground to one shade may destroy the beauty

of another, though both may represent tints

found close together in Nature, who, however,

sets lier gems as no master in all the arts can

hope to equal. Green and blue in solid

masses are colors that the needle artist will

do well to avoid. The secret of using green

she may hope to learn with experience, but

the cold, unresponsi\e tone of the blue she

cannot overcome. Nevertheless, light feathery

foliage, embroidered as if growing from the

ground and starred by the tiny blossoms of

the forget-me-not, constitute one of the most

effective decorations that can be worked on

browns and sage greens. The neutral gray

and ^cru shades of canvas and linen are

receptive to pink and all red sliades, and the

deeper browns are in S)'mpathy with gold,

maize and their various kindred. Let the eye

assist the worker to formulate a scheme of

color, and then having selected the tints and

tones composing the harmony, study the play

of light and shade to determine how to use

them. In a repeating design, such as would

be employed for a mantel-drapery, or a bor-

der of an\- kind, avoid a monotonous repeti-

tion of just the same shades of color at

regular inter\-als, as such an arrangement is a

foe to artistic results. Purple and lavender

shades such as are found in wisteria, pansies,

lilacs, etc., are not easily applied to any colors

save black, white and light yellow, though

occasionally su|3erior artistic taste develops a

symphony in color, in which these shades are

harmonic links between strongly contrasting

tones. The improvements in dyeing flax

threads which ha\-e recently been made place
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them little, if anv, below silks in the artistic united at their edges having dotted lines and

scale and thev are used with most successful marked a and b, and the design will be found

results for conventional embroidery upon can- an effective one for screens, banners or any

vas, crash, burlaps, linen, sateen, pongee and article to which such a decoration is adapted,

similar fabrics. It is as has been previously suggested, quite

The two sections comi^osing the design of as well adapted to painting in oil or water col-

autumn leaves, given in this chapter maybe ors as to embroidery.

71 Pretty Clock-Case.

It presents a very effective contrast,

brought out by using fancy-headed nails

upon a background of ruby plush, but its

foundation is only a cigar-box, with a round

opening cut in it, through which is visible the

face of a little nickel-plated clock, such as

may be purchased for a small sum. The

opening must be a perfect circle, and the

plush, to look well, must be smoothly applied.

To fit it around the circular opening, it should

be slashed crosswise and lengthwise through

the center, the slashes e.xtending almost to

the margin of the opening, and short slits

being made between them to permit of draw-

ing the margin of the plush inside, where it

may be held in place with the tiny tacks used

for this and similar purposes. All the outer

edges having been secured with these tacks,

the face of the box is decorated with orna-

mental tacks having star-shaped heads, their

arrangement simulating a pretty scroll design

around the opening. Sometimes a second

box is covered, and set flatly for a base upon

the shelf or table supporting the clock, and

the clock cover or case is set in an upright

position upon this. The ornamentation may

be embroidery or painting instead of the

brass-nail work, but the latter is just now

much favored for decorating almost every

article of furniture, both large and small.

5fS S?55!
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CHAPTER XXXV.

SKETG?nN& IN a5ATER G0L0RS.

VERY one who possesses the artis-

tic temperament knows the fas-

-'©^' "' cination of sketching in water

colors, but the number of those \\hQ

comprehend the requirements of a

well-finished sketch or master the art

of water-color painting is comparatively few.

The novice who fails in this branch of art

may develop considerable skill in oils, but the

fact does not argue that permanent and satis-

fying effects are not attainable in water

colors.

This chapter is written for the benefit of

sttidenls who are not so fortunate as to ha\'e

a good teacher alwa^'s within reach, and in it,

therefore, such details as will be of advantage

to them to understand will be considered, it

being too often the case that much valuable

instruction which might be made quite as

avaihible to the novice as to the more

advanced student, is lost to her through

aiubignitv of expression, or the use of tech-

nical terms understood onl}' bv the habitue's

of the studio. A natural study is the best

guide, though the no\'ice, untaught in the use

of colors and the handling of the brush, may

gain valuable practice by copying a few good

sketches or bringing out in colors the possi-

bilities of a black and white drawing. Havino;

acquired this practice contentment with mere

copying cannot e.xist in the same mind with

the true artistic spirit ; but a great deal of

time and the waste of materials may be pre-

vented by acquiring facility in the use of

the brush and firmness as well as delicacy in

the application of colors. Such knowledge

cannot be acquired at once, but the novice

has made some progress toward it when its

importance has been comprehended. The

paraphernalia for sketching out of doors may

then be prepared, and the pupil may proceed

to study under the tutelage of the best

of all teachers—Nature. In preparing for

outdoor work, a sketching stool, which, when

unfolded, also forms an easel, is desirable.

Such a stool is not expensi\'e and, with an

umbrella ha\'ing a handle that may be stuck

in the ground, is among the indispensables of

a sketcher's outfit. Of course there are within

the mental vision of almost ever\bodv spots

where the artist may obtain delightful \-ieus

for sketches without the necessity of leaving

the shadow of a vine-covered porch or spread-

ing tree ; but we have mentioned the stool,

easel and umbrella because of their value to

the student wlio hopes to progress bevond the
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bmindaries of the cool and shady retreats course much depends upon the st\le and nian-

«here the dilettante lo\-cs to linger. ner of tlie sketchej-. Some may be extremely

A sketch may be l.irilliantlv sundighted, careful in their drawing, attending to every

without compelling the artist to endure the detail, and thus produce a faithful rendering

glare ot the sun. Indeed, no one should work of the scene. Others may be so charmed

wiili the sun shining directly upon the draw- with color as to generalize the accuracy of the

nig, as such work is fatal to a correct repro- drawing, and only represent their impression

duction of the ]day of light and shade which of the landscape bv some peculiarities of har-

dominates all color effects. There is another monizing and contrasting tones. Man\-,

objection, by no means tlie least serious, to doubtless, will combine the two without

working with a flood of wdiite light upon the neglecting either, and thereby /;-(7;/j'ot//' /<; ///(V/-

paper, and that is its effect upon the eves
;

papers the most agreeable and recognizable

blindness and headache are its consequences. effect. It matters but little in what style the

Whatman's thick imperial paper in quarto drawing is given, provided the mind has been

or octa\'o blocks is a good selection for ama- employed upon the work and a due share of

teurs for their first lessons in out-of-door careful handling e.vhibited,"

sketching. It is easiest to gain a free and The italics are our own, and the words

uncramped method by accustoming the hand italicized are emphasized because they sug-

and the e}'e to deal with (Hmensions that tend gest one of the most important facts which the

toward neither extreme. The same regard artist must master, and that is that it is the

for a happy medium ma\- be ad\'ised in rela- artist' s impressions and his method of f)-aits7jut-

tion to the texture and finish of the paper. ting thorn which constitutes the special advan-

That eminent authoril}' on the principles of tage of the drawing. The best paper and all

water-color sketching, Penlev, ad\'ises a the colors known to the artistic profession

medium texture for the first efforts of the cannot overcome the effects of weak or

amateur, though he praises the rough paper slovenly handling. The amateur will learn

(ninetv pounds to the ream) for its receptivity by experiment that \-ery light boards will warp

to lai-ge washes and its adaptabilit}' to broad under heavy washes and even cockle under

treatment
;
but e\en this, he argues, is most slight moisture, and that those ha\'ing a posi-

satisfactorv when procured in a moderate tive tint are inimical to the life and brilliancy of

degree of roughness. His observations are some transparent colors, and will finally arri\'e

verified bv the experience of all water colorists at the conclusion that it is inexpedient as well

and are briefly smnmed up in the following as inartistic to rely upon any fancied effect

remarks ; fine-grained ]5apers are most desir- -which the board mav impart through its text-

able for small sized sketches in which details ure or color to the sketch, save in their general

are minute!)' treated, while the coarser varie- harmon\- and receptivitv to the im]iressions

ties are more desirable for larger sketches that are to be transmitted to it. ^^'l^ile paper

and for work in which detail gi\-es way is by all means the best choice for colored

to broad and bold treatment. Quoting drau'ings.

directly from Penley, whose influence the Black lead pencils, H P>, B and F,

writer gratefully acknowledges, the choice comprise the grades usuallv required for

of papers may be made with the followitig medium smooth and rough jiapers. Black

hints in mind: "In speaking of papers, of sable brushes are comtiiendable because of
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their durability and also because of their com-

bined firmness and flexibility. A large fiat

brush is sometimes needed, and it is well to

include it in an outfit, but the amateur should

beware of depending on it for laying on color.

Its proper function is for wetting the paper

and laying on large washes. The swan quill

is useful for putting in cloudy and atmospheric

washes in raised distances, but its use is only

advisable in small sizes which are not liable

to become overcharged with color when indi-

viduality or detail is to be strongly brought

out. While the student must avoid the gen-

eral use of the very small sizes in brushes, it

is well to have one or two very fine ones.

The times for using them will be suggested

by the progress of the work. Some blotting-

paper to absorb moisture and such receptacles

as are planned with reference to the preserva-

tion of the articles in use are essential.

Now for the color-box. It may contain

from tweh'e colors up to almost any number

coming within the range of the color-men's

discoveries. A box containing the colors

which a sketcher is likely to need for subjects

including both land and water views may be

stocked with the following : yellow and brown

ochre, raw and burnt sienna, crimson-lake,

light-red, aureolin, cobalt and Antwerp-blue,

gamboge, Indian-yellow, Vandyke-brown,

Sepia, brown-madder, indigo, and Naples-yel-

low, vermilion, Chinese-white and blue-black.

The properties of these colors may be briefly

explained with advantage to the novice. Yel-

low and brown ochre are each much esteemed

in water-color painting. The yellow ochre is

often used for a fundamental tone and enters

into the composition of almost all shades of

gray, producing in combination with cobalt

and lake the tints frequently seen in clouds

and reflected in water, and on the sides of

hills. The combination mentioned may be so

proportioned as to be used for near and far

distances and tor effects in which soil, wood

tones (such as are seen in old buildings,

fences, etc.) are desired.

Brown-ochre is more dusky, and as its

name indicates it is of a brownish hue. It is

valuable in painting broken ground and for

any subject where deep, dusky tones are

required.

Raw-sienna is a most agreeable color to use

sparingly, and is considered a natural ally of

lake in landscape painting. It is a warm but

broken yellow, and judiciously used it yields

transparent tones which are full of life and

brilliancy. Burnt-sienna has an equally wide

range of usefulness, and is even more in

request than its uncalcined relative. It com-

bines well with all tints used for foliage and

foregrounds, and possesses the special advan-

tage of not losing character when applied in

light washes ; it may also be applied with con-

siderable depth without overshadowing less

assertive tones.

Of crimson-lake it must be admitted that its

lack of permanence places it second to rose-

madder when spirited effects in light tones

are required, but it possesses a place in the

color-box which no other color can usurp. It

assimilates admirably with gamboge, and these

two colors, with the addition of indigo, pro-

duce soft, gray shadow tones.

Light-red is used by itself more frequently,

perhaps, than almost any other shade of red.

It is also mixed with blue and indigo for

atmospheric effects, and with brown-ochre and

Antwerp-blue for roads, banks, etc.

Aureolin is one of the most valuable of

yellows in water-color painting. It is clear,

transparent and permanent, and may be em-

ployed in producing every shade of green. It

is useful in sunset tints and sky effects, and,

indeed, in all landscape work.

The merest amateur soon learns the value

of cobalt, which has to be replaced oftener
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than ail)' oLher color in the box. It enters buildings, shelving ground or any eminence,

inio all grax's and is indispensable in giving it is likely to be used and may be counted

the \-aporoLis, far-off tones, as well as the more upon, in combination with yellows, as an ex-

iangible effects of middle distances. celient color for changing foliage, while in the

Antu'erp-blue possesses a vividness and lingering warnnh of sunset reflections, its

body which make it a valuable ally to the glow may ol'ten be traced.

siennas, ochres and crimson-lake in producing Indigo does not enjoy the prestige of being

the depth of shade concentrated within small a permanent color, but it is the landscape

limits in middle distances. Its abuse is to be artist's vade meciim in many instances. It is

guarded against. useful in imparting the purplish gray shades

Gamboge may be called the foliage and which envelop the horizon when the daylight

herbage color, because it may enter into all is leaving, and it is also permissible under

shades and tones seen in either. It may be certain conditions in foregrounds,

mixed with burnt-sienna and indigo to pro- Naples-yellow often takes the place of all

duce deep, luxuriant greens, and with Van- other yelloxvs in producing the distinct but

dyke-brown and indigo for cooler shades. It -floating lights which are percejotible in ex-

is also useful in bringing out the brilliancy of treme distances. It is also, by admixture

sun-touched fobage. with cobalt and rose-madder in varying pro-

Indian-yellow is often used for foliage portions, according to the depth desired, ap-

painting in conjunction with indigo and prcciated for soft air-tones which are more

burnt-sienna, and it has this advantage over like a luminous haze than anything else.

many of the j'ellows—of looking light, even The artistic value of vermilion has been

when used thickly. It is for tliis reason attested by many artists whose works li^-e

liked for figure painting, or such portions of after them, but it must be judiciously used to

figures as call for yellow tones. make an agreeable impression. It is apt to

Vandyke-brown is a color in much demand precipitate unless applied quickly, and is

for foregrounds, and also enters into the tints most satisfactory wdien used where the eft'ect

seen in trees ; for the latter it mixes well with sought permits of laying it on pure. It is

gamboge and indigo. a color which the student can only hope to

Sepia is another of the colors most used in learn the values and dangers of with time and

foregrounds, and wherever deep, warm or study, but, for all this, it is essential to

cool, permanent brown tones are in request, certain effects wliich no other color will yield.

Mixed with rose-madder and cobalt, it gives Perhaps there is no color whose use is so

warm, cloudy, but not muddy, gravs ; with belittled as Chinese-white. It is an excellent

lake and indigo it produces the color which is body color, and mixes with all other colors

sold as " Payne's gray," and which is use- without impairing its free working qualities,

ful for rocks, water in shadow and still-life It mav be laid on in thin washes or in heavy

subjects. touches, but beginners who make choice of

Brown-madder is a general utility color, thin board or paper should beware of resort-

which by being mixed with other colors be- ing to it unnecessarily to fix or hold thin

comes tender, strong, brilliant or subdued, washes, because, thus used, it is apt to detract

according to the power of the supplementary from the clearness and transparencv which

color. Where warm shadows are seen on the artist is striving to attain.
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Blue-blacl< is a valuable color to use in middle distance, and the foreground nearlv

breaking gi-cens and deepening grays. le\el. There will of course be some verdure,

The aniaieur, having obtained whatever and the scene will hold infinite possibilities in

general knowledge is practicable on the sub- air and cloud effects, but it is as simple a

ject of color (such knowledge, as has been theme as can be suggested for adequate prac-

previously stated, being facilitated b}' the prac- tice. Its clouds and mists, its play of light

tice acquired in copying some good sketches), and shade will vary with the daily round of

may proceed to choose a subject from Nature, the sun, but the relati\-e positions of the ob-

but should beware of undertaking too massive jects which compose the scene are unvar\ing.

or complicated a sketch. It is best to aim Consequently, they are among the first points

at depicting one or two features perfectly or for the student to determine and locate in the

at least with a fair degree of naturalness in a drawing. This may be done very faintly, and

single small sketch, and then after a few ex- yet with sufficient permanency to serve as a

periments endeavor to bring contiguous ob- guide for the untrained sketcher, by first

jects into proper relation in a larger sketch, marking the right lines which designate the

than to attempt too much and become dis- principal objects. The horizontal line is

heartened, because of failure to represent a easily located, and so also are the water-lines,

multiplicity of objects properly. Perspective. but the fact that Nature delights in curves,

form and color are distinct branches which and ajjparently abhors angles and straight

must be studied separately and together. lines, will soon dawn upon the student. The

The eye is too often caught by grand and careful observer will notice how gracefully

impressive objects, before tlie iriind has be- even in her grand and stupendous forms, she

come trained to comprehend the method of leads up to or recedes from absolutelv hori-

suggesting their grandeur and impressiveness zontal or straight lines, and the smallest

within the scale which they must occupy upon sketch will afford ample opportunity for

the board, and the result is defaced by the ap- studying her infinite "wariety.

parent exaggeration of the most prominent In order to train tlie vision to locate cor-

feature and the dwarfed appearance of others. rectly the positions in the sketch of the vari-

To obviate such results, let the novice select ous features, the student, having determined

for hrst efforts a subject not too markedly the line of the horizon, mav obtain a reliable

conspicuous, but possessing enough variety to idea of the relative positions of other horizon-

make it interesting. A glimpse out of doors tal objects, by holding the brush or pencil

in any direction will re\-eal such studies in horizontallv on a level "with the eyes, and,

infinitN'. Howe\'er sini]3le the view may ap- closing one eye, focus the other upon the ob-

pear, the student must endeavor to represent ject whose location is to be determined ; its

it with fidelity and wilh re\'erence and love position ma\' thus be easily compared with

for the great teacher whose works are the in- the line of the horizon. This simple expedi-

spiration of all true artists. ent will aid amateurs in establishing relative

Supposing that the sketcher selects for distances and elevations
;
and, by holding the

representation a landscape with water in brush or pencil perpendicularly in line with

die foreground, mountains or mountainous the most prominent perpendicular object, tlie

elevations in the distance, their altitudes relati\'e positions of less prominent features

beincr broken and graduallv reduced in the mav be accurateh" estimated.
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In ovilcr lo avoid jaggedness and what nia_\- of comse, presnpposes that the sketch is

be called a geometrical arrangement in naL- being made within proper range of visiijn. It

ural scenerw observe closel)' by what grada- is read)- of no consequence that the herbage

tions ascenls from height to height are made. upon a dislant hillside is green, if the [jlay of

Note all projections, as they are of especial light and shade and the distance at which it

value in determining different distances, and seems to be, combine to make the effect only

make upon the paper whatever indications broken shadows and indistinct outlines. It

are essential to keeping these before the eyes. is an amateurish weakness to attempt to

Rocks and depressions of sufficient impor- strengthen a sketch b\- perfecting details to

tance to add a marked feature to the land- such an extent that all idea of distance is

scape must not be ignored. Too much stud\' lost. If the no\'ice who realizes a weakness

cannot be given at this stage. The eye in this direction will resolutely set to work to

should become well acquainted with the cure herself by rigidly disciplining her |)ercep-

different features, and th^r sketcher thoroughly five faculties, she ma}- take the following

satisfied that the relative positions of the ob- course of treatment with improvement. Let

jects composing the view are correctlv rmder- her choose a fiat study of growing grass, seek-

stood. Having assured herself of this by ing if she may, one that disappears in the

studying the outlines and comparing them horizon without ha\'ing its level suiface

with the original, the preliminary washes may broken. She may begin by painting the

be laid on and the deeper colors added. grass beneath her feet its natural shade of

At this stage of the work the amateur, if in- green, and follow failhfull)- the color as she

terested in the completion of the sketch, is sees it toward the limits which bound her

apt to sacrifice a great deal to the desire to vision. Before advancing very far her .predi-

see it finished. Against the liabit too much lection for absolutely green grass will ha\'e to

can scarcel}' be said. If the original inten- giv'e way to the effect of air, light and shade,

tion was to paint a placid lake-scene, \\\\\\ the or else she cannot be said to make a faithful

mists of early morning disappearing before sketch. 'Jdie experience gained from a flat

the sun, the no\'ice can scarcely hope to rep- study of this nature cannot fail to cure her of

resent the soft, aerial effects essential, except the tendenc}- to paint separateh' and in vi\'id

by faithfull)- stud\ing them, and until suffic- green each blade of grass growing on ele\'ated

lent rapidit)- of execution is acquired to war- ground, iiresumabh- at a distance,

rant her in hoping to transmit such views as \\\ selecting a site for sketching, the artist

they really are, she will do well to make her should of coui'se endeavor to secure the hap-

studies at times when the clouds and vapors piest effects. Rugged, angular views may be

are less transitional. The trained eye and picturesquely represented upon large can\'ases

practised hand alone can represent rapidly in conjunction with objects which afford har-

fleeting effects, and while the amateur must monious surroundings or contiasts, but for

culti\'ate the ability to catch them as they small and meditun-sized sketches, \'iews which

pass, too much must not be attempted at once, represent nature in softer moods and in such

Another hint that the amateur will find forms as win admiration through their power

worthy of consideration is this : Paint as the to soothe rather than overawe, are most sat-

object ap|3ears to you; no matter what pre- isf\-ing, and thev certainl)- are most advisable

conceived opinions )'ou may have of it. This, as studies for beginners. Upon another page
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a laiulscape stuch' in black and while is gi\'en, method followed in painting tlie colored

and accompanying it is a description of the sketch from which it was engraved.

The landscape from which this study was the trees glimpses of it which are riuile as

engraved was specially prepared for " Needle effective as any feature in the landscape in

and Brush," and the treatment of the sketch suggesting the idea of distance and the feel-

is explained at considerable length for the ing of openness which impart a sense of

benefit of amateurs in water-color painting, space and freedom to the view. There is nr.

whom it is intended to aid. attempt at working up tlie details of the

The subject is a pleasing and fascinating picture. The effect aimed at is brought out

one, and one also that permits of considerable by positive touches, and in order to achie\'e

beneficial practice. fn preparing a palette a similar result the student should consider

for it the colors used were aureolin, cobalt, well the relative features of the landscape and

crimson-lake, yellow-ochre, brown-ochre, raw- then make every stroke of the brush serve a

sienna, burnt-sienna, light-red and Antwerp- purpose in reproducing them in colors. A
blue. The sky was washed in with aureolin great deal more is suggested than is actually

and cobalt, the sunset glow of the former tint revealed, and this, it will be well to remember,

fading imperceptibly into the azure hue of the is significant of every branch of artistic work,

cobalt, and a few light, floating clouds break- One instinctively feels in looking at the

ing the monotony. The clouds are lightly sketch under consideration that deep, cool

washed in with crimson-lake, and the further retreats ma\- be gained by following tiie worn

distance is painted with cobalt, aureolin and path and that further on, the purplish mists

crimson-lake, while the stronger effects and give ]3lace to clear, high outlooks, beyond

less vaporous shades of the middle distance which the \"iew broadens into wide vistas, of

were brought out with vellow-ochre, crimson- which the scene before is but a glimpse,

lake and Antwerp-blue. For the foreground To bring this feeling into a landscape the

raw-sienna, burnt-sienna, brown-ochre, Ant- student must first comprehend that while the

werp-blue and crimson-lake were used, while sketch must be kept within the limits laid out

for the broken ground, brown-ochre, light-red for it, it must not be treated as if the view it

and Antwerp-blue were employed to produce represents were, or could be, bounded by the

the desired tints. size of the board.

The water reflects the tints of the sky and Amateurs who desire to gain experience

the shadows of the trees and herbage border- in water-color drawing will find this sketch

ing upon it, hut there is no commingling of a most desirable one for copying,

colors which might tend to produce a muddy No better means of acquiring a reliable

or disturbed appearance. The surface is knowledge of the use of colors could be sug-

unbroken and clear, and be\'ond the bend in gested than such a sketch affords. It may be

the middle distance there are visible between copied many times, without exhausting its
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possibililies as a study, or the artist's oppor- effects the student will obtain helpful hints

tunities for helpful experiments , and by com- regarding their deficiencies, as well as hopeful

jjaring the finished sketches with natural inspirations for their improvement.

DQodelliijg h] Putty.

HANDSiiiiE results are obtainable b\' the until the putty hardens. The luster colors

—

exercise of skill and care in this kind of work. gold and silver—are used for painting this

I'lrst stamp the design on a plaque, panel or kind of work. Pale drying-oil may be used

box-lid, whichever \'ou may wish to decorate. to mix the luster, but onl\' a little color should

Then if a flower design is used, stamp it the be prepared at one time. Paint the leaves

second time on white foolscap paper. Set the and stems with gold, and the buds and blus-

stamping by holding it before n moderate fii-e soiiis with silver. The luster color known as

two or three minutes. Cut patterns of the " fire " is good for shading and for making

leaves and petals of the .flowers from the de- stamens. Oak-leaves and acorns are very

sign stamped on the paper. pretty in this kind of work. If desired.

Add enough linseed oil to the putty to flowers may be painted in natural colors. A

make it work perfectly smooth, and roll it wild rose design makes a handsome panel in

well with a rolling-pin on a clean pine board. this kind of work. The black ebonized

Cut the petals of flowers and the leaves with panels may be used as a foundation. Rose

a sharp penknife, and arrange them to corre- madder, white and scarlet-lake should be

spond with the petals and leaves on the panel used for ]Damting roses and tips of opening

or placpie. Press down lightly with the buds, and zinnober and chrome-green for the

finger ; then add the stems, cutting narrow stems and leaves, retouching the stems with a

strips of putty and rolling them into sha]3e for little burnt-sienna and veining the leaves with

the purpose. Make the veins with a darning the sienna. The latter color may be deepened

needle. Set the design in a cool, airy place or lightened, according to the leaf represented.

r-xxx ifR'x X'X x><>^>/>^«:^*<^^'^?« x x x x x x XtX- ;
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CHAPTER XXXVI.

LUSTER Pfl'INTlNC.

hllS variety cif decoia-

sfrii Y^ ti\-e brush-work is es-

'/iw^ pecially effective up-

on curtains, portieres,

table-covers, etc., and

a knowledge of it nia_\-

l}c accjuired by anybody who will

devote to it a little time and study.

It mav be developed upon felt,

satin, plush, thin silk, linen can-

vas and indeed upon almost any textile

fabric. It is done with metallic powders

mixed with a medium, which is either light or

dark, according to the color of the powder

used ;
bristle or sable brushes, Nos. 3, 5, S

and II, and the usual implements in the way

of a palette, drawing board, etc. The palette

should be one with little cup-like hollows in

it, or if such a palette is not available small

egg-cups, inverted so as to use their smaller

portions for mixing the colors in, will answer

the purpose very well. To this list of essen-

tials may be added the dry colors used in

tinting wax flowers, because, though luster

pjainting may be done without them, they are

indispensable to the production of some of

its linest elTects.

Tl:e dark medium used for mixing is simply

asphallum varnish, and it may be used for

all except the delicate and pale colors. For

these a medium composed of spirits of tur-

pentine and white balsam of fir, the propor-

tion being about three parts balsam of fir to

two parts spirits of turpentine. The no\'ice

need not, however, depend on her own ingenu-

ity in compounding it, as both mediums, ready

for use, may be procured, with all the other

implements, at the shops of dealers in artists'

materials. Othermediums are sometimes used

with temporary success, but those nientioued

possess the advantage over all others of

not cracking. The\' are rapid dryers but have

sufficient elasticity to hold the powders wdiile

they are drying. The bronze powders most

in demand for luster painting are steel, silver,

maroon, violet, mam-e, brown, fire, lemon,

orange, green in dark and light shades, and

in a brilliant and also a faded or antique tint,

gold in a pale, a greenish and a rich \ellow

hue ; cojiper which is a pinkish hue, purple in

deep and pale tints, pale blue, dark blue,

flesh pink which is a medium tint and car-

mine. Tliese are all labelled on their bottles

so that no doubt as to tlie exact color pur-

chased need exist. The dry colors whicli

supplement them most effectivelv are green in
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three shades known as dull, dark-dull and

light-dull, siher, a dull Indian-red and dull-

blue.

h'.xact rules for combining the metallic

fiowders wiUi the dr}' colors cannot be laid

down, as in all varieties of painting the sub-

ject treated should suggest the colors used,

but in luster painting the natural hues are

rarely ever followed, though the artistic merits

of the work are very much enhanced b\' sug-

gesting them. Sometimes this can be done by

of green ma\' be obtained by experimenting

wiih the various dry powders and metallic

paints. For bringing out the high lights in

greens the green-gold metallic paint is effec-

tive. Any of the metallic paints is intensified

by admixture with its corresponding dry

color; and frequently shades which cannot

be produced b\' any combination of metallic

paints are easily achieved by substituting a

dry color for one of the component parts.

What are known as metallic flitters are

Figure No. i.—Chair Cushion, Ok.\.\mented with Design in Luster Painting.

combining the metallic powders according to

their relation to the color sought, but more

frequently it is attained by resorting to the

drv colors. For instance, to obtain a deep

blue metallic tint add dull blue drv color to

the metallic blue. Various shades 'of red may

be produced bv experimenting with dull red

drv i^owder and fire metallic ]30wder. The

dr\- color nnxed with the medium may be

.qiplied alone where very hea\y shadows are

desired and afterward lighth' dusted o\'er

with whate\'er metallic powder is used for the

hiidr lights and brilliant effects. Anv shade

sometimes used to bring out striking irides-

cent effects, but their use in connection witli

luster painting on textile fabrics is scarce as

commendable as on pottery painting. If

desired they ma\' be purchased in green,

pui'ple, gold, orange, silver, blue and red.

They are much coarser than the metallic

powders, and are dusted on or laid on with a

fine brush, before the painting is dry.

In this chapter are illustrated three sj^eci-

mens of luster painting, one of them being a

chair cushion in sarldle-bag style.

This is illustrated at Figure No. i, and is
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made of [ilush, in a rich g-olden-biown iiuc.

The lining is of India sill< and Llie two

sections loi-niing ilie cnsliion arc laced to-

gether at their tops with ribljon matching the

lighter tone of the lining. The ribboir lacings

are run through rings co\'ered wilh a crochet

of blown cable-silk, and are bowed at one end

of the cushion, their ends being tipped with

small pompons. Upon the front section is

painted a branch of pears and their foliage,

the fruit being done in the greenish tones

seen in the growing fruit with a tinge of red

upon the high lights. For the lea\-es darker

greenish tones were used, a yellowish tinge

suggestive of their autumnal state being given

to some of them. The size of the pears and

leaves composing the design is gi\'en at

Figure No. 2, and the method of painting

is as follows. The pattern is first stamped or

outlined upon the goods and the paints are

laid on witlr a medium large brush, two or

three being kept at hanch so as to avoid dip-

ping from one color to another or having

to clean too frequently. Thejr are laid on

thickly, but lighth', any prolonged effort to

spread or drive them in being fatal to a good

effect. Onlv a little paint is taken up on the

brush when the more delicate parts are to be

done, but in the design under consideration a

free and rapid method is permissible. It is

consequently an excellent selection for lirst

efforts, ft is a matter of choice wdiether the

design be uniformly covered and the high

lights and shadings subsequently touched on,

or [jaintcd from the margin with the paint

gradually becoming thinner toward the shacb

ows, so as to accentuate the latter 1))' paitially

rexealing the background. In convention-

alized (I(jral designs the latter method has

been found very satisfactory, but for fruit and

geometric designs the former is preferred by

many, but in painting on velvet or plush

the brush strokes should go with the nap

—

never against it.

At Figure No. 3, a design for a fine

cluster of grapes is illustrated. It is an ex-

cellent study for luster painting, and may

decorate a cushion of the style pictured, or

any other article to which such a decoration is

adapted. A curtain to a book-case might be

handsoiriely decorated with similar clusters in

the corner, and conventionalized grape-vines

minus their foliage running down the sides

and across the top and bottom.

Luster painting is often associated with

flower painting in oils, and when white flow-

ers are chosen as subjects the effect if artis-

tically de\'eloped is admirable. A scarf of

gobelin-blue plush, ornamented with annun-

ciation lilies in a large con^-entionalized

pattern, has the flowers painted in all whhe.

Upon this body color silver in its wliite

metallic form, and sparkling silver are laid on

with the medium, and in the shadows the

deeper tones are brought out by the skilful use

of metallic steel powder. The work was done

by an amateur, who experimented carefully to

obtain the desired result.

N^''^5 (3?
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CHAPTER XXXVII.

GRYSTAL'LIZATIQN PAINTING.

wHIS variety of painting,

thougli not an entire

no\'elty, is more ad-

mired now tJTan at any

time in its Iiistorv, be-

cause of the resemblance

to ilkiminated or jewelled glass effects which

may be de\-eloped in it. Two specimens of

cr_\'stallization painting are included in this

chapter. At Figure No. i a design mounted

as a lire-screen is shown. The subject is a

floral one, and includes a bird with out-

stretched wings, poised upon a branch, ft is

painted on glass, which should be clear and

free from flaws of every kind. Before pro-

ceeding to paint upon it, the worker will do

well to assure herself that it is absolutely

clean, b\' polishing it with alcohol and chalk,

and rubbing it with tissue paper or chamois.

The design which is to be followed is then

pkicei-1 upon a table and the glass laid over it.

\"\"ilh a fine brush dipjsed in bitumen, all the

ouilines are accurately traced upon the glass

and the general effect of light and shade is in-

dicated b\' free strokes. Strong lights and

shadows ma}- be thrown upon the portions

direcilv in the foreground or first plane, but

for those further removed the treatment niav

be more uniform, though the)- should not by

an\' means be thrown into a heavy shadow,

unless sucl;> treatment is essential to the ar-

rangement. Having given the subject the

prominence upon the glass which the out-

lining and the laying in of the shadows pro-

duces, the unpainted portion of the glass is

overlaid with a thick coat of bitumen, a coarse

brush being used for the open, and a fine one

for the interspaces. Extreme care is neces-

sary in this stage of the work. The outlines

should be kept distinct and the glass free

from soils, as it is the side the painting is

done on that will be enclosed, and no subse-

quent treatment can quite obliterate soils or

finger marks.

In using the bitumen turpentine is mixed

with it in greater or less quantities, according

to the effect to be produced. It may be

thinned with the liquid to the consistency re-

quired for the lightest washes, and it may be

put on as nearh- pure as its easv manipulation

with the brush permits. Between these ex-

tremes its intermediate gradations are manv,

and thev are regulated according to the depth

and Iirilliancy of tone which the subject

treated is to display. Having permitted the

bitumen ample lime to dr\-, the principal por-
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lions of the design nre painted in tlieir nat-

ural colors. It is immaterial whether oil or

water colors be used, provided either are of

tlie best and are transparent. When a vivid

effect is desired tlie colors are laid on quite

thickly, and as nearly in their pure state as

may be. The less conspicuous portions of

the design, such as the stems and b}'anches

of the flowers, the beak and claws of the bird,

at a consistency that will give them a semi-

subdLied effect. When the natural ccdors are

dry, such portions of the design as are to pre-

sent a very brilliant effect are varnished with

copal varnish, and the glass is backed with

tinfoil or silver paper (the kind that is highly

illuminated on one side and daik on the

other), such as underlies pearl buttons upon

the card, is the best. This paper should be

Figure No. i.^Fire-Screen, Ornamented with Design in Crvst.vllization I'.vintrnk.

are painted with opacjue color, ochre, Naples crumpled in the hand and then drawn out

yellow, vermilion and lead-white constituting almost smooth again, and a space of about

a list from which the artist may select those one-fourth of an inch should inler\-ene bc-

ordinarily in demand for such subjects as are tween it and the glass. To prevent the paper

most admired for this style of painting. For from impinging upon the .glass, place tri-

the jihimage of the bird \'erv brilliant colors angular bits of pastel:)oard back of the corner:',

may be used, if the bitumen has been applied and attach the paper to these, taking care
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that it IS adjusted in such a way thai it will

not strike the glass at any point. The glass

is now ready for framing. The fire-screen

illustrated is framed in a narrow moulding of

brass, and the standard which supports it is

of brass. The backing visible outside the

paper may be wood, metal or a glass similar

in size to the one painted upon. If the paint-

ing is to be mounted in the manner repre-

sented, glass is the most desirable selection,

lines of gold. The easel \\hich supports it

harmonizes with the frame.

A list of transparent colors containing those

most in recjuest for cr\'stallization painting

is as follows : atireolin, gamboge, Italian-pink,

gall-stone, Indian-yellow; all the madders and

crimson-lake ; Prussian-blue, indigo and ultra-

marine ;
orange and burnt-sienna; browir-

madder, Vandyke-brown and lamp-black.

Asphaltum or any good varnisli of the

Figure No. -Design in Cryst.vllizatiom Tainting.

while if it is to be hung upon the wall a

wooden backing is adecpiate.

Figure No. 2 represents some variations in

the treatment. The design was outlined with

bitumen, and the lights and shadows washed'

in with diluted Inlumen in the manner de-

scribed, but tlie un painted portion was

painted a semi-translucent shade of white, in

contrast with which the brilliant hues of the

design present a very effective ap]jearauce.

The frame of the picture is a narmw one,

enamelled in white, slightly relieved by faint

grade used for oil painting may be employed

for adding to the brilliancy of crystallization

painting.

Some color mi.xtures which have been

tested and found very successful for this style

of work are as follows : for light green, Ital-

ian-pink and ultra-marine blue; for some

shades of dark green, indigo is valuable :
for

others indigo and burnt-sienna may be mixed.

Roses, which are particularly effective selec-

tions from the floral kingdom, may be painted

in crimson-lake, rose-madder and brown-
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inaildcr, llie ni.:).st \i\'id colors Ijciiii;' used for wliicli should Ijc quite dark in the Ironl of the

thi.ise that are tu appear most conspicuous in picture and gra(luall\" lightened toward the

the ilrawing. Colors that take a long time to background. JNloiuitainous or elevated dis-

tlr\- may be mixed with Japaniiers' gold size tances may be represented with the aid of

and a little turpentine. neutral tints iin.\ed witli a little white. For

\A'ater, correctly |iainted, has a very good such subjects onl\- a semi-transparent effect

effect in this variety of art. It shoukl be is desirable. Glass for painting on, cut to the

shaded with long, straight, broken lines, requisite size, is easil\' obtained.

->0I] TF]E TyiBLE.^

iVx exti-emely prett)' and quite durable in grounding or tinting may be gained lay

table-runner, which is the name applied to the making up a few color designs on tiles, and

narrow, oblong mats spread o"\'er the center of noting the effect after they are fired. For

the cover, may be made as follows : Take a instance, a tile tinted in four shades of

strip of fine linen sateen about four feet long blue arranged in a geometric design or in two

and from tweh'e to fourteen inches wide; shades of blue, with coral and gra)', would

work a design in Roman emljroidery, using enable one wlio contemplated doing a set of

M'hite fla.x thread for the button-hole stitching, plates in these tints to judge of their e.xact

and underlay the design uith the strong white effect after being fired.

net which in wea\'e resembles coarse Brussels A pretty set of cups and saucers for choco-

net, and can be purchased at all fanc}' goods late is tinted in a warm but not deep

shops. chocolate color. The decoration consists of

A [jretty stand for the coffee or tea-pot con- small branches of cocoa palms, two of wdiich

sisis of a flat tile. If you have a taste for are bound together at each side of each piece

china painting, \ou can decorate a few in with a golden ribbon, this being bowed in Pom-

blue, red, vellow or in an\' of the neutral or padour fashion at the p'">int f)f crossing, and

dull colors now admired for china decoration. arranged in a scroll between the palms. The

To beginners in the studv, a hiirt ma\ be latter are painted a dark browir with out-

given, that considerable \aluable e.xperieirce linings of gold.

:^0:0<>K> <> O O <>:0'05-:
fcl&'x X a ¥ y. x- x x 'K x .^sr^'
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CHAPTER XXXVIII.

PAinTinG QH GHinfl.

<l

4\% x,x

F asked to mention the most

important precaution for the

novice in china painting we

should reply absokite neatness in

the care of palette, brushes and

colors ; and we are certain that

as the beginner progressed in the

art the full value of the advice

would be understood and appre-

ciated. Colors must be kept separate until

the proper time for combining them upon the

palette arrixes, and this can only be accom-

plished by having separate receptacles for

holding the turpentine used for cleaning

brushes and that which is mixed with the

paint, and by having at hand rags and alcohol

for wiping brushes upon, and for cleaning the

palette, etc. This chapter, while illustrated

with designs which advanced artists will find

adapted to their purpose, is written principally

for the help it may be to those who must

obtain their knowledge of the art of china

painting principally from experience, and who

desire to reduce as much as they may the

tuition fees which this teacher usually re-

quires. To those who have the courage and

the patience to experiment carefully and pei--

sistently success is sure to come, because

while there are many perplexing details to

master, they simplify rapidly if the beginner

only takes pains to learn the cause of her fail-

ures. The bugbear of amateurs is the revolu-

tionizing process which the firing is supposed

to produce. There is no question but that

many pieces of china emerge from the kiln

defaced in wavs that are past accounting for,

but the statement sometimes made that the

decorator can never tell beforehand what

colors her design will appear in after its trial

by fire, has no foundation in the experience of

artists who work with the best colors and have

their firing done by competent persons.

Occasionally a doubtful color will emerge

more doubtful than it went in, and then the

artist is sure to wish she had subjected it to a

practical test before deciding to use it in con-

junction wnh other colors.

Even if the expense of an outfit is a problem

which must be settled by limiting the outlay

to the smallest ]3ractical sum, the would-be

artist need not be discouraged, as several

colors, brushes, oils, a palette knife and a

glass palette may be procured for less than

four dollars. Dealers in artists' materials
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inajf usiialh' be relied upon to fill an order

according to the specificalions gi\"en iheni, but

if requested to send what tlicy consider a nec-

essary outfit will almost invariably advise one

costing a sum far in excess of that mentioned.

The cost of each item has not been specified

in our estimate because it varies in different

localities. In this instance we have given the

aggregate in figures which would cover the

yellow and mixing yellow ; the brown

which is catalogued No. 4 or 17 ;
pearl-gray

No. 6 and ivory-black. Our expenditure of

four dollars includes six camel's-hair brushes,

two or three of which may be very fine, one

flat black one and two medium sized ones. A

botde of what is technically called fat-oil is

also provided for by this sum. The turpentine

and alcohol are local commodities for which

Figure No i.

—

Rose Jar.

cost in New York and probabh' in most cities.

It includes a dozen colors selected from the

list of Delacroix colors, and these will be found

sufficient for the requirements of the beginner.

They are chrome water-green which is a ground-

ing or tinting color; carnation No. i wdiich is

one of the most satisfactory and adaptive of

the reds, deep red-brown ; brown-green, emer-

ald-green and dark-green No. 7 ; ivory-

no estimate has been made, and it is pre-

sumed that the decorator has at hand lead

pencils, a pen-knife and a few cheap tiles. It

is upon these latter the experiments in colors

are to be made. Do not attempt the slightest

thing in the way of a design until \'ou have

sent a tile covered with specimens of your

twelve colors to the kiln and noted the effect

of firing upon them. A medium sized brush
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will carry all the color needed for experinieiu- mended, and the colors on the fired tile

ing, and of each color only a very little need usually show but little difference from those

be laid upon the palette. To smooth each that ha\-e not been inside the kiln,

little heap of color as you take it out, dip the The beginner may now essaj' a simple

palette knife in some turpentine, which you design ; one representing but few colors is

have pre\-iously poured into a cup (but do not best for the untrained decorator, and before

take up any more of the liquid than adheres), attempting it the palette must be thoroughly

and '• grind " or rub the color to a perfectly clean, and the brushes freed from all traces of

smooth consistency. Before laying your knife color. The fat-oil is incorporated with the

down wipe it clean upon a rag; then dip your colors in mixing after they have been ground

brush in turpentine, rub out all the moisture with the palette knife, and it is invaluable,

that will come out easily by pressing it gently but it must be judiciously used, as must also

against another rag; dip it in the color you the turpentine, which is an excellent dryer,

have on your palette and lay this color in a The fat-oil should not be mixed with the paint

little square upon your tile. Lay the color on as it lies on the palette because half a drop of

so that it will be heavier at one side of the it sometimes goes much further than the ania-

square than the other, and upon another tile teur's knowledge of it. Too much of it pre-

having the same dimensions and marked off vents the paint from drying and its superfluity

into twelve squares equal to those of your test is indicated by a permanent gloss upon the'

tile make another square of the color you have colors before they are fired. Colors which

used. To avoid the possibility of mistakes show a very high luster when dry should not

number the top of each tile i and the bottom be sent to the kiln as they never fire satis-

2. Now clean the brush thoroughly in a cup factorily. A few drops of fat-oil upon the

of turpentine (by no means dip it in the same palette are enough to work with, and the

cup as the knife was moistened in) and go brush may be dipped in it after it has been

through the same process with all the other moistened in clean turpentine and dabbled

colors, being careful not to have them overkip upon a clean rag to rid it of the excess of

upon the tiles or become mixed upon the moisture which it takes up. Having pro-

palette. When all the colors in your supply ceeded according to this method you niav find

are represented by a square of each upon that you have too much turpentine—this being

each tile send one tile to a firer and await, indicated by difficulty in working the color,

with as much patience as your zeal will permit, which, instead of remaining as you laid it with

its return. When it comes back to vou study the brush, will run in streaks. If such is the

carefully the changes in color which the case you may be assured that )'ou have not

process of firing has wrought bv comparing it quite comprehended the method and proceed

with your unfired tile, and keep both b}- \ou to gain further knowledge by experimenting,

for future reference. The result cannot be For some time (until you are prepared to

said to be an absoliite/v reliable one, because admit that \'our experience has brought you

some of the colors tested would, if fired sepa- practical knowledge), confine )'our efforts to

rateh by a person wdio thoroughly understood conxentional designs and simple flower-sub-

the process, be subjected to a greater or less jects, or to designs which embody your special

de'T^ree of heat than the others, but the test is forte in coloring or drawing. If you wish to

the most practical one that can be recom- sa\-e expense take your first ten or twelve les-
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sons on small tiles ; xow can procure them for place it in an oven for a few minutes, but do

a tririing simi, and )-oii will feel less regret not begin to work upon it until it lias become

upon contemplating those which \ou pro- cool. L)raw the outlines of your design and

nonnce failures than if they were vases or prepare )oin- palette with the first colors,

jilates. Should they turn out satisfactor)- _\'0u which may be pearl-gray and brown-green,

have in them the material for a lovel\' window- Paint in the whole design with pearl-gray, la\--

box or jardiniere, ^^'e \\'ill suppose that you ing on the darker color where }tju desire the

are going to paint a cluster of yellow roses heaviest shadows. Lay the gray on very thin

Figure No. 2.

—

Decor.\teu Pl.vte.

and their foliage upon a tile, and you are in

doubt about the colors. Well, first prepare

the tile by washing it in alcohol, then rub two

or three drops of turpentine upon it, wipe it as

carefully as if it were a piece of a cut-glass

table service, and, if the atmospheric condi-

tions are such that it does not dry perfectly,

in medium shadows and treat )'our high lights

as you would in water-color painting, working

toward them and lea\-ing the tint of the tile

to show through where they are most pro-

nounced. The piece is now ready for its first

firing. When it comes back to you paint in

the local color of the roses with mixing-yellow
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id ivory-yellow, and strengthen the shadows yellow glow into the reflections. For the

Figures Nos. 3 and 4,—Uecokated Cup and Saucer.

with brown-green and gray mixed, throwing a leaves mix emerald and dark green, using also
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some of the brown-green. All ihese colors

were included in the outfit suggested. There

are others which might be used for this sub-

ject, but those recommended are good trial

colors.

Perhaps somebody wdll tell you that }-our

colors will gain in luster if mixed with flux.

This is partly true, and as )'0U progress you

can safely experiment, though while engaged

in acquiring your rudimentary color-knowledge

)'0U can dispense with it. Some colors emerge

from tiie kiln with a glaze which requires no

added luster, but others are improved b)' ha\'-

ing mixed with them a little flux, which prep-

aration is obtainable from dealers in artists'

materials.

Of course the whole art of china-painting

cannot be taught in any book, and many hints

of value to beginners must be omitted from a

chapter limited to the space which can be

given it in a book of such varied scope as

Needle and Brush ; but the points eluci-

dated, if carefully studied, will be found

very helpful to beginners who are taking

their first lessons without the aid of a compe-

tent teacher. The rose-jar pictured at Figure

No. I is not beyond the abilitv of anvbody

who has made a test tile and desires to paint

a conventional design. It may be painted in

yellow, red, brown or blue upon a white or

tinted grormd with the broken lines in the

same or a contrasting color. The Japanesque

characteristics of the subject are quite in har-

mony with the use of gold either alone or in

conjunction with some dull color, and the

lines are not too intricate for a beginner.

At Figure No. 2 a plate, which, if properly

executed, mav be fittingly associated with

very aristocratic bric-^-brac, is re]3resented.

The plaque or plate has a greenish-blue

ground tint which is faintest at the lower ]iart

and gradually deepened toward the top, the

eft'ect being ciiiite aqueous, as is in keeping

with the subject. The coral is in its natural

hue, but the shell and star-fish are merely sug-

gesti\'e of gra\-ish light and shade. The large

fish is painted a light silvery yellow shading

into brown upon the upper part of the bodv,

and the head, fins and tail are darkened with

brown. The darkest portions of the Ijodv are

spotted with yellow and red, and the high

lights are very silvery. The net is all gold

and should not be too delicately indicated.

The cup and saucer illustrated at Figures

Nos. 3 and 4 are of a fashionable st\le for

after-dinner coftee. The ornamentation is in

Pompadour-red picked out with gold, and the

edges are bordered with bands of red outside

narrower bands of gold. Most of the decora-

tion is done in fine pen-strokes, the tiny con-

ventionalized blossoms, however, requiring

some brush work.

At Figure No. 5 is illustrated a superb

design for decorating in the Royal Worcester

style. The entire surface, excepting the

handle, the open edges and the border of the

medallion maybe tinted in matt colors ground

in turpentine and then blended with a little co-

paiba. The effect is richer when the excepted

portions are plain gold. In this instance the

decoration is developed in raised gold. The

design is traced upon the pitcher, and the

tint scraped off inside the lines. The paste,

which is sold for raised gold work, is now-

applied so as to bring out the design of the

bird and grasses in high and medium relief,

the heads of grass which recede into the

shadows being almost flat. The pitcher is

now ready for firing, |irovided all the portions

which are to be done in plain gold are uni-

formly covered. The retouching of such por-

tions shoifld not be left till after the first

firing, wdiich must alwa\s be done before the

])aste is ready to receive the raised gold.

r)0th green, red and light gold niav be used

in such woi^k. and when \'erv fine traceries are
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i.ii be execiued Cooley's gold will be found a know (his, it is well to send instructions to

free worker. The surface of the paste should that effect.

be smooth when the gold is applied, and the The gold will stand being highly burnished

Figure No. 5.

—

I'itcher in Koyal Wurcesi'f.k Style.

second firing requires only a moderate heat. after the second firing, but careful handling is

Tliis is understood bv e.xperts, but if such a advised, because too strong a heat may have

piece be sent for tiring to a kiln where the rendered the paste brittle. De.xlerily in such

person in charge cannot be relied upon to details results from a light but secure hold.
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CHAPTER XXXIX.

SPATTER-OiGRK,

HIS class of decorative work is

extremely effective, and is

I'-ery easily done by anjr one

who has the slightest taste for

artistic effects. The articles

needed are a piece of cardboard, the

size the picture is to be, a moderately

stiff brush—a tooth brush being recommended

—and an ordinary comb, together with India

ink, ink of sepia tints or other soft colors,

which forms the spatters. Also fac-similes of

the articles to be reproduced in the picture,

which usually consist of foliage, tendrils,

crosses, monograms, etc., etc. With these

articles at hand the process may at once be

begun.

Tlie designs, if to be in flat effects, such as

monograms, emblems, etc., are fastened to

the cardboard with a small, fineh' pointed

tack or needle-point, and onlv enough pres-

sure is used to keep the design steadilv in

place, thus a\'oiding perforating or puncturing

the cardboard cons|3icuousIy. After one has

become more expert in the work it will be

better to do awav with the tacks and have the

designs hekl in place by light weights, if their

own weight is insufficient.

After the design is properly arranged the

brush is dipped into the ink, which should be

of moderately thin consistency, and drawn

smoothly over the teeth of the comb, which

forms a fine spray, or spatter, that is depos-

ited upon the cardboard. This process may

be continued to produce shaded and clouded

effects according to the taste of the operator,

and nia\' be made with greatest depth of color

either at the center and diminishing to the

outer edge, (where it should be thin and indis-

tinct to produce a vignette or halo appear-

ance), or in the reverse manner, with the

heaviest portion of the color about the mar-

gin of the picture, and gradually decreasing

toward the center. W'lien the design is

removed the portion of the cardboard which

has been co\'eretl during this work will be left

clear and white. This portion ma)- in turn be

shaded in beveled and other effects by having

other designs similar to, but narrower than,

the first, or those which are wider, or perfor-

ated in different figures, placed over the

design alreaelv outlined. Extreme care must,

howe\'er, !ie exercised in placing the design

on the board, that the edges mav lie flat, to

prevent any of llie ink fi"om spattering under
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the design, as this would materially affect the variety of specimens from which to select the

outline. pictures to be made. Fine blossoms may

Maple and ivy leaves, together with those also be used, and should be pressed in the

deeply serrated, are extremely eilective, and same manner as the leaves, care being taken

sprays of delicately colored foliage such as to separate the petals and jDortions of foliage

Figure No. i.—Design ix Spatter-Work.

ferns, smila.x, and fine grasses are light and that may still be attached to the stem, so that

airy in effect. By collecting these and press- the result may be as natural as possible. In

ing them carefully between sheets of news- pressing foliage and flowers of an especially

papers or an old book, in which the paper is sappy nature, it is better lo change their loca-

quite porous, one can have an unlimited tion between the papers occasionally, to pre-
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vent mold or mildew forming ; bnt in so obtained. One must take time in placing the

doing, carcfnl handling is essential, as their leax'es upon the cardboaid and so arrange

mutilation would produce a \-ery unnatiu-al them that the removal of any will not affect

and imperfect appearance. In arranging the position of others, as the readjustment of

these for the picture, which may be in designs any that might be displaced would be difficult,

to illustrate bouquets, wreaths, etc., tlie It is well to make the design with as few lea\'es

articles may be grouped upon the cardboard as possible, giving distinctness to the outlines

in any artistic fashion. For an ordinary bunch of those selected.

Figure No. -Emhlems foR Spatter-Work.

or cluster the finer and more delicate speci-

mens that are to be about the outlines maybe

placed first upon the cardboard, and the heav-

ier or larger leaves laid o\'er them. Then

by beginning the process of spattering, and

removing from time to time different leaves,

first taking away those that are uppermost

and lea\'ing for the last those that are to be

more delicatelv tinted, an effective result is

Among the many desirable subjects for this

work, are the different shaped crosses, whicli

ma\' be cut in solid lines from heavy jiaper or

Bristol-board, or in the more delicate and airy

shapes produced by cutting them in different

combination effects front either crossed or

medium-sized perforated cardboard. Nearly

all of our readers are acquainted with the

method of producing pretty designs from this
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perforated cardboard b}' the use of a sharply

pointed pen-knife. A beautiful example of

spatter-work, showing such a cross wreathed

at its base with foliage is illustrated at Figure

No. I in this chapter. The engraving gives a

good idea of the shading and suggests a pretty

frame frir the piece.

Masonic emblems, which comprise the

square and compass, the sun's rays, the letter

G, the ark, lamb, broken column, open Bible,

the 47th proposition of the first Book of

Euclid, etc., can be used. At Figure No. 2

the outlines for the square, compass and letter

G in combination are illustrated. They may

be duplicated in pasteboard and reproduced

in white or in a faint tint upon a darkly spat-

laid upon whatever piece of material is chosen

for the work and the ink deposited upon the

space left by the cut-out portion. If in white,

the design is placed upon the cardboard or

other foundation, and the spattering is done

upon the margin, leaving the portion revealed

by the removal of the design perfectly white.

A good way of obtaining silhouettes is by

placing the subject for the likeness between

a strong light and the paper upon which the

outline of the shadow is to be thrown. Then

with a pencil or crayon draw the outline of

the shadow. In reducing to any size desired,

one must exercise great care in cutting the

lines, so that the prominent features of the

profile shall be as nearly like the original as

Figure No. 3.

—

Kmblem for Sp.\tter-\Vijkk.

tered ground. Odd Fellow emblems, com-

prising the three links, altar with fire, clasped

hands, etc., are also used. Information

regarding the designs of any crafts may be

easily obtained from the members of such

societies, who are alwax'S willing to furnish

information to their fair solicitors. The triple

links constitute a simple and pretty design for

practice work, the exact outlines being gi\en

at Figure No. 3 of this clia|:iter.

Pleasing effects may also be produced by

the introduction of silhouettes, which may

embodv a mirthful or serious sentiment, and

lie worked out in flat effects in black or wlnte.

If in black, tile design of the silhouette is tut

out of a large card or piece of jiaper, which is

possible. With a little practice this can be

done with quite satisfactory results, wdiich in

manv instances will resemble examples of the

old-time silhouette- art—the early method of

preserving likenesses. Pretty effects are pro-

duced bv introducing in connection with

flower designs the photographs of children,

who are often seen easily poised upon the

Iil\'cup, or playfully thrusting a little head

from the heart of a rose. If the artist be

somewhat skilled in the drawing of human

faces, a soft and pleasing effect is produced

by tracing from the photograph the outline of

the picture, cutting this in stiff paper and

spattering in the manner described. The

necessitv of extreme painstaking in the Intro-
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duciiiy- of the lace, is quite ap|iareiil. If it be l)e easih' taken from the mountini;' by allow-

but iiKlifferentl)' done the effect is far from ing it to soak in tepid water. Its rnunersion

agreeable. Jf one is fortunate enough to have will not efface the photograph, and it must

profile likenesses, silhouettes can be formed remain there sufficiently long to allow of its

simply b\' making tracings of them and shad- being remo\'ed without straining, or stretching

ing as directed with the foliage and emblems. the albumeuized paper upon which it is

The tinished portion of the photograph can printed.

Clrips froni Decorated (Lima,, .

If the dainty ware 7<:'/// chip the best thing dered more marked by the use of a wrong

to do is to gather up the chips, examine them variety of color.

carefully and from them learn, if we can, how An echo of the plaint of an aspiring novice

to prevent further chipping. To prevent in china decoration comes to our ears and

chipping from over-firing, alwa\-s send your tells us that far worse than any chipping

wares to a reliable kiln
; or if you do the iir- which might occur was the condition of a

ing yourself study and experiment until )ou beautiful plaque which went to the kiln in

understand the process. The " rose " heat is good condition but came back little better

as high as the soft paste which is used for than a confused blotch of colors, so far as any

raised gold designs should be subjected to, ornamental attributes it might possess, was

and in burnishing these designs after the concerned. In painting it, an ambitious sub-

second tiring light handling is necessary. ject which the artist might perhaps have sue-

Quite as bad a defacement as a ragged or cessfully carried out on canvas, was selected,

broken edge are the defacements and efface- and among the colors liberally used was

ments of color which characterize carelessly yellow. This color she has since learned is

done amateur work, but a great deal that the unyielding enemy of almost every other

seems to be the direct result of inattention to color except green. It vanquishes almost all

details, is often due to the decollator's haste to the reds, halting only at capucine-red, but is

see the results of her work after its crucial test nevertheless one of the most beautiful colors

— firing. Ample time should be allowed for employed in china painting, as the novice

drying, and if there is any question or doubt learned afterward. She recei\'ed through the

regarding whether overlaid colors are dry, failure of her plaque a valuable lesson, and it

e\'ery piece should be subjected to a moderate is emphasized here for the benefit of those

degree of artificial heat before being exposed who read as they run. Make use of no colors

to the more intense heat of the kiln. No one which vou imagine depend on admixture with

should rely upon the attendants at the kiln to yellow for certain effecls, and do not attempt

supply bits of colors that have become rubbed elaborate designs until vou have acquired pro-

of!: in transit, as the defacement may be ren- ficiency in executing simple ones.

ftSii2^^''"-^^3iii-" ''''^'iP^
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^crim (^ushion-v^oYer.

^ OR cushions in every-day use upon are a great many varieties of scrim, but that

the toilette-table and dressing-case, showing a uniform and rather loose weave is

covers that can be taken off to per- best adapted to this purpose. The narrow

.•i^*^^ mit of brushing off the dust that ribbons may be all of one shade or in two or

Scrim Cushion-Cover.

penetrates through them, and readjusted with-

out loss of time, are the most practical, but

they must be pretty as well or they will not

win favor from fastidious women; This en-

graving illustrates an especially pretty cushion-

cover of scrim, bordered with lace and deco-

rated with ribbon. Along the sides and ends

of the cover threads are pulled out to permit

of running in the narrow ribbons in the manner

represented, their ends being folded under-

neath to form loops. A large bow of wide

ribbon is fastened near one corner. There

more contrasting colors. Pink and blue give

a dainty Pompadour effect, which is height-

ened if the cushion case be of either color.

Orange and white, cresson and rose, and gar-

net and shrimp are also handsome combina-

tions. A pin thrust through each corner will

hold such a cover securely in place. A cover

quite as effective as this is made of a square

of lace insertion with several rows of lace

beading about it. To the outer row of bead-

ing a border of lace edging is sewed, and

in the beading narrow ribbons are run.
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"An Article of Permanency must have IVIerit for its Foundation."

( ZEIST-A.'^IjISmDP lBg3.

THE LAEUEST MANUFACTURERS IN THE WORLD OF

Ahead of all Others. Reputation Established Beyond a Doubt,

BELDING'S WASH SILKS are the best made. Phoenician Dyes and Fast

Colors.

"WASH ETCHING" for Fine OutUne Embroidery.

"WASH TWIST" Embroidery for Heavier Work.

"OUTLINE OR FILLING FLOSS," which may be spHt to any fineness

for dehcate work on Bolting Cloth, Gauze, Silk, etc.

"ROPE SILK." For raised work on Plushes, Chamois, etc., where elaborate

effects are desired.

These Goods are Unexcelled for LUSTRE, PERMANENT COLOR
and REGULARITY.

BELDING'S SUPERIOR KNITTING SILK.

DO NOT BE DECEIVED. THE EEST IS THE CHEAPEST,

Don't allow your shopkeeppr to impose upon you by selling you some other Silk, repre-

senling that it is "ju.st as good as BELDING'S."
Every spool of BBLDIN(t BROS, k CO.'S "Superior" Knitting Silk hiis a blue label

printed on the end of the spool, of which the iUustration here given is a/ac siviik, and each
spool of the silk is warranted by them as made of pure ihread silk, identical with that used
by them in the manufacture of Iheir well-known Machine Twist and Sewing Silk, which
have the highest rpputai^ion and have always been awarded PRIZE MEDALS for superi-

ority, over all competitors, wlierever exhibited.

BELDING BROS. & CO.,

MILLS:
IRoc3s:-^7-3.Xl©, Oo-n -n -

3Srojr-bIta.a,T-r-i ^pton., ACass-
3yEoi2-'tnr©al-3 Canada-
San :F3raiic±sco, CaX-

BRANCH HOUSES:
CtLicagO- ZBoston.
St- iPa-ixD

.

:Pliilaa.eliJli±a.
Cincinixati- San Farancisco-

Ivlon-fc^r-eal, Canad-a.
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Good ii] Everytljirig.

The home decorator, who fully under- book is painted on a common, wavside stone,

stands the variet\- and the possibilities of distinguished from thousands of others only

decorative art mav be fitlv said to compre- bv being unusually smooth and of an oval

hand the poet's meaning of shape. Botli oil and water colors may be used

IJECOKATED STONE ON EasEL.

** Sermons in stone,

Lesrions in running l)rooks.

And good in everytliing,"

for such work. The easel is of wire. Some-

times such a stone, after being painted upon, has

For beneath her touch uncomely objects gain a semi-covering of plush drawn o\'er it so as to

grace and beauty. The pretty landscape form a rim or frame around the painting, and the

which forms the concluding illustration in this easel is covered with plush of the same color.
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KORSHEEDT'S STANDARD SILK-EMBROIDEBEO APPLIQUES IN NATURAL COLORS.
A full Mpsortment of Silk EmbroidorLHl Appliijiies can be found iu No. 22 of Kuksbceedt's Standard Fashionable SpECiALTms.

KURSHEEDT'S STANDARD FASHIONABLE SPECIALTIES
i;? ?;eiit free for one year to parties ordering goods to the value of One Dollar or over. Published four times a year. Single Copies,

7 cents. Yearly Siibycriplion, 25 cents.

picsomcntiouNEEDLH A.Di;im«n. Addresh: THE KURSHEEDT MANUF'G CO., New York City,

MO. ci^in.—Kursheedt's Standard Cluster of But
tercuDs. Embroidered in elthei Fed \el
low, PlaJt or White. Price, 8 cents each

1, ' '^

^ 111 —Kursheedt s Standard Pansy. Em-
br idered In either Purple, Yellow, White
or Lilac also Y ellow and Pnrple, and Lilac

and White Price, 14 cents each.

V
•.^
"."

No. 827,—Kursheedt's Standard Sprav of Buttter- No. 705.—Kursheedt's Standard Pea- No. 916.—Kursheedt'3 Standard Daisy. Em-
cups. Embroidered in either Red, Yellow or cock. Natural Colons. Price, 28 broidered in either Red, Yellow, Pink or
pink. Price, 9 cents each. cents eacli. White. Price, 8 cents each.
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HAVE
YOU SEEN
INGALLS'

Home Magazine '^ &iagie copies isc. $1.00 pcryear.nV/ITlEi IVin\«H^IIVC . It ,s ^ tineiy illustrated Alonthly
Magazine of 64 pages, devoted to Home Deajration, fancy Work, Art Painiing,
Domestic Helps for the Home, etc. L1I)A and M. J. CLAKRSO^', liie popular artists
and authors, write only for Ingalls' H05I£ Magazine. Tliis Magazine once in
tliree months, contains, a FULL-FAGE UOLOKED PLATE. Al.'o full ins'tnictions
for its treatment, being reproductions from ukiginal paintings by LIUA CLARK-
SON. The Four Colored Flnles are vo-rlh the imce of a year's subscription.

'

Send
your full address and one 2-cent stamp and we will seud you a sample copy

Address J. F. INGALLS. Lynn, fllass.

We send a Tube of INGALLS' STAIHPING PAINT also STAMPING BRUSH, I»H.UE, with—nsTGr-A-LLS' ISSO—
%\.00 ^tain|iin^ Qutfit.
rpHIS OUTFIT contains a Tube of Ingalls' Stamping Paint (nsed for Stamping PInsb, Vel-* vet and Dark (ioods), Stamping Brush, S^x Fowder, Pad, Booii of Instructions for
Stamping, and IINGAl,L,S' 18S9 CATAl,OGlJE OF STAMPING PATTEKNS, and tlie following
list of FlifjEy SIZED Stamping Patterns:

AIVDSOMK AliPHABET of 2C letters, ornamentecj with DAISIES AND
WHEAT, size Hvo inches hisrh—DESIGN OP APPLE BLOSSOMS FOE SCARFS,
etc., size, 16x8 inches—BOEDER DESIGN OP ROSEBUDS FERNS, etc., size 80x8

—CAT-O'-NINE-TAILS, 16x8-DAISIES, 14x7-60LDEN ROD, 14x8—IRIS, 14x7

— DESIG>J FOR TIDIES, SOFA - PILLOWS, SHOPPING BAGS, APRONS,
SCARFS, etc.—CALLALILY, 10x9-FUCHSLAS, 10x8-CLOTER, 8x8-NASTUR-
TIU-MS, 8x8—MORNING GLORIES, 8x7—SUMAC, 8xC— TIGER LILY, 8x6 —
PANSIES, 8.xa—COXCOMB, 8x6-TULIPS, 8x5-LILEES-OF-THE- VALLEY, 7x6—
EASTER LILIES, 7x.3—SCALLOPS, IJ^ find 2!^ inches wide—TRAY-CLOTU DE-

SIGNS—TURKEY ON PLATTER -STRING OF FISH — STRAW-
BERRIES —CHERRIESAND GRAPES-SMALL DESIGNS FOE CRAZY
PATCHWORK, etc.—OWL-BUTTERFLIKS-BUQS—TENNIS RACK-
ETS-CHILD'S HEAD—SNOW-BALLS—DAISIES—PINKS-FORGET-
ME-NOTS — WHE.\T— BUTTERCUPS — WILD ROSE — TRUMPET

FLOWER, etc — TINSEL DESIGN, inches wide — LARGE DESIGN FOR
TABLE SCARPS AND COVERS-SPLASHERS — PANELS - TINSEL WORK,
etc. -POND LILIES, 15x7—POPPIES. 12x8—SWANS, 80x8-WILD ROSES, 16x18.

Tfe send this Outfit by mail, post-paid, for $1.00. This is the best $1.00 Ouiflt that

we have ever advertised.

With this Outfit yoa can sare mrjney by doing your own Stamping:, and makr. moriey by doing Stamping for others. The Pat.

terns in this Outfit are made on 15 sheets of our best Parchment Paper {size of each sheet, 22x9 inches). These Patterns are made
especially ioT this Outfit and are all different from the Patterns in otir 1887 $1.00 Outfit. Send $1.00 for tills Outfit, and

yon are sure to be more than satisfied. Address all orders to J. F. INGAf,I>S, Lynn, Mass.

EXTRA
SPECIAL

OFFER!

A?7"© 'oc^±Xl seixa. 3ro-ij. I"IsrC3-.A.31.LS' 1S89 Sl-OO

ST-A-HVEIFIITG- OXTOTFIT, and. a "^Teair-'s S-u.t>s-

ciriXJtionn. to I3SrC3--A.LLS' HOjyCE 3Vfr.A.Gi-.A.Z;i3SrE,

alX fojr S1-V5.

.A-ddx-ess J- :F'- I3VC3r.A.XjXj!S, Xjyxxn, SAass.

Mention "Needle ant:) Brush."
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(COFTKIGHTED.)

Miss Meddlesome (to her mamma.)—"Ah I We have now discovered the secret of her gracefully clraped dreeses, vrhich have
been the en-^-y of our lives. Lookl She has the Hall's Bazak Form. We shall send for one at once! It can bu adjusted to fit

either of ui^
'"

M18S Fashion Plati: (solilnquipins.)—" The effect is simplj' charming. It would have been impossible to produce this reeiilt

without Hall's Bazak Portable Form. I can now make over and drape my own dresses and not become worn out standiujx for

the dressmaker. This Form was a happy thought, and is worth more than its weight in gold to ladies easily fatigued by standing.'^

COirPLETE FORM. CLOSED AND OPENED,
EAZAr ^TvIRT FORJI.

OFENEr..
CLOSED ANB

Completo FoTm, $S.50.

SENT TO ANY ADDRESS ON RECEIPT OF PRICE.

Skirt Form, 'iron post) to -wMch bust can Tie adt^ed, $3.50. !Pazar
Skirt ForEi, (\wood post' in case, $3.00.

OT:RC"crx.^^:Ej

.

sEnsrjD :foe, i:):H]sci?-x:E*TZAr:E

HALL'S BAZAR FORM COMPANY,
833 Broadway, New York-

NOTICE.—We have placed Hall's Bazar Portable and Ad.iustable Drpps and .Skirt Forms on sale in our own salesrooms in London,
New York and Chicago. We consider them tbe most complete articles for the parpow deRJ^ned that hove ever been introduced, and
cheerfullv recommend them to our customers and agents everywhere. THE BUTTERICK PUBLISHINCI CO. (Limited).
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EVERY WOMAN INTERESTED IN NEEDLE-WORK SHOULD READ

k Companion l/ohime of "Needle and Brush."

EEDLE-CRAFT IS A BEAUTIFUL WORK, WITH ILLUMINATED CLOTH COVER, in

which the Fascinating ART is Clearly and Connpletely Described and Illustrated,

Full Attention being given to every Department of NEEDLE-WORK in vogue.

Thg gooi^ (^0NTAiN$ HtiNDi^eD5 OF Gngi^aVings,

with FULL INSTRUCTIONS for their reproduction and VALUABLE HINTS regarding the

MANNER OF WORK and most Suitable MATERIALS.

^

((

)eedle-^
n, "

TO

will prove Invaluable both to the

Amateur Needlewoman and to

the Practical Maker of

Fancy Articles.

The price of

a nrn )^mmmn
$1.00 or 4s.

Prepaid to any address in tlie United King-

dom, the United States, Canada

or Mexico.

If the Book cannot be obtained from the nearest Agency for the sale of goods, mail

your Order direct to us, sending funds by draft, post-office or express money-order or by

registered letter.

THE BUTTERICK PUBLISHING CO. [Limited],
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